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Abstract  

Purpose: The purpose of this paper is to contribute to emerging research on International New 

Ventures (INVs) marketing practices in the context of international marketing on social media. The aim 

is to investigate how INVs communicate with their fans on Facebook to engage them. 

Design/methodology/approach: A case study approach was used to investigate two Swedish and two 

Danish INVs. A qualitative content analysis was performed to investigate their Facebook posts over a 

period of one year, starting from the launch of the Facebook page. A total of 364 posts were examined. 

Findings: The results demonstrate that the INVs’ communication can be categorized into six main 

communication categories; Information, Promotion, Entertainment, Adaptation, Fan Communication 

and Activation. Subcategories were also identified and two trait categories; Vividness and Founding 

team. The communication could be related to established companies communication, but the categories 

Adaptation and Founding team was found to be specifically related to INVs’ characteristics. The results 

proved that the INVs mainly used traditional one-way communication to engage their fans and that the 

two-way communication possibility offered by social media was underutilized. No strong patterns for 

what impacted engagement was identified except for competitions which effected engagement 

positively. The paper further argued that the reason for the weak patterns of engagement could be 

explained by the INVs lack of a fully developed brand.  

Practical implications: The author suggests that the INVs should arrange competitions to engage their 

fans on Facebook. Further, it is suggested that the INVs should encompass a combination of the 

different categories identified in this research to realize the full potential of Facebook. However, the 

author establishes that the success of the communication is related to the individual INV’s industry and 

service. 

Originality/value: The findings complement existing theory on communication and engagement on 

Facebook from new angels. Additionally, the findings contribute to emerging research on marketing in 

INVs.  

Keywords: INV, Social media, Content analysis, Marketing communications, Engagement 
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1 Introduction   

Companies that are international already from inception constitute a considerable share of international 

firms (Burgel & Murray, 2000; Knight & Cavusgil, 2004; McAuley, 1999; Moen, 2002) and are thus 

an important segment of the modern economy (Burgel & Murray, 2000; Rennie, 1993). Referred to as 

International New Ventures (INVs), these companies are increasing in numbers (Aspelund & Moen, 

2001, as cited in Aspelund, Madsen & Moen, 2007). As an INV is serving a global segment, it is 

crucial that it utilizes channels enabling them to reach a wide population. The internet has been proved 

an effective medium for marketing a new firm (Lackes & Anton, 2013) that is often faced with scare 

human and financial resources in particularly the initial development phases (Aspelund, Madsen, & 

Moen, 2007; Churchill & Lewis 1983; Simpson & Taylor, 2003). These constraints for new firms make 

marketing a difficult task. Especially one type of internet marketing, namely social media marketing 

has increased in popularity during the last years.  The proliferation of social media could be explained 

by the increased access to social media enabled by smart phones and tablets (Meng, Stavros & 

Westberg, 2015). Social media should be an area of great interest since it offers the possibility for 

global communication (Mangold & Faulds, 2009). Further it inherits the capability to reach a wider 

audience in a faster speed than traditional marketing channels (Thackeray & Neiger, 2009). The 

communication on social media is not constrained by time or location (Hara, Bonk & Angeli, 2000). It 

is easily accessible and does not necessarily require heavy capital investments, thus making it suitable 

for the resource constrained and globally oriented firm. Research has proved that social media 

marketing is a low-cost marketing option that has been adopted by several INVs (Hallbäck & 

Gabrielsson, 2013). According to statistics from 2015, Facebook was the most popular social media 

platform to market a company’s business (Social Media Examiner, n.d.). Hence, it is relevant to 

investigate how the increasing numbers of INVs are utilizing Facebook as a marketing medium.  

1.1 The International New Venture: Marketing perspective 

Infant multinationals (Lindqvist, 1991), born globals (Rennie, 1993; Knight & Cavusgil, 1996), global 

start ups (Jolly, Alahuhta & Jeannet, 1992) and international new ventures (Oviatt & McDougall, 

1994), several definitions have been established for describing the internationally oriented new firm. 
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This paper will use the definition by Oviatt and McDougall (1994) that defines an International New 

Venture (INV) as a firm that seeks to operate internationally from inception.  

In the past two decades extensive research on INVs’ characteristics and behavior has been conducted 

since their behavior differ from the traditionally expected behavior of globally oriented enterprises (e.g. 

Moen & Servais, 2002; Oviatt & McDougall, 1994). The research has made significant contributions 

mainly with focus on internationalization in areas such as entry modes (Burgel & Murray, 2000) risk 

trade-offs (Shrader et al., 2000), technology effects (Zahra, Ireland & Hitt, 2000), firm characteristics 

(Harveston, 2000) performance effects (Bloodgood, Sapienza & Almeida, 1996) network and founding 

team impact (Coviello & Munro, 1995; Gabrielsson & Kirpalani, 2004) and forces driving 

internationalization (Brush, 1992).  

Specific marketing challenges have been researched. For example Fletcher (2004) and McAuley (1999) 

researched whether a niche- or commodity strategy should be adopted. Other scholars have investigated 

market selection (e.g. Shrader et al., 2000; Crick & Jones, 2000). Research on marketing strategies is 

still in an early phase (Gabrielsson & Gabrielsson, 2003; Rialp, Rialp, & Knight, 2005).  Knowledge on 

marketing strategies plays an important role for the development and success of INVs, since they are 

faced with vast marketing challenges due to their early internationalization (Ripolle´ s & Blesa, 2011).  

However, research within the field of marketing is limited. Hallbäck and Gabrielsson’s (2013) recent 

research on marketing strategies found that INVs’ innovativeness and adaptation of marketing 

strategies decrease as INVs expands globally. This is an important contribution to research since the 

adaptation/standardization is a central question in international marketing. Their research contributes to 

the field of INV marketing strategies, however their study and other studies on marketing in INVs (e.g. 

Fletcher, 2004; McAuley, 1999) does not go into depth with the marketing strategy conducted. There is 

a gap in relation to the specifics and details of a marketing strategy conducted in an INV. Therefore, 

this paper aims to contribute to fill this gap by deeply investigating INVs’ marketing strategies.  

Scholars have investigated INVs in many different countries, including the Scandinavian countries. 

INVs signify a large part of companies in small and open economies (Madsen, Rasmussen & Servais, 

2000; Moen, 2002; McNaughton, 2003) because due to limited trade barriers and small home markets 
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companies are forced to internationalize rapidly (Fan & Phan, 2007). Furthermore, due to the resource 

scarcity (Laanti, McDougall, & Baume, 2009) and the success of many INVs (Fan & Phan, 2007) in 

small and open economies, it is relevant to investigate INVs in these countries further. Denmark and 

Sweden both have small and open economies and are thus a suitable setting for exploring INVs’ 

marketing strategies. 

1.2 Social media marketing 

Social media marketing in a global setting is still an area of research that has not received much 

attention in international advertising (Whitelock et al., 2013). Whitelock et al. (2013) argue the 

importance of globally operated companies knowing how to utilize social media in the different 

markets they serve (Whitelock et al., 2013). Consequently, there are many opportunities for 

investigating how a global company is using social media for marketing purposes.  

“Social Media is a group of Internet-based applications that build on the ideological and technological 

foundations of Web 2.0, and that allow the creation and exchange of User Generated Content.” 

(Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010, p. 61)  

Web 2.0 is described as a platform where content and applications are created in an involving and 

cooperative way by all users and not simply a single user (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010). User Generated 

Content describes the different types of publicly available media content available on Web 2.0 that is 

created by end-users (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010). The implication of social media is that companies 

still can talk to their consumers like in traditional marketing communications, however untraditionally 

social media also enables consumers to talk to companies and more importantly to each other (Mangold 

& Faulds, 2009). Hence, the consumers are now in control (Berthon, Pitt, Plangger & Shapiro, 2012; 

Vollmer & Precourt, 2008) and the flow of information can now be characterized as “multidirectional, 

interconnected and difficult to predict” (Hennig-Thurau, Malthouse, Friege, Gensler, Lobschat, 

Rangaswamy et al., 2010, p. 313). Social media enables customers to spread information about a 

product or a service and is therefore an important channel for word-of-mouth (WOM), Therefore, it is 

relevant that companies can learn how to shape the discussions taking place on social media that 

reflects the companies’ mission- and performance goals and values (Mangold & Faulds, 2009).  
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Social media inherit the capability to directly engage consumers (Thackeray & Neiger, 2009). It is an 

effective channel for companies to communicate and interact with their international customers, whom 

often can be difficult to reach on traditional media (Ahn, Kwon & Sung, 2010). By the creation of 

social media profiles companies can now directly interact with consumers by utilizing the two-way 

communication possibility and gain a competitive advantage (McKee, 2013). Facebook, being the 

leading social network is a popular social media platform where companies can create a social media 

profile (Statista, 2015). Users of these platforms can choose to like and become a fan of these 

professional profiles (Statista, 2015) and thereby receive updates from the company. The users will be 

referred to as fans throughout the rest of this paper.  

The companies make updates by creating posts sharing information such as videos, competitions, links, 

pictures etc. Hence the companies can affect what the fans are discussing and thereby engage them. 

Several studies have investigated how companies are using Facebook. These studies are often based on 

different theoretical frameworks and often lack models describing the use of social media and what 

impacts on customer engagement (Augar & Zeleznikow, 2013; Delerue & Hopkins, 2012; 

McCorkindale, 2010; Öztamur & Karakadılar, 2014). Other academic studies have investigated the 

successfulness of Facebook posts in terms of content and media types and how this affects the 

engagement of the post in terms of likes, comments and shares (Cvijikj & Michahelles, 2013; De Vries, 

Gensler & Leeflang, 2012; Kim, Spiller & Hettche, 2015; Sabate, Berbegal-Mirabent, Cañabate & 

Lebherz, 2014). However these studies have been quantitative and have not outlined the specifics of the 

content of the Facebook posts. Wallace, Wilson and Miloch (2011) states that the engagement of a 

Facebook page can be quantified, as executed in the studies just mentioned, but Meng et al. (2015) 

noticed the importance of investigating the details of the content in the posts. Thus, they developed a 

model with detailed communication categories for NBA teams with focus on the content of posts from 

both Twitter and Facebook.  

1.3 Problem area: Social media marketing for the International New Venture  

Based on the information outlined in the previous sections it is interesting to deeply investigate how 

INVs communicate with their international customer group through Facebook to try to shape fan 
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discussions and engagement. Further it is interesting to explore if and how the INVs are utilizing the 

two-way communication possibilities on Facebook. These areas are interesting to research because the 

INVs behavior often is different from the traditional multinational enterprise (Moen & Servais, 2002; 

Oviatt & McDougall, 1994). Therefore this paper aims to explore INVs Facebook posts a year forward 

from inception to investigate their marketing communication in detail on Facebook and how it impacts 

on engagement. It further aims to identify possible patterns in their marketing communications to be 

able to identify possible developments in their way of communicating. Theories from social media 

marketing and international marketing will be used. The paper will more specifically apply theories 

from the field of marketing communications, INV marketing, interactive advertising/engagement and 

Facebook marketing. To summarize, the purpose of this paper is to investigate how INVs initially use 

Facebook posts to communicate with and engage their fans.  The main focus will be to outline detailed 

posting categories and how they are utilized by the different INVs over time. The paper will also touch 

upon what impact the INVs communication has on fan engagement.  

1.4 Research question 

This paper aims to answer the research question:  

“How are International New Ventures utilizing Facebook for marketing communications to create fan 

engagement?” 

The following research objectives have been set to aid in answering the research question.  

1. Identify detailed communication categories to deeply explain how INVs are communicating 

with their fans on Facebook. By mainly focusing on the content of the post but also the media type, 

categories will be developed. 

2. Identify how the different INVs execute their communication to illustrate how the newly 

established international venture utilizes Facebook to influence customer discussions and engage their 

fans. Scholars studying the development of INVs have realized the importance of studying growth over 

time (Gabrielsson & Gabrielsson, 2013). It is therefore relevant to investigate how and if the marketing 
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communications develop from launch of the Facebook page since INVs often are companies with rapid 

growth.  

3. Investigate the success of the communication to be able to determine if there are certain criteria 

that affect success. Success will be defined by engagement. Engagement includes the amount of likes, 

comments and shares (Cvijikj & Michahelles, 2013; De Vries et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2015; Sabate et 

al., 2014). By focusing on engagement it will enable an investigation of how the fans respond to the 

INVs’ posts and if the INVs manage to engage their fans. It is important to analyze engagement, 

because it highlights what effect the INVs communication has on the fans.  

By answering the outlined research question and adhere to the different research objectives this paper 

aims to contribute to the emerging field of social media- and INV marketing by exploring the use of 

Facebook by INVs. This will be enabled by conducting a qualitative detailed investigation about how 

INVs utilize Facebook posts both by outlining the details of their communication but also how this 

impacts on engagement.   

1.5 Description of research and main findings 

This paper will take a case study approach by investigating two Danish and two Swedish online service 

INVs that were founded in 2013 or 2014. A qualitative content analysis was performed on the INVs’ 

Facebook posts to identify how the INVs were using Facebook. The research was conducted over a 

period of one year, starting from the launch of the INVs’ Facebook pages. The reasoning behind this 

was that the analysis wanted to reveal how newly established INVs initially communicate with their 

fans on Facebook. The analysis revealed six main communication categories explained by several 

subcategories and two trait categories. The categories were utilized in different ways by the INVs to 

communicate with and engage their fans. The following categories were identified; Subcategories are 

listed in the parenthesis after the main communication category.  

Main communication categories: Information (company, PR, related, unrelated), Promotion (service, 

other), Entertainment, Adaptation (language, culture), Fan Communication (competition, feedback, 

action) and Activation (like, comment, both). 
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Trait communication categories: Founding team and Vividness.  

Further the analysis proved that the INVs executed their communication differently and that no strong 

patterns were found as to what categories engaged their fans the most except for competitions.  

1.6 Delimitations  

Consumer behavior constitutes a major part of social media since it is based on User Generated 

Content. However this paper will take point of departure from the firm’s side. It will only highlight the 

communication from the INVs perspective. Hence it will only focus on the communication initiated by 

the INV. In other words it will investigate the Facebook posts published on the Facebook page by the 

INV and how they communicate with their fans on these posts if they are commented on by then fans. 

It will not focus on how the INVs communicate with fans on posts published by fans, but only on posts 

the INVs have initiated.  Neither will this paper deeply investigate how the fans are communicating 

with the INV. However since it will be analyzed how the fans engage with the post, it will indirectly 

contribute to consumer behavior. 

1.7 Structure of thesis 

The purpose of the thesis is to enhance our understanding of marketing communications on Facebook 

in INVs. To explain how this was established the structure of the thesis will be explained to ease the 

understanding of the different sections. The thesis has been divided into seven main parts. 

Introduction consists of the previous section where the background and purpose of the thesis has been 

outlined. In addition, the research questions and objectives was outlined which have guided the rest of 

the thesis.  

Theoretical foundation reviews the extant research on INVs and social media marketing and outlines 

related concepts and definitions suitable for this research.  
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Methodology focuses on the processes undertaken to execute the research. It includes information 

about theory of science, research- strategy and design, research methods, data analysis and research 

assessment.  

Analysis aims to present the empirical results which include conceptual models outlining the 

communication categories the INVs use.  

Discussion elaborates on the findings of the study and their relation to the theoretical framework and 

other theories. The purpose of the section is to establish new findings based on the sections just 

mentioned. 

Concluding remarks is the final section that has the aim to answer the research question outlined in 

the first section of the thesis. Managerial implications and suggestions for future research will also be 

elaborated on.  

2 Theoretical foundation 

This section will elaborate on the theoretical framework supporting the conduction of this thesis. The 

section will firstly describe and critically review research and theory on INVs. Hereafter social media 

will be elaborated on.  

2.1 The International New Venture  

Section 2.1 aims to describe INVs by outlining a definition, their characteristics and previous research 

on INV marketing.  

2.1.1 Defining the International New Venture 

Early internationalization is now a reality for many new firms due to the current trends of globalization 

and advances of technology (Cavusgil & Knight, 2015), reduced international communication, 

transportation costs and the shortening of products’ life cycles (Hashai & Almor, 2004). Any firm 

despite size, experience or resources now has the opportunity to participate in trade across borders 

(Cavusgil & Knight, 2015). 
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Organizations that are international already from inception are thus an important phenomenon that has 

received a lot of attention during the last two decades. These organizations are incongruent with the 

traditionally expected behavior of multinational enterprises which have encouraged researchers to 

investigate them in a new light. Traditionally an organization has been expected to incrementally 

internationalize long after establishment while this firm begins with a proactive international strategy 

(e.g. Moen & Servais, 2002; Oviatt & McDougall, 1994). Oviatt and McDougall (1994) were among 

the first to highlight these firms importance. They state that an international new venture (INV) is “a 

business organization that from inception, seeks to derive competitive advantage from the use of 

resources and the sale of outputs in multiple countries” (Oviatt & McDougall, 1994, p.49). Many 

definitions have been developed since and although they all refer to the same phenomenon the 

definitions have been quite diverse. As a result the studies of INVs have been diverse, since no 

generally accepted definition exists. However, Oviatt and McDougall’s (1994) definition will be 

applied because the author of this paper in accordance with Cavusgil and Knight (2015) recognizes that 

their definition is correct in terms of referring to the export behavior of INVs. INVs often offer their 

services or products to a limited geography and not necessarily a global one from inception, as implied 

by certain other definitions. Other scholars (e.g. Johansson & Vahlne, 2009; Kuivalainen, Sundqvist & 

Servais, 2007; Lopez, Kundu & Ciravegna, 2009) also support the notion that INVs often 

internationalize regionally and not globally in at least their early years. Since INVs differ from 

traditional multinational enterprises they face certain challenges. 

2.1.2 Challenges for the International New Venture 

Zahra (2005) outlined three forms of liability that INVs often face. Their access to resources and 

networks is restricted because of their first liability of newness and inexperience. INVs newness creates 

uncertainty for other stakeholders regarding their creditability and potential viability.  Size is the 

second liability which affects their resources, that often are limited and as a result their ability to tackle 

the challenges of internationalization. The third liability is the foreignness of INVs which results in a 

large effort to tackle the barriers of entry to foreign markets and to build networks and gain acceptance 

with and from suppliers but also customers.  As a result of their newness, size and foreignness, access 

to resources and networks is difficult which makes global marketing activities especially challenging 
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(Hallbäck & Gabrielsson, 2013; Loustarinen & Gabrielsson, 2004). The growth and success of the INV 

is influenced by their knowledge of marketing strategies (Ripollés & Blesa, 2012). INVs have realized 

the potential of forming networks to later use internet as a marketing channel to overcome these 

challenges (Moen, 2002ab). Further, to successfully internationalize as a small- or medium sized firm 

the importance of an international marketing plan has been recognized (Douglas, Craig & Keegan, 

1982; Welch & Loustarinen, 1988).  

2.1.3 Marketing in the International New Venture 

The behavior and characteristics of INVs have received a lot of attention during the last two decades, 

however the marketing strategies of INVs is still in an infant phase and have therefore not been heavily 

focused upon (Rialp et al., 2005). However, Hallbäck and Gabrielsson (2013) made a recent 

contribution to the field of marketing strategies in INVs. The authors suggested that during the global 

growth of INVs the innovativeness and adaptation of marketing strategies decrease. Innovativeness was 

suggested to take three forms; value innovation, marketing co-creation and low cost-marketing 

(Hallbäck & Gabrielsson, 2013). Social media marketing is a low-cost marketing option that was 

adopted by INVs (Hallbäck & Gabrielsson, 2013) and that is signified by co-creation. Social media 

marketing will be elaborated upon in section 2.2. 

Adaption decisions are crucial in marketing strategies, since the INVs often expand fast into several 

foreign markets (Madsen & Servais, 1997). This is an area of research that has received a lot of focus 

in international marketing for more than 50 years since adaptation decisions are essential for 

international organizations (Schmid & Kotulla, 2011). The decisions needing to be made relates to the 

degree and way of adapting and/or standardizing to fit diverse parts of the strategy, thus it is not an 

either or decision between standardization or adaptation (Theodosiou & Leonidou, 2003). A major 

consideration to be made includes how and if the organization should adapt to country requirements 

(Hallbäck & Gabrielsson, 2013).  Hallbäck and Gabrielsson (2013) found in their research that INVs 

adapted to the countries they were operating in, but also made adaptations based on the countries their 

largest customers were positioned in.  
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Additional research on INVs, contributing to international marketing strategy has been made. The 

impact of the founder of the INV has often been highlighted. For example research has proved that the 

autonomous, innovative, aggressive and risk taking entrepreneur challenges the process theory 

characterized with slow and gradual internationalization (Gabrielsson & Kirpalani, 2004). As a result, 

the internationally focused entrepreneur can make fast identifications of international market 

opportunities and both explore, exploit and sell output in cross border markets (McDougal & Oviatt, 

2000). INV literature has also contributed with research on specific marketing challenges. (e.g. 

Aspelund et al., 2007; Burgel & Murray, 2000; Crick & Jones, 2000; Fletcher, 2004; McAuley, 1999; 

McDougall, Oviatt and Shrader, 2003; Shrader et al., 2000). Aspelund et al. (2007) summarized based 

on a review of several academic papers investigating the international marketing strategies of INVs that 

the most researched areas within international marketing strategy for INVs could be summarized as; 

speed of internationalization process, niche or commodity concentration, international intensity or 

global diversity, and market selection- and entry mode decisions.  

It can be argued that existing research deals with INVs’ marketing strategies on a more general level 

and does not go into depth with the very details of the execution. With the increased 

internationalization of many markets it would seem to be necessary that new ventures develop 

marketing strategies to adapt to the new global reality (McDougall & Oviatt, 1996). In today’s global 

reality social media has an important role within marketing. 

2.2 Social media 

Definition of social media, social media marketing, word-of-mouth, the social side of social media 

marketing, Facebook marketing, international marketing on social media, success criteria for social 

media and Facebook communication will be the focus of this section.  

2.2.1 Definition social media 

Web 2.0 is a platform where content is continuously created in collaboration and interaction of several 

users and not separately by individuals as was the case before (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010). On web 2.0 

control, activity and value production are in the hands of the customers (Berthon et al., 2012; 
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Kietzmann, Hermkens, McCarthy & Silvestre, 2011). This is often referred to the concept of User 

Generated Content (UGC) since it includes the publicly available content created by customers (Kaplan 

& Haenlein, 2010). Based on web 2.0 and UGC Kaplan & Haenlein (2010) makes the following 

definition “Social Media is a group of Internet-based applications that build on the ideological and 

technological foundations of Web 2.0, and that allow the creation and exchange of User Generated 

Content” (p. 61). Their definition was one of the first and has been widely applied in academic research 

since and will therefore be adopted in this thesis.  

2.2.2 Marketing on social media 

Marketing communications is very important since it represents the voice of the company and can 

enable a company both to build relationships with their customers but also contributes to building a 

strong brand (Keller, 2009). Significant changes have recently impacted marketing in how information 

is distributed to customers (Mangold & Faulds, 2009). Mangold and Faulds (2009) highlights the 

importance of social media by suggesting it to be a hybrid element of the promotion mix since it 

challenges traditional integrated marketing communications where a high degree of control is present. 

Cvijikj and Michahelles (2013) also recognize its importance as part of the marketing mix, but states 

that is should be integrated with the traditional marketing activities and not take its place. In the 

traditional paradigm the focus is on control and coordination of the components of the promotional mix 

such as advertising, personal selling, public relations, publicity, direct marketing and sales promotion 

with the aim to communicate a cohesive “message” to achieve different company goals (Boone & 

Kurtz, 2007). On social media, companies still have the possibility of communicating with their 

customers, but consumer can additionally communicate with the brands and with each other (Mangold 

& Faulds, 2009). Thus, social media enables two-way communication. Since consumers have the 

possibility of talking to each other on social media, word-of-mouth (WOM) constitutes a large part of 

social media. WOM includes all communication between customers about a company, brand or product 

(Hutter, Hautz, Dennhardt & Füller, 2013). 
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2.2.3 Word-of-mouth 

Social media enables one person to both quickly and with minor effort communicate with hundreds of 

thousands of other customers. This WOM can be both positive and negative (Hutter et al., 2013). 

Positive WOM can create a well renowned reputation of a company. On the other hand if the WOM is 

negative, a campaign strategy can be destroyed (Robinson & Halle, 2002). eWOM is an online version 

of WOM taking place online (Hennig-Thurau, Gwinner, Walsh & Gremler, 2004). Viral marketing is a 

related concept where the aim is to spread the message to as many customers as possible by sharing it 

online (Fill, 2009). Parent, Plangger and Bal (2011) highlight the importance to continuously engage 

customers with interesting content to increase online spread. WOM, eWOM, viral marketing, are thus 

all important concepts that a company need to take into consideration in their social media marketing. 

However, companies do not have the possibility to control the WOM taking place, but they have the 

power to influence the conversations taking place (Mangold & Faulds, 2009) and thereby create 

engagement. 

2.2.4 The social side of social media marketing 

Engagement and participation are terms frequently used in the new marketing era which describes 

customers’ interactive experiences or specific interactions (Brodie, Ilic, Juric & Hollebeek, 2013; 

Kietzmann et al., 2011). Online engagement includes the engagement taking place on online platforms 

(Cvijikj & Michahelles, 2013). Different measures exist depending on the platform, to measure these 

undertaken actions (Cvijikj & Michahelles, 2013). This interpretation of engagement will be applied 

for the rest of this thesis. Interactive advertising is “built around engagement, and it recognizes that 

people are inherently social and look to create and maintain relations not only with other people, but 

also with brands” (Sheehan & Morrison, 2009, p. 2). Hence it is relevant that companies are active on 

the media where interactive advertising take place. Interactivity is important for companies relationship 

building with stakeholders (Jo & Kim, 2003). One of the main platforms for customers to interact with 

brands is social networking sites (Tsai & Men, 2013).  Social networking sites are online platforms 

where users can connect, produce and share content (Ellison, 2007). They are considered the most 

influential medium of the online media proliferation (Vogt & Knapman, 2008).  
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2.2.5 Marketing on Facebook 

Founded in 2004, Facebook is the most popular social networking site (Statista, 2015) with more than a 

billion users from more than 70 countries (Beauchamp, 2012).  Facebook is a platform where users can 

interact, but also where companies can communicate with customers and market themselves (Yousif, 

2012). It offers several possibilities in terms of marketing for companies (Fowdar & Ramsaran-Fowder, 

2013). A brand page is the most common way to execute marketing on Facebook (Cvijikj & 

Michahelles, 2013). Companies communicate with their customers through wall posts, thereby 

enabling customers to engage with the brand through comments, likes and sharing the post with their 

social network (Tsai & Men, 2013). Once a customer performs one of these actions it appears on the 

customer’s networks’ newsfeed, thereby creating a form of WOM (Cvijikj & Michahelles, 2013; 

Sabate et al., 2014). The two-way communication offered by Facebook has been proved to be 

successful in terms of strengthening the customer engagement and the value of the company’s brand 

(Malhotra, Malhotra & See, 2013). A well executed brand page motivates the users to be part of the 

company and creates a closer relationship between the company and its customers (Hutter et al., 2013). 

The company should aim to get their customers to like the Facebook page and thereby receive updates 

from the company in the users own newsfeed (Hansson, Solberg Søilen & Wrangmo, 2013). An 

important consideration for the company when they make updates is how they communicate with their 

customers, especially if the customers originate from different countries.  

2.2.6 International considerations on social media 

Many companies have executed online advertising across several countries after the boom of the 

internet (Okazaki, Mueller, Ko, Kim, Taylor & Hoon Kim, 2007). However social media has not 

received a lot of attention in international marketing, resulting in very few studies with focus on 

different cultures and nations (Whitelock et al., 2013). It should be an area of great interest since social 

media offers the possibility for global communication and personal marketing towards customers 

(Mangold & Faulds, 2009). 
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Berthon et al. (2012) suggest that international marketers on social media must take into consideration 

that social media is dependent on the technology, culture and government in countries and that the 

reactions of customer thus will be different and that local interpretation of general issues takes place.  

In other words, the social media content needs to be adapted to local markets so that cultural factors are 

taken into account. As recognized by Whitelock et al. (2013) Berthon et al.’s (2012) thesis need to be 

tested empirically since the tendency in international marketing is to standardize strategy, but adapt the 

execution (Ford, Mueller & Taylor, 2011). They further argue that with the appearance of cross-

national segments, certain aspects of social media advertising and promotion could be standardized 

(Whitelock et al., 2013).  Hence an international company on social media must make certain critical 

decisions. To implement a successful social media strategy these companies will be faced with barriers 

(Berthon et al., 2012). One of these barriers relates to the attitude and language they communicate in 

and it is suggested that the companies should engage their consumers and use a personal tone in 

conversations (Berthon et al., 2012).  

2.2.7 How to be successful on social media 

Agresta and Bough (2011) state that there is no simple formula that guides on how to publish in social 

media due to the diversity of brands’ goals and industry characteristics. Despite, many authors have 

suggested different criteria that shat should be considered for executing a social media strategy. Both 

Heymann-Reder (2011) and Hettler (2010) concluded that in order to catch the users attention posts 

should reveal funny things of the working environment, news affecting the business and information 

that may report direct economic benefits to the reader. Other suggestions given for how to be 

successful on social media are; engage consumers, provide information, be outrageous, provide 

exclusivity, support causes that are important to consumers, utilize the power of stories (Mangold & 

Faulds, 2009), be active, be interesting, be humble, be unprofessional and be honest (Kaplan & 

Haenlein, 2010). It can be concluded from these recommendations that they are rather general and does 

not specifically outline how the companies should be communicating in their Facebook posts. 
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2.2.8 Facebook communication 

Several studies have investigated how companies are using Facebook, but they are often based on 

different theoretical frameworks and often lack models describing this use and explanations for how 

they impact on customer engagement (Augar & Zeleznikow, 2013; Delerue & Hopkins, 2012; 

McCorkindale, 2010; Öztamur & Karakadılar, 2014). McCorkindale (2010) concluded that Fortune 50 

companies took advantage of the possibilities offered by Facebook by for example posting 

organizational news, but that the opportunities offered by Facebook were not taken advantage of fully. 

Augar and Zeleznikow (2013) studied social media adoption and use by twelve small businesses. Their 

results illustrated that Facebook is a simple way to reach customers for small businesses and that it 

impacts on businesses results and competitive advantage positively.  

Other academic studies have investigated the successfulness of Facebook posts in terms of content and 

media types and how this affects the engagement of the post in terms of likes and comments and shares 

(Cvijikj & Michahelles, 2013; De Vries et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2015; Sabate et al., 2014). De Vries et 

al. (2012) quantitatively investigated 355 brand posts from 11 international brands by focusing on 

comments and likes. Their study showed that vividness and interactivity increased the amount of likes 

and that interactivity such as a question positively influenced the amount of comments. Cvijikj and 

Michahelles (2013) investigated online engagement factors on Facebook brand pages by focusing on 

content, media type, posting day and time and engagement as measured by comments, likes and shares 

and interaction duration. They concluded for example that informative- and entertaining posts 

increased the amount of engagement (Cvijikj & Michahelles, 2013).   

The scholars researching engagement have applied a quantitative approach and have not outlined the 

specifics of the content of the Facebook posts. As proved by these studies, the engagement can be 

quantified (Wallace et al., 2011), but Meng et al. (2015) argued the necessity to provide a detailed 

insight about the content of the Facebook posts. Meng et al. (2015) thus investigated how sports 

organizations, NBA teams, are engaging their fans on Facebook and Twitter to enhance team 

identification. They outlined four communication categories; Traditional communication; Informing, 

Marketing, Two-way communication; Personalizing and Activating. Further, they concluded that the 
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two-way communication on Facebook not was utilized to its full potential (Meng, Stavros & Westberg, 

2015). Other researchers have also realized that two-way communication is underutilized 

(McCorkindale, 2010; Shen & Bissell, 2013). 

Based on this literature review it can be concluded that research on the specifics of marketing execution 

in INVs is limited. Facebook makes a relevant area for researching this matter further since it is an 

influential marketing medium in today’s global reality. As argued for in section 1.Introduction it would 

hence be relevant to deeply analyze how Facebook communication can be utilized by an INV to engage 

their fans. To enable this research to take place, certain methodological considerations had to be made.  

3 Methodology  

The methodology section aims to describe the research process which includes theory of science, 

research- strategy, design and methods, data analysis and research assessment.   

3.1 Theory of science: Pragmatism 

In this paper the research question guided the methodological choices made and the author did not rely 

on epistemological and ontological paradigms, which can be referred to as pragmatism (Saunders, 

Lewis & Thornhill, 2009). In other words variations in the way knowledge and reality was approached 

was shifting and the author held the presumption that no right or wrong philosophical stance exists.  

Since the research question is central in the pragmatic approach, context guides the methodological 

choices made. The importance of context is underlined by Delanty (2005) “The unity of sciences is not 

constituted by its methodology or subject of matter, but by its location in a social context.” (p. 155).   

Thus, methodological restrictions are not conducive. During the research process the author studied 

what was of interest and value depending on how the results developed and did not allow for opposite 

epistemological and ontological approaches to limit the findings. The research was driven by the 

problem the author wanted to investigate and hence took what was considered the best methodological 

choices during the process to solve the problem. Several considerations of how the INVs 

communication was executed could be made since no epistemological and ontological disciplines 
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restricted the way the data could be interpreted. The next section will elaborate on the methodological 

considerations made for this research, by outlining the research strategy. 

3.2 Research Strategy: Qualitative approach 

The author found it most relevant to use a qualitative approach due to the purpose of this thesis. A 

qualitative approach emphasizes words and individuals perception of reality (Bryman & Bell, 2007). 

As this thesis investigates the Facebook posts with the aim of deeply analyzing how words are used in 

the posts, the qualitative approach is argued for. The focus is on how the individual INV use Facebook 

posts. The goal of this thesis is thus not to quantify by focusing on numbers but to thoroughly 

investigate the Facebook posts with the aid of words. Moreover, the INVs Facebook posts are studied 

over a period of time, from the first Facebook post published and one year forward. The reasoning for 

performing an analysis over time is to identify possible patterns in the data. Bryman and Bell (2007) 

argue for the suitability of a qualitative approach when a study aims to describe how actions and 

patterns develop over time.  

3.2.1 Abduction  

This research commenced with an inductive approach (Bryman & Bell, 2007). The Facebook posts 

were scanned without preconceived categories and theory to allow for a free discovery of patterns in 

the data. As the research progressed theory from related research was used to guide the analysis of the 

Facebook posts. Hence, it can be argued that a deductive approach (Bryman & Bell, 2007) was used in 

this instance. The entire process of this research can therefore be referred to as abduction (Eriksson, & 

Kovalainen, 2008) since the research process moved between inductive and deductive reasoning.  This 

is often common when an exploratory approach is taken (Saunders et al., 2009), which will be 

elaborated on in the next section. 

3.3 Research design 

An exploratory approach (Saunders et al., 2009) was adopted for this thesis since it started out with the 

topic of Facebook posts and investigated the field with open questions to be able to identify what 
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categories and patterns that were actually present in the posts. The exploratory approach is known for 

its flexibility, since as Saunders et al. (2009) argues that new data and insights identified in the field 

can change the researcher direction. Initially this thesis included B2B INVs and semi structured 

interviews. However both of these areas of focus were rejected after a further investigation of them was 

completed. Hence, the nature of this research changed. This will be further elaborated on in section 

3.4.1 and 3.4.2.  

3.3.1 Case study – multiple cases 

A case study design was chosen since they goal of this thesis was to deeply investigate a social 

phenomena in its real world context (Yin, 2014).  The purpose was to gain a rich understanding of the 

INVs communication and how this process was enacted. Agresta and Bough (2011) state that there is 

no simple formula that guides on how to publish in social media due to diversity of brands’ goals and 

industry characteristics. This was used as an argument for selecting several case companies to examine. 

The purpose was to enable a reflection of different ways to execute marketing communications on 

Facebook. An additional benefit of using multiple cases was the possibility to see if the findings from 

the cases could be identified in the other cases or if the communication of the different INVs simply 

was different. This complies with Saunders et al.’s (2009) argument that the rationale for multiple case 

studies is to investigate if findings from one case can be replicated in other cases and hence the 

possibility to generalize across cases.  However, the author recognizes the subjective nature of the case 

study approach (Yin, 2014) and that the goal not was to generalize for all INVs. Hence she also 

acknowledges that she will impact the results. An important consideration to make when adopting a 

case study approach is what unit the research will focus on (Yin, 2014). The unit of analysis for this 

research was a Facebook page. A multiple case study design was chosen, since authors wanted to 

investigate how several INVs would communicate on Facebook. The process of selecting these INVs 

will be elaborated on in the next section.  
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3.4 Research methods 

This section aims to describe the methods adopted to collect data. It will describe the selection of 

respondents and the data collection procedure.  

3.4.1 Selection of respondents 

The cases chosen for this study were chosen because of their relevance to investigate the decided 

research subject, as recommended by Yin (2014). For an INV to be considered relevant for this thesis 

and thus be selected, specific requirements were set: 

1. Since INVs signify a large part of successful companies in small and open economies (Madsen 

et al., 2000; McNaughton, 2003) such as the Denmark and Sweden, INVs from these countries were 

chosen for this thesis. The INV had to be listed on either a Danish or Swedish website outlining 

startups in the respective countries. Hence the author investigated public sources on Swedish and 

Danish startups to find appropriate case firms. Swedish websites such as 

http://swedishstartupspace.com/ and Danish websites such as http://starrt.dk were screened.  

2. Different age ranges have been applied in the research of INVs, but there is increasing 

consensus that firms under 6 years of age can be labeled as new (Brush, 1992; Brush & Vanderwerf, 

1992; McDougall, Oviatt & Shrader, 2003). The goal was to study INVs that were about the same age 

and were as new as possible. Initially, the criteria were that the INVs should be launched the same year 

in order to face the same market conditions. It was challenging to find INVs founded in the same year 

that satisfied all the selection criteria. Therefore, two years were chosen, 2013 and 2014. These two 

years were chosen since it allowed for sufficient data to be available on Facebook (at least 1 year). 

Additionally statistics illustrates that the amount of users on Facebook were about the same from year 

2013 and 2014 (Facebook, n.d.). Therefore, the INVs faced the same conditions when they joined 

Facebook.  

3. The INV had to be an online B2C service. The following interpretation of service was adopted 

“Services are economic activities offered by one party to another. Often time-based, performances 

bring about desired results to recipients, objects, or other assets for which purchasers have 

http://swedishstartupspace.com/
http://starrt.dk/
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responsibility. In exchange for money, time, and effort, service customers expect value from access to 

goods, labor, professional skills, facilities, networks, and systems; but they do not normally take 

ownership of any of the physical elements involved.”  (Lovelock & Wirtz , 2011 p. 37). By online the 

author refers to that the INVs service could be accessed electronically and not physically like the 

traditional service (Fitzimmons & Fitzimmons, 2008).  Initially, the author held the assumption that it 

would not be relevant to investigate B2B INVs. However the author still reviewed some B2B INVs to 

confirm this assumption. As expected, the screening of B2Bs illustrated that they could not offer as 

much insight as the B2Cs and was thus not included in the study.  

4. The firm had to be international from inception. There has been inconsistency among scholars 

in identifying INVs. The definition of Oviatt and McDougall (1994) is applied in this thesis and they 

among others have argued that the firm has to have at least 20 % sales from abroad within the first 5 

years of operation. Further, they have claimed that new ventures that are still developing their service 

or product must demonstrate a commitment to introduce this output to multiple countries after the 

development is completed (Oviatt & McDougall, 1994). Since this paper focused on new firms the 

author did not want to exclude the firms that only had been operating for a short amount of time and 

thus was not yet “fully” developed. Therefore, it was no requirement that the firm had 20 % sales from 

different countries, but that they had the commitment to grow global and that they were serving an 

international market. To confirm that the INVs were international, different approaches was used. One 

approach was screening the INVs Facebook pages. It proved that some INVs were international, since 

the INVs made updates about what countries their consumers came from. Another approach was to 

screen INVs websites and articles about them since it in some instances informed about what countries 

they were active in.  

5. The INV had to have established a Facebook page at least 1 year back from the start of this 

thesis since the time of analysis was 12 months from the launch of the Facebook page.  

6. The INV had to have at least 4 posts on average per month and least 2000 likes of their fan page 

to allow for a sufficient amount of data to analyze. 

7. The main language of communication had to be English. It was assumed that the INVs were 

targeting a global segment with their Facebook posts since they are an internationally oriented 

company. Hence the main communication language had to be English since it is considered a universal 
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language. Deviations from this was accepted, however no more than 10 % of posts could be published 

in a different language.  

 

Based on the criteria just mentioned 2 Swedish INVs and 2 Danish INVs were chosen. An overview of 

them can be found in Figure 3.4.1 and a more detailed description can be found in section 4.  

 

Figure 3.4.1 INV description 

3.4.2 Data collection 

The main source of data used for this research project was Facebook posts. Initially the objective was 

to additionally collect data through semi-structured interviews. The author expected that the semi-

structured interviews would reveal information not possible to identify from the content analysis. After 

the conduction of one interview the author concluded that it was not relevant to conduct further 

interviews. The findings did not reveal any extra insight that was considered useful for answering the 

research question. However, the data collection procedure will still be elaborated on to illustrate that 

the author made appropriate considerations to conduct the interview.  

3.4.2.1 Semi-structured interview 

The purpose to conduct semi-structured interviews were in line with Bryman and Bell (2007) to gain 

detailed and deep responses where the interviews were developed based on the respondents answers. 

The author was aware of what main themes she wanted to cover in the interviews and wanted the 

respondents to reflect on the questions in a free and open manner. Thus, semi-structured interviews 

were considered appropriate. This type of interview allows for follow-up questions where the 

researcher can request the respondents to follow up and deepen their response (Saunders et al., 2009).  

INV name: Codarica Bethall Startuptravels Fitbay

Industry: E-Learning Sports Networking Fashion 

Founded: 2014 2014 2014 2013

Origin: Sweden Sweden Denmark Denmark

Facebook posts (quantity): 102 49 140 73

Facebook likes (2015-10-08): 2097 15323 6842 5028
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The author found this of great value since the objective was to understand the respondents’ different 

interpretations of expressions, words and situations mentioned during the interview.  

There is no uniform way of using questions during a semi structured interview to allow for the 

questions to follow the flow of the conversation (Saunders et al., 2009). This was considered crucial 

since the purpose was to allow the respondents to talk as freely as possible around a theme even if that 

implied not following the order the themes was ordered in the interview guide (Appendix A).  

Saunders et al. (2009)  highlight the researchers impact on the data collected based on the way 

questions are asked and how the researcher interact with the respondents. The researcher aimed to use 

as many open-ended questions as possible to encourage the respondent to reply as wished (Saunders et 

al., 2009). To minimize the impact on the interview the author tried to ask as few questions as possible 

and let the respondent talk as much as possible. Additionally, the author wanted to ensure the 

interviews were conducted in a setting where the respondent would feel comfortable to allow for the 

truest answers to be given. As mentioned above only one interview was conducted. It was conducted 

with the co-founder and Marketing manager of Fitbay at Fitbay’s office in a room where the interview 

would not be disturbed.  

3.4.2.2 Facebook posts 

Facebook posts from the INVs Facebook pages were collected to enable an analysis of their 

communication and the engagement. If posts were published in a different language than English they 

were translated to English to enable an analysis of the posts. Since the Facebook posts were not created 

for the purpose of this analysis and already existed they can be labeled as secondary data. Other 

secondary data was used to get background information about the INVs with the purpose to enrich the 

case descriptions. This information was collected mainly through the INVs websites, but also articles 

about them and websites about startups in Denmark and Sweden.  

Only publically available Facebook posts were collected.  It is generally the case that any Facebook 

user has access to public posts. The users can make changes to the posts by engaging with them such as 

commenting on a post. A possible shortcoming for this research is therefore that the posts collected for 

this research could diversify from the present posts on the INVs Facebook page.  The period of analysis 
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for this research was one year since the author wanted to enable an analysis of patterns and change over 

time. Hence, the author collected posts published by the INVs from the launch of their Facebook page 

and 12 months forward. The amount of Facebook posts published by the INVs during this period of 

time was diverse which is illustrated in Figure 3.4.1. A total of 364 posts were collected.  

3.5 Data analysis 

The data analysis relied on an explanation building logic technique (Yin, 2014). This implied that the 

analysis process was repeated several times both by analyzing the single case findings and by 

extending the comparison across cases. Two steps for analyzing the data were performed. Firstly, the 

communication was analyzed and secondly, the engagement of that communication was analyzed 

3.5.1 Data analysis: Coding – communication categories  

After the collection of the data a qualitative content analysis was performed. Since the purpose of this 

paper was to analyze the INVs communication a content analysis was deemed appropriate (Kondracki, 

Wellman & Amundson, 2002).” Qualitative analysis is often used to examine latent or inferred 

meanings of the communication under study..”(Kondracki et al., 2002, p. 224). By performing a 

qualitative content analysis it was possible to identify the meaning of the INVs Facebook posts, such as 

what they wanted to communicate. For example the INV wanted to inform or promote.  

The content analysis was performed in accordance with previous research performing qualitative 

content analysis in other industries (Granheim & Lundman, 2004; Harwood & Garry, 2003; Hsieh & 

Shannon, 2005; Meng et al., 2015). The content of the social media page (Facebook in this instance) 

was the unit of analysis (Graneheim & Lundman, 2004; Meng et al., 2015) while the individual posts 

by the INVs were the coding units (Graneheim & Lundman, 2004; Meng et al., 2015). The purpose of 

the coding was to break down the data into parts and give name to these parts, to later be able to 

develop categories.  

To the knowledge of the author no previous studies of INVs communication on Facebook has been 

conducted. Therefore, an inductive category development approach was used (Mayring, 2000). 
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Therefore, no preconceived categories (Kondracki et al., 2002) were used. Thus, the results could 

freely develop from the data (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005; Kondracki et al., 2002) and allow for a more 

ample analysis of the hidden content (Granheim & Lundman, 2004). In this regard the author 

recognizes that she will have a subjective impact on the results of this thesis.  Although, several steps 

were taken to ensure reliable categories would be developed. The posts were scanned several times 

before the categories were developed. This is in line with Tesch (1990) argument that the data should 

be read several times to create an acquaintance with the data before categories are developed.  Note 

taking was performed simultaneously to record any thoughts and impressions created during the 

process. After the process had been undertaken several times common traits could be identified for the 

posts. The different traits were investigated separately to see if they all could be confirmed. Categories 

could then be established and the data was yet again reviewed to identify if the identified categories 

complied with the data. When data did not fit into a category new categories were developed. Once all 

categories had been confirmed the author reviewed the data several times to ensure that the posts were 

labeled with the correct category. By making ongoing revisions during the coding process the author 

could ensure that the identified categories were as exhaustive as possible.  

The coding process will be exemplified to give a better understanding of how the coding was 

undertaken.  

Example of Facebook post: “For everyone who is curious about Learning How to Code, but not sure 

where and how to start! We love this     learntocode ” (Appendix B, Codarica, post 88). 

Code given to the Facebook post: Information – Related. 

The Facebook post is informing about a topic and was hence coded as “Information” After a further 

investigation of the post it was concluded that the post not was informing about the INV. The post was 

relating to the industry the INV was in and was thus also given the code “related” to further explain 

what kind of information was being portrayed in the post. Once the coding process was completed the 

categories were defined and exemplified for the purpose of reporting the data. When all the posts had 

been labeled with the different categories the author investigated the engagement of the posts. The 

process for how engagement was studied will be elaborated on in the next section.  
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3.5.2 Data analysis: Engagement 

Engagement has been measured by the quantity of likes, comments and shares of Facebook posts 

(Cvijikj & Michahelles, 2013; De Vries et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2015; Sabate et al., 2014). This paper 

will adopt the same measure for engagement. It was investigated if and how the Facebook posts 

engaged the fans, how certain categories impacted on engagement, how the INVs responded to the fans 

engagement and if the INVs managed to engage their fans in the attempted manner. Engagement was 

applied in the following settings: 

 Analysis of how the INVs posts were engaged with in terms of if the posts received likes, 

comments and shares and the quantity of that engagement. This illustrated how the INVs posts 

were engaged with and the intensity of that engagement. 

 Analysis of how/if the amount and type of engagement could be related to certain 

communication categories. By arranging the data (the Facebook posts) from the largest amount 

of engagement to the lowest amount of engagement separately for likes, comments and shares 

the author could identify possible patterns. It allowed the author to investigate how/if certain 

communication categories impacted on different levels of engagement.  

 Analysis of how many of the posts with fan comments the INV responded to. This illustrated if 

the INV took all the opportunities given to engage in two-way communication with their fans. 

A consideration that had to be made was that the fans had to make a comment to enable the 

INVs to engage in fan communication. Hence if an INV did not engage in a lot of Fan 

Communication this could both be because they simply did not take the opportunity to do so but 

also be because their fans did not make comments on their posts.   

 Analysis of how/if the fans responded to the INVs attempts to activate them. For example it was 

investigated if the fans responded to questions asked by the INVs. By analyzing this it was 

proved if the INV succeeded in activating the fans in the attempted manner. In the example just 

given, the attempted manner would have been comments made by the fans since the INV asked 

a question.   
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An important consideration that was made was that the analysis of engagement did not control for if the 

INVs had utilized the “boost” feature of Facebook. By utilizing this feature of Facebook a company 

can for a fee increase the spread of their Facebook posts and hence possibly increase the engagement of 

the post. Thus, it could be the case that the reason for why engagement was high/low on some posts 

was because the INV paid to increase the engagement.  

To ensure the process for analyzing the data as well as the other methodological choices/processes 

taken were of high quality, certain criteria were considered. Therefore the next section will assess the 

research process for this thesis.   

3.6 Research Assessment 

Different criteria for evaluating the quality of research exist. The criteria relevant for this research will 

be discussed below.  

Construct validity is defined as “identifying correct operational measures for the concepts being 

studied” (Yin, 2014, p.41). Construct validity is the most important kind of validity for content 

analyses (Kondracki et al., 2002). Before the analysis process commenced it had been outlined and 

defined what the analysis would try to identify, but on a broad level since the objective was to use an 

explorative approach to identify communication categories. Once the category development process 

had been concluded definitions of the different communication categories were adopted from previous 

research when possible. Hence correct operational measures were implemented since the data results 

could be identified with other sources of evidence (Yin, 2014). Additionally, the new categories 

identified were rigorously tested in the coding process, thus enhancing the construct validity 

(Kondracki et al., 2002).  

Internal validity is “Extent to which findings can be attributed to interventions rather than any flaws in 

your research design.” (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 593). This is considered a challenge with qualitative 

content analysis (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). In the coding process, the author investigated for negative 

cases (Lincoln & Guba, 1985 as cited in Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). By doing so it was ensured that the 

findings properly reflected the INVs communication. Referential adequacy (Lincoln & Guba, 1985 as 
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cited in Hsieh & Shannon, 2005) was achieved by returning to the data to test if the findings for the 

research were applicable.  

External validity concerns “The extent to which the research results from a particular study are 

generalisable to all relevant contexts.” (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 592). The goal of this thesis was not to 

generalize, but to unveil concepts from within. Therefore the internal validity was considered more 

important. Several processes were still implemented to improve the external validity. Yin (2014) 

outlines the importance of using replication logic in multiple case studies to improve the external 

validity. In the analysis process findings in the single INV was tested for in the other INVs and the 

analysis proved that many of the results were valid for all the INVs. Saunders et al. (2009) argue that a 

research study that can be related to existing theory has a broader theoretical significance. The author 

argues that the research findings could be connected to existing theory which will be elaborated on in 

section 5 and 6.  

Reliability is defined as “demonstrating that the operations of a study – such as the data collection 

procedures- can be repeated with the same results” (Yin, 2014, p.45). The author recognizes her 

subjective influence on the research process. However different measures were taken to improve the 

reliability. Reliability was achieved by thoroughly outlining the procedure for data analysis and by 

thoroughly describing how the data and the results were related. Additionally, the data used for the 

research is publically available which implies that it is accessible for everyone interested in studying 

the INVs researched in this thesis. Another implication is that the data not was created mainly for the 

purpose of conducting this research. It existed prior to the conduction of this study so the author did not 

influence the creation of the data, but solely how it was interpreted.  By easy access to the raw data 

used for this thesis and a detailed description of the data analysis process the author argues that the 

reliability of this research was improved.  Within content analysis intra coder reliability is of 

importance (Kondracki et al., 2002). The author coded the Facebook posts at different points in time 

during the research process to ensure that the same codes would be identified. Hence the results could 

be considered more stable and reliable and intra coder reliability was thus achieved. 
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Since all the methodological choices now have been elaborated on, a description of the INV’s and the 

results from conducting the research can be commenced.  

4 Description of cases 

The aim of this section is to shortly describe the four INVs analyzed in this thesis.  

4.1 Codarica 

Codarica was founded in 2014 in Sweden by three women (Codarica, 2015a). They are also listed on 

the American market after their participation in an accelerator program at Disney. They are an 

educational provider of programming services for children offering an ipad app called Codequest that 

enables children to build their own websites based on coding (Codarica, 2015b). They aim to teach 

children how to code through storytelling and entertainment (Codarica, 2015a) and they want kids to 

explore their creativity through coding (The StartUp BEAT, 2014).  Codarica have more than 350.000 

users of their service (Evoque Media AB, 2015). Codequest is available for the English speaking 

market, but Codarica want to expand by focusing on localizations in other markets (The StartUp 

BEAT, 2014).    

4.2 Bethall 

Bethall is a Swedish startup (Pember, 2014) that was launched in 2014 (Bethall, 2015b) by three men 

(Petrides, 2014). Their service is a social betting platform for sports enthusiasts worldwide. The 

concept of the service is to publish, promote and sell predictions and previews for upcoming games to 

be able to earn from the network the users have access to on the platform (Bethall, 2015b). The users 

can also see statistics, news and previews for upcoming sports events and they have the possibility of 

following the users with the best predictions in different countries (Bethall, 2015a). The users come 

from at least 20 different countries (FORTUNEGREECE.COM, 2014) and their platform is available 

in 9 different languages (Bethall, 2015a). Although they started out in Sweden they are now 

headquartered in Greece (Bethall, 2015a).   
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4.3 Startuptravels 

Startuptravels is a Danish startup that was founded by two men in 2014 (Trevisan, 2014). Their service 

is based on a social networking platform that connects entrepreneurs while travelling (Startuptravels, 

2015b). The service works like a matchmaking function to connect entrepreneurs and business 

professionals in different countries (Startuptravels, 2015b). Startuptravels wants to connect 

entrepreneurs worldwide by a focus on travel networking and to make the entrepreneurial landscape 

more transparent (Travelmassive, 2015). The platform allows the users to search for entrepreneurs in 

the city they are travelling to which connects them with local entrepreneurs and the users can decide to 

arrange a meet up in the city (Travelmassive, 2015). Startuptravels users come from over 160 different 

countries (Startuptravels, 2015a).   

4.4 Fitbay 

Fitbay was founded in 2013 by two brothers. They are a Danish startup mainly based in Denmark, but 

they also have an office in the United States (Fitbay, 2015b). Their service is about finding clothes that 

fit (Fitbay, 2015a) and is based on an online community with user recommendations (Superb Crew, 

2014). Fitbay connect the users with people with similar body types and also function as a platform for 

fashion recommendations (Superb Crew, 2014). They want to enable their users to find clothes with a 

perfect fit (Li, 2015) and their service can be accessed both through an app and through their website. 

Fitbay has more than 200.000 users of their service (Fitbay, 2015b) that mainly comes from the United 

States, but also Scandinavia and the UK and other countries (Rabaeus, 2015).  

5 Results 

The results section aims to present the results of this thesis. Firstly, the communication categories will 

be described. Secondly individual analyses will be performed outlining the use of categories, 

engagement and patterns over time. Finally, a cross comparison of all the individual INVs will be 

executed. 
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5.1 Development of categories  

In the development phase of the categories it became apparent that both main categories, trait 

categories and sub categories were represented in the posts. It was not the goal to generalize the 

findings for the four INVs, but the analysis revealed that the same main– and trait categories could be 

identified with all the INVs, except for one main category that was not represented in one of the INVs. 

The development process of the subcategories was different. Sub categories were discovered for all 

main categories except for one, Entertainment. Additionally, all subcategories were identified in at least 

two of the INVs except for one subcategory that was only identified in one of the INVs. Since the focus 

was to deeply investigate how different INVs communicated on Facebook all discovered subcategories 

was included. However, one post was rejected from the model since it was the only post that included 

two sub categories from the same main category. (Appendix B, Codarica, post 92). The communication 

categories will be further elaborated on in the following sections.  

5.2 INV communication categories 

 

Figure 5.2 INV communication categories 
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The results of the content analysis can be visualized in Figure 5.2. It illustrates the different categories 

the INVs used to communicate during their first year on Facebook. Six main categories were identified; 

Information, Promotion, Entertainment, Fan Communication, Activation and Adaptation.  Information, 

Promotion, Entertainment and Adaptation was identified with traditional one-way communication.  

Two-way communication was represented in the Fan Communication- and Activation main categories. 

The six main categories describe the main theme of the posts. The posts could be identified with at 

least one of these categories. The outer circles represent Vividness and Founding team. These 

categories were proved to also be included in the posts. While the inner six categories represent the 

main theme of the posts, Vividness and Founding team represents traits of the posts and will thus be 

referred to as trait categories. The results showed that the posts often encompassed a combination of 

the main categories. A combination of the different categories was for example Information, Promotion 

and Activation. Similar to the main categories the trait categories were also combined at times.  

The execution of these categories was very diverse for the four INVs. Hence, both a cross-analysis and 

individual analysis was undertaken. To enable an investigation of the use of categories an explanation 

of the categories is necessary.  

5.2.1 Explanation of categories 

Figure 5.2.1 illustrates and exemplifies the different main categories and sub categories identified in 

this research. All categories except for two revealed in this analysis could be connected to previous 

research studying the engagement of Facebook posts (Cvijikj & Michahelles, 2013; De Vries et al., 

2012; Kim et al., 2015; Sabate et al., 2014). The categories from previous research were broadly 

defined, while this research outlined specific categories as well. Additionally, patterns could be 

identified similar to research on NBA teams’ communication categories to engage fans on Facebook 

and Twitter (Meng et al., 2015). These results were more detailed and similar to the results for this 

thesis.  
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Figure 5.2.1 Explanation of communication categories. Extracted from Appendix B. 

CATEGORY DESCRIPTION EXAMPLES

Traditional communication

INFORMATION Informative posts

Company

Information and news about the  the 

INV, its' employees and the INV'S service.

"We are happy to announce that we have launched our BETA 

version today! If you have invited more than 5 entrepreneurs 

to the platform you can expect a link in your inbox soon!"

PR

Information concerning externally 

produced information about the INV 

"SD Asia interviewed us about 2014, and what some of our 

goals are for 2015." 

Related

Information about topics related to the 

INVs industry and characterstics.

"Tips on how to start young in coding, from a 17 year old 

developer. #Gencode

http://mashable.com/2014/08/29/ask-a-dev-coding/…"

Unrelated

Information about topics unrelated to 

the INV, its' industry and characterstics

"Friday’sFoodforThought

Can you create a desk for success? We believe so. Found this 

article how a nice desk makes you perform better and feel 

greater at work. (Photo taken from our colleague Rosalyn's 

awesome looking desk)" 

PROMOTION Promotion and Advertising

Service

Advertising and promotion of the INVs 

service

"September's #competition is starting! Start #betting, get 

followers to #rebet on your bets and WIN real money! Learn 

more on www.bethall.com"

Other

Advertising and promotion not focused 

on the INVs service

"Do you know any girls who are curious about Technology or 

someone who could be?

Nominate a girl that will get an iPad filled with inspirational 

apps that will prepare her for the future here: 

bitly.com/codaricagirlboss

#girlboss"

ENTERTAINMENT

Entertaining content; fun, exciting, cool 

and flashy

"➜ Get clothes in the wrong size for Christmas.

➜ Force an awkward smile.

➜ Secretly donate new clothes to The Red Cross." 

ADAPTATION Cultural and language customization

Language

Referals to material or/and writing in 

language other than English

"An article to all our Spanish followers and members. Have a 

good day and keep us in mind when you speak to other 

entrepreneurs and business professionals." 

Culture Referals to cultural events

"Happy 4th of July all of our American friends (and anyone 

else that likes holidays)." 

Two-way communication

FAN COMMUNICATION

Personal respondance to individual 

comments

Comment INV reply's on fan comments "Thanks Slavomìr! Have a great day smile emoticon" 

Like INV likes of fan comments Not relevant

Comment & Like INV likes and reply's of/on fan comments See example for Comment

ACTIVATION Activation of the fans

Action

Requesting the user to perform an action 

on Facebook

"Sneak Peak of CodeQuest App! Tag someone you want to 

start coding with smile emoticon http://bit.ly/ZWVc3c"

Feedback

Collection of fan opinions about different 

matters

Sporty vs classy? Will you go for a relaxed bomber or an 

elegant coat this fall?

Let us know in the comments below.

#menswear #fall #trends

Competition

Requesting the user to perform an action 

with the possibility of remuneration Let us know in the comments below.

Post traits

FOUNDING TEAM

Inclusion of founder/founding team 

either in text, picture, link or video. 

Sanna pitching at #seedcamp smile emoticon #STINGDay14 

http://t.co/vUeKGX3xzh

VIVIDNESS Stimulation of senses

Nothing Only text Not relevant

Picture Inclusion of picture(s) Not relevant

Link Inclusion of link(s) Not relevant

Video Inclusion of video(s) Not relevant
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Consequently, the categories related to previous research were defined with theory from previous 

research. A few of the categories had traits from previous research, but did not completely conform to 

those findings. These categories definitions were developed from a combination of new and previous 

findings. Categories discovered in previous research were Information, Promotion, Entertainment, Fan 

Communication, Activation and Vividness. New definitions were developed for the categories that 

could not be connected to previous research on Facebook posts.  The new categories identified was 

Founding team and Adaptation. They were related to theory concerning INVs and startups. Both of the 

new categories identified were deemed very important since they represent factors distinguishing the 

characteristics of INVs. In the following sections the categories will be described in the following 

order; traditional communication, two-way communication and trait categories.  

5.2.1.1 Traditional communication categories 

Information includes information seeking, which contains information exchange and the search for 

opinions and advice (Kaye, 2007; Park, Kee, & Valenzuela, 2009, as cited in Tsai & Men, 2013). 

Information-seeking is an essential factor for people to participate in brand communities (Dholakia, 

Bagozzi & Pearo, 2004). Cvijikj and Michahelles (2013) and De Vries et al., (2012) specified 

informative posts as those including information about the company, the brand and/or its products. It 

was discovered that the INVs shared informative posts about these topics as well. In addition, they 

shared information about related and unrelated subjects. Meng et al. (2015) also identified information 

as one of their communication categories, but they subcategorized information a bit differently. The 

subcategories identified for information in this paper was Company, PR, Related and Unrelated. 

Company posts had to relate to the company in some way, either by informing about the service, the 

organization or its employees. The PR subcategory included posts that concerned externally produced 

information about the INV such as interviews and articles about the INV. Posts referring to information 

that could be related to the INVs and its’ industry and service was categorized as Related. Often the 

fans were referred to other sites to partake of this information. The Unrelated subcategory could only 

be identified with one of the INVs and included posts unconnected to the INV, its industry or 

characteristics.  
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The Promotion main category included posts that were promotional, thus encouraging fans to explore 

the promoted content. Meng et al (2015) also discovered this category, however they named it 

marketing and included two sub categories; promoting and direct sales. No such distinction could be 

made based on the INVs Facebook posts, but two different kinds of promotion were discovered. Meng 

et al. (2015) defined their Marketing category as “Providing relevant marketing communications 

through advertising or promotion..” (p. 206). This interpretation of the Promotion category will be 

applied. The subcategories identified in this research were Service which included posts promoting the 

INVs service, and Other which included posts promoting events other than the INVs service.  

The interpretation of Entertainment was adopted from De Vries et al., (2012) that referred to Taylor, 

Lewin and Strutton (2011) that described entertaining ads as perceived to be “fun, exciting, cool, and 

flashy”. The author of this paper argues that this definition is not very specific, but it was adopted in 

this research since it recognizes the subjective nature of entertainment. No subcategories were 

identified for this category since they often overlapped with the other categories identified in this paper. 

Cvijikj and Michahelles (2013) and De Vries et al. (2012) did not include posts related to topics about 

the brand, company or/and its product for this category. However, the findings from this research 

proved that an entertaining post often was related to topics about the brand. Hence all posts with an 

entertaining feature no matter the topic they related to was included for this category.  

The results illustrated that the INVs made adaptations of the posts in terms of language and culture. 

The INVs would either refer to non English material, cultural events or post in a different language 

than English. International marketing literature often debate about standardization or adaptation of 

marketing strategies. These decisions are crucial since the INVs often expand fast into several foreign 

markets (Madsen & Servais, 1997). A major consideration to be made includes how and if the 

organization should adapt to country requirements (Hallbäck & Gabrielsson, 2013).  Therefore the 

category was named Adaptation and a post was classified as Adaptation if it related to cultural events 

or a language other than English. The subcategories identified were thus; Culture; posts referring to 

cultural events such as Christmas and New Years Eve. Language; posts published in a language other 

than English or posts referring to non English material such as articles in magazines. Since the INVs 
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main communication language had to be English, refrains from this thus proved that they adapted to 

specific customer groups (Hallbäck & Gabrielsson, 2013).    

5.2.1.2 Two-way communication categories 

Fan Communication included posts where the company personally responded to individual fan 

comments. The INV would either like the fans’ comments, reply to the fans’ comments by also 

commenting or perform both actions. Thus, the fans had to make a comment on a post to enable the 

possibility for this category to occur. Meng et al. (2015) also discovered this category and it was named 

Personalizing and included the subcategories Initiating contact and Direct responses. However, only the 

direct response category was identified in this paper. They defined direct response as “Directly 

responding to individual questions or comments” (Meng et al., 2015, p. 207).  As just mentioned the 

company could respond by liking a comment, replying to the comment or both. Hence the 

subcategories included liking, commenting or both.  

If a post included an interactive feature and included an effort to involve the fans in certain activities it 

was defined as the main category Activation. This category included posts that focused on an elevated 

level of involvement. Previous research (Cvijikj & Michahelles, 2013; De Vries et al., 2012) have 

identified interactivity as a factor influencing the engagement of a post. Interactivity was seen as an 

enabler for two-way communication and recognized fans possibility of influencing the Facebook post. 

This can be related to the way both Cvijikj and Michahelles (2013) and De Vries et al. (2012) viewed 

interactivity. De Vries et al. stated (2012) “Interactivity is characterized by two-way communication 

between companies and customers, as well as between customers themselves; put differently, it 

characterizes many-to many communication” (Goldfarb & Tucker 2011; Hoffman & Novak, 1996 as 

cited in De Vries et al., 2012, p. 85).  Cvijikj and Michahelles (2013) referred to interactivity in the 

following way “Moreover, different media types exhibit different levels of interactivity, expressed 

through the degree to which users can influence the form and content of the media environment” 

(Steuer, 1992 as cited in Cvijikj & Michahelles, 2013, p. 9).  The degree of interactivity was an 

important feature for both of these authors since they quantitatively investigated Facebook posts and 

were required to define different levels of interactivity. Cvijikj and Michahelles (2013) and De Vries et 
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al. (2012) definitions of different levels of interactivity was very diverse and was not applicable for this 

research.  

The Activation category could be also be traced to Meng et al. (2015) research that identified one 

communication category as Activating. In their paper, Activation included all posts where the company 

tried to activate the fan on Facebook.  By activating the fan the INV asked the fan to somehow interact 

with the content and hence it can be argued that there is a relation between the concepts interactivity 

and the category Activation. During the analysis it was discovered that many posts referred to external 

content that was activating e.g. the referral to a website to nominate people (Appendix B, Codarica, 

post 50). These posts could have been included in the category Activation, but they were not since the 

goal of the paper was to investigate the activation taking place on Facebook and not other media.  

The subcategories identified for the Activation main category were Action, Feedback and Competition. 

For a post to be identified as Action the post had to ask the user to perform an action that could be 

executed on Facebook such as sharing the post. Feedback was often characterized by the INV asking 

the fans questions about different matters. De Vries et al. (2012) claimed that a question acts as a 

highly interactive brand post characteristic because it begs for an answer from brand fans. Meng et al. 

(2015) also identified the category Feedback and it also included posts asking the fans about their 

opinions. The Competition subcategory included posts where the INV requested the users to perform 

an action with the possibility of remuneration.  Remuneration motivates users to participate on social 

media and is rewards and benefits such as economic benefits in the form of promotions and coupons 

(Tsai & Men, 2013). Thus there had to be an explained effect of the action the fans were requested to 

perform for a post to be labeled as Competition.  

5.2.1.3 Trait categories 

Vividness was proved to reflect a trait of the post since the INV communicated the content with help 

from different media types. Vividness concerns the degree of stimulation of the different senses 

(Steuer, 1992 as cited in De Vries et al., 2012) and this degree of vividness can vary depending on how 

the senses are stimulated (Coyle and Thorson, 2001 as cited in De Vries et al., 2012). The different 

levels of vividness with the lowest degree of vividness listed first were; 1) status posts since they only 
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included a short text 2) pictures since they contained pictorial content 3) links since they referred to a 

combination of text and pictures 4) videos since their content was richer and a sound was included 

(Cvijikj & Michahelles, 2013). 

The Founding team trait category could not be related to previous research on Facebook 

communication. The posts categorized as Founding team included one or several people from the 

INV’s Founding team in any way, either by mentioning their name in the text of the post or by 

including pictures, links and videos with them. The importance of the founding team have been 

highlighted both in research on INVs and startups. The Founding team usually has a large impact of the 

INV from inception (Aspelund et al., 2007; Gabrielsson & Kirpalani, 2004; Madsen & Servais, 1997; 

McDougal & Oviatt, 2000; McDougall, Shane & Oviatt, 1994; Madsen & Servais, 1997). Not only are 

they crucial for the development of the INV, but the founding team is also often personifying a 

startup’s brand (Krake, 2005). It can be argued that the Founding team category specifically relates to 

characteristics of an INV.  

This section has outlined detailed descriptions of the different communication categories. The next 

section will further elaborate on these communication categories in light of the different INVs. 

5.3 Individual case analyses 

The individual analysis will highlight how the different INVs executed their Facebook post 

communication and how it impacted on engagement. A graphical distribution of the INVs use of 

communication categories will be illustrated for each INV. Refer to Appendix C for an overview of the 

amount of posts belonging to the different categories for each INV.  
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5.3.1 Individual analysis Codarica 

 

Figure 5.3.1 Codarica Communication 

102 posts published by Codarica were analyzed. The results for Codarica illustrated that information 

was the biggest focus in their posts followed by, with the largest main category listed first; Adaptation, 

Promotion, Entertainment, Activation and Fan Communication. As can be visualized in Figure 5.3.1 

Information made up a large majority of the posts. Adaptation, Promotion and Entertainment were 

represented rather closely in range. Activation and Fan communication only covered a minor part of 

their posts. Their use of subcategories for the different main categories was quite mixed and they used 

all subcategories, except for Comment.  

5.3.1.1 Traditional communication 

Investigating the Information main category further the results visualize that the Company subcategory 

was mostly covered. Codarica informed as much about the employees and organization as about their 

service. The results visualized that they often posted about what Codarica currently were involved with, 

for example if they were pitching their idea somewhere or were participating in a recruitment event. 

The Related subcategory was only used half as many times as the Company subcategory and PR much 

less. Codarica were the only INV that made posts belonging to the Unrelated subcategory. An example 
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Like
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of a post from the Unrelated subcategory were a post about creating a nice desk to increase 

performance  (Appendix B, Codarica, post 103).  

Codarica almost had the same amount of posts belonging to the Promotion subcategories Service and 

Other. Codarica was the INV that promoted other topics the most. The other topic they often promoted 

was a campaign they referred to as #Girlboss and was about the following “" n honor of     our fCode , 

we are launching today an amazing campaign together with FundedByMe to empower girls to be the 

future Tech  eroes  We’re super excited to be raising funds to be able to give girls iPads filled with 

awesome coding material and innovative content - so they can go on to be the future entrepreneurs of 

tomorrow! You can support the campaign here and nominate a girl here: 

https://www.fundedbyme.com/en/campaign/5111/girlboss/   GirlBoss " (Appendix B, Codarica, post 

50). Codarica also promoted their accounts on other social media channels; Instagram, Twitter and 

Pinterest.  

Codarica executed a Christmas countdown in December which is the reason why such a large amount 

of posts were characterized as Culture. Most of the posts characterized as Entertainment belonged to 

the Christmas countdown as well. These posts often included a picture with the Codarica characters 

from their games and a humorous statement related to Christmas. The characters were often included in 

other communication categories as well. Codarica wished their fans a Merry Christmas on two different 

dates; hence they took into consideration that their fans originate from different cultures  (Appendix B, 

Codarica, post 75 & 76). Additionally, Codarica made a post adapted to American culture when they 

posted “Happy 4th of July all of our American friends (and anyone else that likes holidays  " (Appendix 

B, Codarica, post 17). All posts belonging to the subcategory Language were only referring to Swedish 

material and most often belonged to the subcategory PR.  

5.3.1.2 Two-way communication 

The investigation of the Activation main category illustrated that Codarica’s fans responded to 21% of 

the Activation posts, which implies that they did not manage to Activate their fans in the requested way 

very well.  
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Codarica used the Feedback subcategory the most. The results showed that they never got any response 

to the feedback posts, but it was not discovered why since the posts were executed in many different 

ways.  They asked for feedback about two different kinds of posts those being posts about related 

topics they referred to and posts belonging to the Christmas countdown. The Action subcategory was 

categorized with less than half of the amount of posts categorized as feedback. In three of the Action 

posts Codarica encouraged their fans to share their post and they got a response 2 out of 3 times. 

However, one of the posts was only shared 2 times while the other post was shared 31 times, but it 

could not be distinguished why that was the case. In the other Action post Codarica asked the fans to 

tag people that the fans wanted to use their service with  (Appendix B, Codarica, post 28), but they did 

not get any response to that request. Further, Codarica had one post characterized as Competition. The 

fans had the possibility of winning a Codarica t-shirt by sharing the post  (Appendix B, Codarica, post 

93). The competition was a huge success, being the posts with the second highest amount of shares out 

of all the posts.  

The findings for the Fan Communication category proved that Codarica took the opportunity to 

communicate with their fans with half of the posts that had had fan comments. It could not be 

distinguished why Codarica did not respond to the other fan comments since they had similar 

characteristics to the posts Codarica did respond to. However, one pattern was distinguished and that 

was that Codarica did not respond to two posts where the fans had tagged other people. However, this 

does not imply that Codarica not could have acknowledged these comments. Codarica only responded 

to fan communication with a comment and like on 2 posts in total. The rest of the posts they only liked 

or did not interact with at all. The comments made by the fans were never questions. It can thus be 

claimed that Codarica did not personally respond to fans since they did not reply to fans with 

comments normally, but they did acknowledge the fans’ comments existence by liking the comments. 

Further, it was noted that members from the Founding team would sometimes respond to Fan 

Communication from their personal Facebook page. It could therefore be implied that the founders 

knew the fans. 

According to the results, the posts with engagement in terms of comments and shares were from a 

diversity of categories. The results showed that about one fifth of the posts with comments and one 
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third of the shares were from the Activation main category. However 34% of Codarica’s posts were 

shared in total and only 16% of their posts were commented on. It can be concluded that the fans might 

not only be activated by the INV’s attempt to activate them, but solely by the initiation of posting on 

the page.  

5.3.1.3 Trait categories 

Close to 40% of Codarica’s posts could be identified with the Founding team trait category. In most of 

these posts Codarica included a picture of one or several members from the Founding team. They also 

referred to the founders sometimes by first name without including their title/role within the company. 

It could be implied that they assumed their fans knew who the founders were and therefore were more 

informal.  

The Vividness trait category illustrated that Codarica used links and pictures in almost the same 

amount of posts. They were the INV with the highest use of videos, those often being videos with the 

Founding team or videos of their service. They only had 1 post with no vividness. All the posts with 

links belonged to the Information main category.  

5.3.1.4 Engagement 

Codarica’s fans engaged with all of their posts except for 1. However, this post did not diversify from 

the other posts in a certain way and concerned information about their newsletters  (Appendix B, 

Codarica, post 8). They received likes on all of their posts except for 3, comments on 16 % of their 

posts and shares on 33 % of their posts.   

73 % of Codarica’s posts received likes in between 1 to 10 and the most successful post in terms of 

likes deviated a lot from the rest with 63 likes. Their most popular post was the following “Super 

excited to announce that we are one of the selected teams for Disney's accelerator program with 

Techstars! We are so thankful for everyone that have stood by our side and cheered on us in thick and 

thin. Good things to come, and if you are in LA - come say hi!” (Appendix B, Codarica, post 18). 

Krake (2005) suggested that it can be useful for a small company to be linked with another stronger 

brand. Hence it can be argued that Codarica achieved this since they were linked with Disney. The 
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effect on engagement was although different. When Codarica referred to Disney in additional posts, 

they received both high and low amounts of likes. No explanation was found for why 3 of their posts 

did not receive any likes since they all belonged to different combinations of categories and posts 

belonging to the same categories received likes at other instances.  

Codarica’s posts received few comments from fans. 1 post received 5 comments and another one 4, the 

rest received between 1 to 2 comments. All the posts except for the post with the highest amount of 

comments related to positive feedback about Codarica’s progress such as “break a leg”. The post with 

the most comments was “ olly  ac er       the attention her new dress is getting     thedress  

   goldandwhite  or    blackandblue ” (Appendix B, Codarica, post 95). Holly Hacker is one of the 

characters from their game and as mentioned in section 5.3.1.1 they were often included in the posts. 

The post with 4 comments was the competition described in section 5.3.1.2. 

Engagement in the form of shares proved that 91 % of their posts received between 1 to 4 shares rather 

equally dispersed between the different amounts of shares. 3 posts deviated a lot from the rest with 32-, 

31- and 17 shares. Two of the posts with the highest shares belonged to the Activation main category 

where Codarica asked their fans to share the post. The post with the highest amount of shares was a 

recruitment post (Appendix B, Codarica, post 102), followed by the competition mentioned in section 

5.3.1.2 and lastly a post informing about Codarica’s project as mentioned in section 5.3.1.1. The three 

posts with the highest amount of shares also received some of the highest amount of likes. 

It can be concluded that most of Codarica’s posts received a low amount of engagement compared with 

the posts with the highest amount of engagement. Comments were an exception because they did not 

have such large deviations between the highest and lowest amount. No pattern was discovered in terms 

of how categories impacted on engagement except for the post belonging to the subcategory 

Competition. This post received the highest amount of shares, received more likes than the majority of 

posts and also received comments. The post with the highest engagement in terms of likes, comments 

and shares respectively also received engagement from all the other categories. Further the most 

popular posts for all forms of engagement belonged to the subcategory Company and Founding team. 

However, the post with no engagement at all also belonged to the subcategory Company.  
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5.3.1.5 Communication patterns 

The amount of posts Codarica published during the first year was varied. In the first month they 

published 8 posts and in the last month they published 11 posts. In between they published 3 to 9 posts 

per month except for three months. In one month they only posted one post and in 2 months they 

posted 27 versus 16 posts. The reason for the large increase in posts was because Codarica arranged 

their Christmas countdown in those 2 months. During these two months an interesting observation was 

that they would post several posts per day (2 to 3) and a lot of the posts belonged to the Entertainment 

and Culture categories.  

In the first month Codarica focused on informing about the organization with 7 posts belonging to the 

category Company. This decreased to 1 post in the following month and they started to inform more 

about the company again in the second half year analyzed. For 2 months they did not inform about the 

company at all and they only published posts belonging to the Related subcategory. The biggest 

amount of PR posts was published during the last 6 months. In terms of promotion, Codarica started to 

promote their service first after half a year which was around the time when they launched their 

service. The pattern also shows that Codarica was a lot more active in their posting behavior after their 

first half year on Facebook and their communication got more diversified since they focused on many 

more of the different categories. The amount of posts belonging to the trait category founding team was 

very dispersed during the 12 months, but the trait category vividness showed a large increase in the use 

of pictures and videos after the first half year. 

5.3.1.6 Conclusion Codarica 

It can be concluded that Codarica mainly focused on traditional communication with the Information 

main category being the category identified with most of their posts. They did not take full advantage 

of the two-way communication possibilities since they only engaged with their fans half of the times 

when they had the possibility to do so. Codarica did make an attempt to activate their fans, but failed 

the majority of the times since their fan did not engage with the post in the encouraged way. An 

exception was when they arranged a competition. The competition was a huge success and received top 

engagement for likes, comments and shares. Their fans engagement with posts was rather low since a 

majority of their posts only received 1-10 likes, which deviated a lot from the most popular post with 
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63 likes. Further their posts had very few comments so it can be argued that they did not successfully 

influence customer discussions on their Facebook page. Additionally, most of their shared posts were 

mainly shared 1 time. No pattern was identified in terms of what created high engagement versus not 

except for the competition that was very successful. What can be concluded from their posting behavior 

over time is that Codarica started their first month on Facebook by being active, but this activity was 

heavily decreased until the last 6 months where they started to promote the service and also publish 

posts covering more of the different categories. 

5.3.2 Individual analysis Bethall 

 

Figure 5.3.2 Bethall Communication 

Bethall posted in total 49 posts over the one year period analyzed and was thereby the least active INV 

on Facebook in terms of publishing posts. Close to all of Bethall’s posts were categorized as 

Information and over half of their posts were categorized at Promotion. As can be visualized in Figure 

5.3.2 Adaptation and especially Activation were not actively used by Bethall and Entertainment was 

only represented in 1 post. The Fan Communication main category was not represented at all. Their 

communication only belonged to the Company-, PR-, Service-, Action-, Feedback-, Language- and 

Culture subcategories.  
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5.3.2.1 Traditional communication 

The Promotion main category could only be identified with promotion of Bethall’s service. In several 

of the promotional posts Bethall encouraged the users to perform different actions in order to receive 

something in return, which can be referred to as remuneration (Tsai & Men, 2013). An example is 

“ nvite your friends to  oin    bethall  and get 500 free coins!” (Appendix B, Bethall, post 25). Another 

example is referral to hashtags such as “ win”, “#prizes”. Bethall often used hashtags to deliver the 

information in their posts for the other categories as well. For example for posts where they referred to 

competitions they would include the hashtag “#competition”. These hashtags are often used on the 

social media platform Twitter where Bethall also had an account.   

Bethall did not put emphasis on the founding team, employees or news about their organization. Most 

of Bethalls posts published during the one year belonged to the subcategory Company posts. These 

posts were mostly related to their service and what was going on at their betting platform. Few posts 

belonged to PR and no posts were connected with the Related and Unrelated categories. A post that 

occurred several times was about competitions taking place on Bethalls’ service platform. These posts 

informed about when competitions started and finished and who was leading the competitions. The 

only posts that could partially be related to the founders were some of the posts identified as PR. 

However, they never posted any Swedish PR, but only PR from Greece and Romania.  

An interesting finding for the Adaptation main category was that Bethall posted in languages other than 

English at several occasions. For example they made posts in Greek 2 times and Turkish and Italian 1 

time respectively. Hallbäck and Gabrielsson (2013) stated that INVs often make adaptations to 

important customers and hence it can be assumed that Bethall had the biggest focus on the Greek 

market. As mentioned in section 4 the founders were of Greek nationality and had moved the INV’s 

headquarter from Sweden to Greece which could be a contributing factor to their choice of focusing on 

the Greek market. Another argument supporting the statement just made is that in terms of referring to 

material in other languages than English, they referred to Greek material 3 times and Romanian 1 time. 

An interesting finding from the engagement of the adaptation posts proved that the engagement on the 

Turkish post received 51 likes while the Italian receives 1. This will be further elaborated on in section 
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5.3.2.4. The other posts from the Adaptation main category belonged to the subcategory culture and 

related to Christmas and New Years. 

5.3.2.2 Two-way communication 

Bethall were the only INV which posts could not be identified with the Fan Communication main 

category since they never responded to any fan comments. However, there were only 2 opportunities 

for Fan Communication since their fans only commented on 2 posts. The post with the most comments 

was 3 comments where the fans had a discussion in Romanian and the other comment posted a result 

from a soccer game in Turkish. Hence none of the comments were specifically directed to Bethall. 

However Bethall made comments on their own post 1 times when they followed up on information in a 

post and one of the members from the founding team once commented on the post from his personal 

Facebook profile.  

There were only 3 posts identified with the Activation main category and Bethall only managed to get 

the fans to engage with the post in the encouraged manner one of the times. One of these posts 

belonged to the subcategory Action where Bethall encouraged the users to share, by stating “spread the 

word” (Appendix B, Bethall, post 1). They did get a response since the post was shared 2 times. In the 

two other instances the subcategory Feedback was identified. They never got any response to the 

questions they asked. One of the questions asked was “Are you ready?” (Appendix B, Bethall, post 19) 

and the other one was “What are your predictions?” (Appendix B, Bethall, post 42).  An interesting 

finding was that Bethall were referring to different activating activities, however they were taking place 

on their service and not on Facebook and was thus not categorized as Activation. They were for 

example referring to competitions taking place on their betting platform (Appendix B, Bethall, post e.g. 

7). Despite that Bethall not made an active attempt to get their fans to share their posts, 41% of their 

posts were shared in total. It can thus be assumed that the fans engaged with the posts by the sole 

initiation of posting and not because Bethall encouraged them to do so.  

It can be concluded that the two way communication was very underutilized by Bethall. They did not 

actively try to engage their fans and neither did they respond to fans comments, but it could also be 
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because the comments were posted in a different language. However an important note to make is that 

they only had the opportunity for Fan Communication for 2 posts.  

5.3.2.3 Trait categories 

The Vividness trait category results showed that Bethall mainly used links in their posts. They had 8 % 

of posts with pictures and nothing respectively and no videos. It can be argued that Bethall were 

uniform in their use of links since they to a large extent included a link to their website in their posts no 

matter what category the post belonged to. Additionally, they posted a link without any explaining text 

in the post a few times.  

Few of Bethall’s posts were categorized as the trait category Founding team. They never included 

anything about the Founding team in their posts, except for when they referred to articles, the PR 

subcategory. The founders were in these instances never mentioned in person, but in post they included 

a quote from one of the founders from the article the post was referring to (Appendix B, Bethall, post 

10).  

5.3.2.4 Engagement 

Bethall received engagement on all of their posts in terms of likes. They received comments on 2 posts 

and shares on almost half of the posts. 

A further analysis of the posts with likes illustrates that the majority of posts, 61%, received likes in 

between 1 to 10 rather equally distributed among the different amounts of likes. The rest of the posts 

received likes between 16 and 68 except for the highest like that was 103 and hence deviated a lot from 

the other likes. The most popular post was informing about Bethall launching their service (Appendix 

B, Bethall, post 44). It was one out of a few posts that was more related to the progress Bethall was 

making and not only about what was going on at their service platform as the majority of the posts. 

This could possibly explain its high amount of likes. A finding for the posts belonging to the 

subcategory Language proved that that the post written in Turkish (Appendix B, Bethall, post 49) was 

the post with the 3
rd

 highest amount of likes and the post referring to Romanian PR (Appendix B, 

Bethall, post 29) was the 5
th

 most popular post in terms of like. However, the post written in Italian 
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(Appendix B, Bethall, post 48) only received 1 like which was the lowest amount of likes out of all 

posts. The posts written in Greek received likes between 6 and 10 and were neither receiving extremely 

high or low likes compared to all of Bethalls’ posts. Hence, it can be concluded that the posts adapted 

to Turkish and Romanian impacted positively on engagement and that Italian did not. No other patterns 

could be identified in terms of what posts were popular in terms of likes.  

Bethall only received comments on two of their posts. The post with the most comments was 3 

comments where the fans had a discussion in Romanian. The post was about Romanian PR so there 

was a connection to the language the comments were in and it was also categorized as Adaptation 

“" ethall is featured today in     omania   Than  you  oda.ro for the post   pread the word, signup your 

friends and get   T A free virtual coins     bethall     soccer     betting     rebetting ” (Appendix B, Bethall, 

post 29). The other post with 1 comment was written in Turkish (Appendix B, Bethall, post 49) and 

informed about Bethall’s service. This post received a comment in Turkish. Thus, Bethall only received 

comments when their posts were categorized as Adaptation.  

Investigating the posts with shares it was illustrated that 65 % of the posts received 1 share and 25 % of 

the posts received 2 to 3 shares. Only 1 post received 4 versus 11 shares. The post with the most shares 

was the following “The Bethall in Sportman.gr! " It's hard to keep your faith around the success of 

your idea, but if you truly believe in what you want to do, then we'll move on." (Appendix B, Bethall, 

post 10). The post originally only included Greek but was translated to English for analysis purposes. 

The post was written in Greek and included a statement from the founder and was linked to an article 

about Bethall, thus it belonged to the subcategory PR.  

The post with the highest engagement respectively for shares and comments belonged to the categories 

PR, Founding team and Adaptation. The post with the highest amount of likes belonged to the 

subcategory Company. However, the post with the lowest amount of likes also belonged to Company. 

Among the 5 posts with the highest amount of likes 3 of these posts belonged to the main category 

Adaptation as well. Adaptation posts impacted more positively than negatively on likes except for 

when the post was adapted to Italian. The posts with the highest engagement in terms of both likes and 
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shares did not receive any comments, but the post that received the highest amount of comments was 

both shared and liked. 

5.3.2.5 Patterns 

The results illustrate that Bethall changed their way of posting over time in terms of how they were 

referring to Information. During the first 9 months they informed about the competitions taking place 

on their service platform by posting the status of them. After this they began to refer to their blog to get 

the information. It could therefore be assumed that Bethall was trying out different ways of distributing 

this information. The posting pattern for Bethall illustrates that they shared 2-3 posts the first three 

months. For the rest of the period they shared between 4-6 posts per month except for the 11th month 

where they only shared 1 post. This month they only shared organizational information, like they also 

did for all the other months. However, it was the only month where they did not promote their service. 

Bethall was otherwise quite uniform in their posting behavior. All of the posts except for the one just 

mentioned belonged to the Organization- and Service categories and had links in them most often 

referring to their website or their blog except for when they were referring to PR. Their use of pictures 

was limited except for around Christmas and New Years where they used pictures to wish their fans 

happy holidays. The posts referring to or written in other languages were spread out over the year, 

however in the last month they posted 3 posts compared to 1 post for the language subcategory. Two of 

these posts were written in a different language never posted in before. Hence Bethall was focusing 

more on adapting to different countries towards the end of the one year period. Their posts were not 

centered on the Founding team except for when they referred to PR 4 times during the year. It can thus 

be concluded that Bethall had a uniform posting strategy over the year since the information posted was 

mainly from the categories Organization and Service and was rather homogenous.  

5.3.2.6 Conclusion  

Bethall had a uniform communication strategy on Facebook with a majority of their posts focusing on 

informing their fans about activities on their service platform and including a link to their website for 

the most part. Further, they posted about the same amount of posts during the 1 year period. 

Additionally they had a rather heavy focus on Promotion. Bethall were the only INV that adapted their 

posts in terms of posting in a different language which impacted positively on engagement except for 
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when they posted in Italian. They were also the only INV not engaging in any Fan Communication, but 

they only had 2 opportunities to do so. Very few posts were categorized as Activation, but Bethall did 

execute the Action subcategory well since their fans performed the encouraged action, that being to 

share the post. Bethall’s fans engaged with all of their posts. The majority of posts received likes 

between 1 and 10 and close to half of their posts were shared. Bethall only received comments on 2 

posts in total out of 49 posts, so it can be argued that Bethall not succeeded in influencing fans 

discussions since almost no discussions occurred.  

5.3.3 Individual analysis Startuptravels 

 

Figure 5.3.3 Startuptravels Communication 

Startuptravels published the largest amount of posts out of all the INVs. They published 140 posts over 

the one year period and their categorization can be visualized in Figure 5.3.3. Close to all of 

Startuptravels posts were characterized as Information, followed by Fan Communication and 

Promotion thereafter. The amount of posts characterized as Activation was rather low in comparison 

with the three categories just mentioned and the categories Entertainment and Adaptation were almost 

not represented in any posts. Their posts could be identified with most of the subcategories except for 

Competition and Unrelated.  
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5.3.3.1 Traditional communication 

About half of Startuptravels posts belonged to the subcategory Company. The posts identified for this 

category contained a lot of information about the service, but also about the organization. They often 

provided information about signups to their service, especially in their first months on Facebook.  

Startuptravels produced a lot of related information themselves rather than referring to external 

information. Two different types of related information created by Startuptravels that was frequently 

posted were city guides and user experience. The city guides were referenced to by link to 

Startuptravels blog where the city guide described a city based on Entrepreneurship activities 

(Appendix B, Startuptravels, post e.g. 131). A referral to user experiences was also frequently posted at 

Startuptravels fan page (Appendix B, Startuptravels, post e.g. 108). The user experiences often 

included pictures of the Startuptravels customers meeting up and/or referred to Startuptravels blog 

where one could read more about the users meeting up. An interesting finding was that 3 of the city 

guides were posted twice. The second time they were posted they received less than half of the likes 

they received the first time. It can therefore be argued that repetition of city guide posts is not 

positively influencing engagement.  

An analysis of the Promotion main category illustrated that Startuptravels often promoted both their 

service and other events. The other events that were promoted were for example events hosted by 

Startuptravels in cooperation with other companies. Promotion that belonged to the subcategory 

Service was discovered in two different contexts. They promoted signing up for their service, but also 

specific meetups.  

Startuptravels did not have a focus on Entertainment in their posts since only 3 posts could be 

identified with this category.  The entertaining posts were all related to their service. They did for 

example make a video with the camera GoPro of what it was like to travel like an entrepreneur 

(Appendix B, Startuptravels, post 129).  

The Language subcategory included links to material written in English most of the time. These posts 

mainly also belonged to the subcategory PR. Startuptravels referred to PR in Danish 3 times and in 

Spanish 1 time. They also promoted a meetup once in Ecuador by attaching a picture to their post 
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written in Spanish (Appendix B, Startuptravels, post 91). The post with highest amount of likes was 

Danish, but the rest of the language posts received varied amounts of likes.  The cultural posts referred 

to Christmas and New Years.  

5.3.3.2 Two-way communication 

Startuptravels use of the Fan Communication main category was more than twice as high as their 

Activation main category. Hence Startuptravels fans often engaged with the posts in terms of 

comments and shares even when Startuptravels did not make an active attempt to make them do so. 

Close to half of their posts were commented on and shared. Startuptravels engaged in Fan 

Communication on 82 % out of all posts with comments which illustrated that they took advantage of 

most opportunities to communicate with their fans. The only pattern discovered as to why 

Startuptravels did not respond to the rest of the comments was that comments not made in English and 

Danish never was responded to. 

Several comments made both by fans and Startuptravels received likes both from fans and 

Startuptravels. Startuptravels did also on several occasions have conversations with the fans including 

more than 1 response. Startuptravels often responded to fan comments either by liking, commenting or 

both. They did however like comments more often than making a comment as a response. At several 

occasions members from the founding team responded or/and liked comments from their personal 

Facebook profiles. Therefore it could be implied that the founders knew the people they were 

responding to from their personal profiles or at least that they assumed the fans knew who they were. 

Further, Startuptravels took the chance at some instances to remind the fans to sign up for their service 

when they responded to fans comments. 

For the Activation main category Startuptravels managed to activate their fans in the intended manner 

42 % of the times. However as can be seen in Figure 5.3.3 they did not have a heavy focus on 

Activation. They tried to activate their fans with posts from the Feedback and Action subcategories, but 

more often failed to do so then succeed in terms of getting the encouraged response from the fans, such 

as sharing or commenting. Their performance was however equal for both of the subcategories. The 

post with most comments was characterized as Activation. Activation posts belonged to the 
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subcategory Feedback twice as many times as Action. In the feedback categories they often encouraged 

the fans to give feedback if anything was missing in the city guides (Appendix B, Startuptravels, post 

123) or to give feedback if they were travelling specific places (Appendix B, Startuptravels, post 42). 

Feedback about travelling was more successful, but it could also be because the fans did not think that 

anything was missing from the city guides. The posts characterized as Action often encouraged the fans 

to share, but they never received shares higher than 1.  

5.3.3.3 Trait categories 

The result from the vividness trait category illustrated that Bethall used links the most. Links were used 

more than twice as many times as pictures. Both videos and posts with only text were used to a small 

degree.  

Founding team posts could be identified with 26% of the posts. They often included pictures of the 

founders in different settings such as pictures of them meeting up with different entrepreneurs and 

pictures from different events relating to activities Startuptravels was involved with.  

5.3.3.4 Engagement 

Startuptravels received likes on all of their posts. Close to half of their posts were shared and 

commented on.  

Most of Startuptravels posts received likes in between 1 to 25, evenly divided between the different 

amount of likes (62 %). The rest of their posts received likes from 26 to 289 so it can be stated that 

their engagement was very varied. However only 11 % of their posts received likes above 100 and only 

4 of these posts received likes above 200. Hence, it can be argued that the posts with the highest 

amount of likes deviated a lot from the majority of the posts in terms of amount of engagement.   

Elaborating on the engagement as defined by likes, a pattern related to the Information main category 

was discovered in the analysis. The results showed a tendency of that the city guides, belonging to the 

subcategory Related, often received likes in between 1 and 25. Only 3 posts out of 41 received likes 

higher than 25. The most popular City guide received 79 likes (Appendix B, Startuptravels, post 51). 

Hence, it can be argued that the City guides were not very useful for the highest amount of engagement 
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in terms of likes. The 17 most popular posts all belonged to the subcategory Company. Compared to 

the 17 least popular posts, the Company subcategory only occurred 3 times. It can therefore be argued 

that the subcategory Company influenced the amount of likes more positively than negatively. The 

most popular post had 289 likes and was the following post “After our launch in October only 5% 

completed our sign-up flow, now 95 % complete it. Read about one simple thing we changed to make 

this happen.http://blog.startuptravels.com/increase-completion-rate/” (Appendix B, Startuptravels, 

post 82). The post that received the lowest amount of likes belonged to the subcategory PR, but all the 

other PR posts received different amounts of likes so it can not be implied that PR posts impacted 

negatively on likes. 

Investigating the posts with comments the majority of the posts received 1 comment (49 %). 31 % of 

the posts received 2 to 3 comments while the rest of the posts received 4 to 11 comments evenly 

distributed, except for 1 post that received 14 comments. The post with the most comments was the 

following “Going to Web Summit 2014? Join the Startuptravels meet-up with entrepreneurs from all 

around the world. Send us a message in here if you want to join the meet-up.” (Appendix B, 

Startuptravels, post 57). The reason why it received such high engagement could be because many of 

the fans implied in their comments that they were going to the event mentioned in the post. 

An examination of the posts with the most shares illustrated that the majority of posts were shared 1 

time (59 %). The rest of the posts were shared 2 to 5 times and 1 post was shared 11 times. The most 

popular post was “Do you want to work on your startup in Barcelona for 7 days? Join our Workaway 

Camp in May!” (Appendix B, Startuptravels, post 95).  

All of Startuptravels posts with the highest engagement of likes, comments and shares respectively 

belonged to the subcategory Company. The most popular post for likes and comments was also 

engaged with for the other types of engagement, but the most shared post did not have any comments.  

5.3.3.5 Patterns 

Startuptravels first month of Facebook was the most active one with a total of 25 posts and the last 

month was the least active one with 4 posts. The rest of the months were very diverse and would shift 

between 4 and 19 posts. The first months were more focused on informing about the organization with 
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a focus on the Company- and PR subcategory. In especially the first month Startuptravels focused a lot 

on promoting their service and 10 posts in total belonged to the Service subcategory. In the 4
th

 month 

the also focused a lot on promoting their service and 7 posts belonged to the category. This might be 

due to the fact that in the 4
th

 month Startuptravels launched their service. Further, the posts in the two 

first months from the Action subcategory all related to sharing. Posts after this in the Activation main 

category represented the other subcategory feedback as well. During the last 6 months Startuptravels 

focused less on the company and promotion and more on related information.  

The Founding team trait category was represented in all months with 1-4 posts except for the last 

month where no posts was categorized as this category and in the first month where 12 posts belonged 

to the category. The rest of the categories were rather diverged over the months. In terms of vividness 

links were used all over the year. Pictures were used the first 6 months and the 2 last months and posts 

with only text occurred the first half year. To conclude, Startuptravels posting behavior was shifting 

and could be related to the current state the INV was in. For instance they focused on promotion when 

they launched their service. 

5.3.3.6 Conclusion Startuptravels 

It can be concluded that Startuptravels exploited the opportunity for two-way communication on 

Facebook since they engaged in a lot of fan communication. However, they did not manage to execute 

the Activation main category as well since more than half of the posts did not get the requested 

response from the fans. Startuptravels managed to engage their fans since all of their posts had 

engagement and even though the majority of posts received between 1 to 25 likes quite a large amount 

of posts received a higher amount of likes. However, the biggest amount of likes deviated a lot from the 

other likes since the post received 289 likes. Close to half of Startuptravels posts commented on and 

shared, but the amount of engagement was not as high and dispersed as for the likes. It can be argued 

that Startuptravels managed to engage their fans and influence their discussions even when they not 

made an active attempt to do so since few of their posts were categorized as Activation. Startuptravels 

focused more on traditional communication than two-way communication. The main category 

Information was used the most and during their first 6 months on Facebook they would focus more on 

the subcategory Company while the rest of the year more posts were categorized as Related. The 
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results showed a tendency that posts with Company would in the majority of cases receive higher likes 

then posts characterized as Related containing city guides. Their posting behavior shifted over the year 

both in terms of how many posts published and what categories they belonged to.  

5.3.4 Individual analysis Fitbay 

    

Figure 5.3.4 Fitbay Communication 

A total of 73 posts for Fitbay were analyzed and how they were categorized can be illustrated in Figure 

5.3.4. Almost all of Fitbay’s posts belonged to the Information main category and posts belonging to 

the Promotion main category followed thereafter. Entertainment was rather close in range Promotion 

and Fan communication. Activation was identified with less of the posts, followed by Adaptation. All 

the subcategories were identified with Fitbay’s posts except for the Unrelated subcategory. 

5.3.4.1 Traditional communication 

The largest amount of posts was categorized as Company. The company posts focused on updates to 

Fitbay’s service such as launch information, but also organizational information such as recruitment. 

Many of the posts included information about members from the founding team. They were often 

referring to the founder’s blog for information about his opinions, but also general information about 

the organization. Posts belonging to the Related and PR subcategories were identified with the same 
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amount of posts. The posts about the related topic were often about clothing issues, fashion, body 

ideals and body types.  

All of the Adaptation posts belonged to the subcategory Language except for one that was about 

Christmas and belonged to the Culture subcategory. Fitbay mostly referred to English PR material in 

the posts categorized as Language, but in 7 instances they referred to Danish material. Fitbay also 

referred to PR in Russia, Netherlands, Peru and Ukraine that was not written in English. Fitbay would 

often inform about the language of the material in the post (Appendix B, Fitbay, post e.g. 37).  

As can be visualized in Figure 5.3.4 about one fifth of posts belonged to the main category 

Entertainment. They posted entertaining posts about the industry they were in. An example was a post 

with the following text “ hopping for clothes is a pain in the pants.” (Appendix B, Fitbay, post 16).  

Entertaining posts was also related to the founding team such as when Fitbay at one instance arranged a 

competition with the goal of getting a founder to jump into an ice cold harbor (Appendix B, Fitbay, 

post 9). Another example of a post categorized as Entertainment was “We have crossed the 300 like 

milestone! The good news is that we are totally blowing the Spanish Herpes fan page out of the 

water ” (Appendix B, Fitbay, post 4). 

In the promotional posts Fitbay often tried to build on exclusivity and create hype. They often referred 

to the word “priority” an example being “To secure Priority Access” (Appendix B, Fitbay, post 22). 

Another example is “Due to high interest, we are over-subscribed but want to make sure you get a 

chance to participate!” (Appendix B, Fitbay, post 22). . The only promoted post identified with the 

Other subcategory was a post where Fitbay asked the fans to vote for them to enable them to win an 

award (Appendix B, Fitbay, post 44). 

5.3.4.2 Two-way communication 

Close to half of Fitbay’s posts received fan comments, but Fitbay only engaged in Fan Communication 

on about half out of these posts. It was noted that all of the comments they did not respond to never 

included a question except for one time. A fan asked a question about a new position at the Fitbay 

office that the post was about. However, it could be the case that Fitbay interacted with this person in a 

different way, for example by sending a personal message on Facebook.  
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Fitbay liked more of the fans comments rather than commented on them. Fitbay did however post 

comments on their own posts with updates about the post. An interesting finding was that members 

from the founding team often responded to comments and liked comments from their personal 

Facebook profiles. This will be further elaborated on in this section. In several instances comments 

made by both Fitbay and the fans received likes from several other fans.  

Fitbay was the INV with the largest amount of Activation posts. 16 % of posts were categorized as the 

Activation main category. An explaining factor could be that they stretched a competition over several 

days and thus several posts were identified as Activation despite that they all covered the same 

competition. Fitbay succeeded in activating their fans since they got a response from fans on 75 % of 

the Activation posts. No pattern could be distinguished for the posts that did not activate the fans in the 

encouraged manner.  

Fitbay arranged a competition one time in the first year period (Appendix B, Fitbay, post 8-12). The 

goal of the competition was that the founder with the highest amount of votes would jump into the 

harbor in the middle of the winter. The fans had to vote by commenting on the post what member from 

the founding team they wanted to jump in the harbor. The amount of likes Fitbay received during the 

competition would decide the amount of founders that would jump into the harbor. The competition 

stretched over several days and included a picture with the founders in bathing shorts in front of the 

harbor and the voting status. The competition got the fans to engage with all of the posts and all of the 

posts received the highest amount of comments out of all posts. After analyzing the comments on the 

posts belonging to the Competition, it illustrated that many of the fans knew the founders. This could 

possibly have been the reason why they received such high engagement on the post. This will be 

further elaborated on in section 6. 

In all the posts belonging to the Action subcategory Fitbay managed to activate their fans since the 

action they asked for was performed in all of the posts. In all the posts where Fitbay asked the fans 

explicitly to share the post the posts were shared. One example of the phrasing they used were “We 

would be grateful if you'd help us spread the word with a like or a share and thank you so much for 

your continued support - it means a great deal to all of us at Fitbay.com HQ.” (Appendix B, Fitbay, 
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post 44). The only posts from the Activation main category that not receive the requested activation 

from the fans belonged to the feedback subcategory. 5 posts in total belonged to the feedback 

subcategory and they only got a response on 2 of the posts. The posts with a response asked for the fans 

opinions about clothing that they illustrated with a picture. No other posts from the feedback 

subcategory were posted in the same way. Hence it could be implied that posts asking for feedback 

about clothing illustrated with a picture impact positively on comments.  

5.3.4.3 Trait categories 

The result for the vividness trait category ranked by the most used category first was link, picture, 

video and nothing. They only used videos on 5 posts and only 1 post had nothing. They would several 

times include a link to the post, but have other visual media, most often a picture, included as well. 

Over half of Fitbay’s posts included the trait category Founding team and they were also the INV with 

the largest amount of Founding Team posts. The founding team would be focused upon in many ways, 

both by activities they were participating in, but also personal information about them and a lot of 

pictures of them. 

5.3.4.4 Engagement 

An analysis of the engagement with Fitbay’s posts illustrated that all of their posts were engaged with 

in terms of likes. 44 % of the posts were commented on while 63 % of the posts were shared. 

68 % of their posts received likes in between 5 and 30 equally divided between the different amounts of 

likes. The rest of the posts received likes in between 31 and 104 rather equally divided between the 

different likes. Hence even though the majority of the posts were in between 5 and 30 the most popular 

post did not deviate a lot from the other likes. The like closest in range to the highest like was 89. The 

most popular post belonged to the PR subcategory and the Founding team trait category and was the 

following “We're excited to announce that Fitbay has raised $2 million from a New York-based 

investor and Creandum (early investor in Spotify) Read more about the news on Fortune Magazine and 

remember to check out our new iPhone app here ➜ http://bit.ly/fitbayapp.” (Appendix B, Fitbay, post 

48). The 14 posts with most likes all had in common that they belonged to the trait category Founding 

http://bit.ly/fitbayapp
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team. Some posts with the lowest amount of likes also belonged to this category. However, posts with 

pictures of a member from the Founding team never received likes lower than 21 except for post 10 

which belonged to the Competition. However this post received a lot of comments. It could be implied 

that a reason for why posts with the founding team was popular was because many of the fans knew the 

founders. As previously mentioned comments on the competition post proved that these fans knew the 

founders. An investigation of the posts with the lowest amount of likes proved that posts belonging to 

the subcategory Related more often received lower engagement than high. It can be argued that posts 

characterized as Founding team with pictures of the founders impacted more on high engagement than 

low. This pattern was also discovered for PR posts. Further, posts characterized as Related generally 

received lower amounts of likes rather than high.   

The posts with the highest amount of comments, those being; 22,19,11, 8 and 7 all belonged to the 

competition with the founding team that Fitbay arranged where the users had to comment to vote. 

Hence it can be argued that it was a successful method for receiving comments. Few posts received 

likes in between 3 and 5 and the large majority of posts (59%) received comments of 1 to 2 equally 

distributed between the two different amounts of comments.   

The highest amount of shares Fitbay received was 25 followed by 24,22,19,18,16,15,11. The most 

shared post was the post that also received the highest amount of likes and was the post announcing 

that Fitbay had received funding (Appendix B, Fitbay, post 48). The majority of posts (59%) were 

shared 1 to 2 times and the rest of the posts excluding the posts with the highest amount of shares were 

shared 3 to 5 times. 

All of Fitbay’s posts with the highest engagement for likes, shares and comments respectively all 

belonged to the trait category Founding team.  All these posts belonged to the main category 

Information as well. The posts with highest engagement for likes and shares both belonged to the 

subcategory PR as well, while the post with the highest amount of comments belonged to the 

subcategory Company. None of these categories were represented in the post with the lowest 

engagement. 
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5.3.4.5 Patterns 

Fitbay's posting behavior over time illustrates that the highest amount of posts published in a month 

was 9. This amount of posts was published both in the first and last month. For the rest of the months 

they posted 3 to 8 posts per month. Fitbay had a higher focus on the Company subcategory and 

Founding team trait category during the first half year. Especially in the first month the highest amount 

of posts were categorized as Founding team. The amount of PR posts was rather equally covered from 

the 4th month and to the last. Posts belonging to the Related subcategory were more heavily focused 

upon the second half year and the same can be stated for the promotion of the service. Promotion 

started to increase around the time when Fitbay launched their service. Entertainment posts was mostly 

focused upon the 2 first months and after that occurred in some months but only with 1 post. Whenever 

Fitbay posted in the Feedback subcategory they posted 2 posts in one month and 3 posts in another 

month. The very lasts post belonging to the Feedback subcategory all had a common theme, fashion. 

And the way these posts were published had not been noticed before. Hence it could be assumed that 

Fitbay was trying out a new way of asking their fans for feedback. Pictures and links were used all over 

the year and videos were used in some months. Both posts belonging to the Activation- and Language 

subcategories were centered on month 4 to 9. A reason for why the Language posts were published 

then was because they all belonged to the subcategory PR and was when the articles were published. 

5.3.4.6 Conclusion Fitbay 

Fitbay mostly focused on traditional communication with most of their posts being characterized as 

Information. They did not fully utilize the potential of two-way communication since they responded to 

less than half of their fans’ comments. Fitbay did however manage to activate their fans in the intended 

manner on most of the posts belonging to the Activation main category, even though only a small 

amount of their posts were characterized as Activation. They did succeed with all of the posts 

belonging to the Action subcategory, while the Feedback posts not performed as well. In terms of 

engagement all of their posts received engagement of at least 5 likes, but often up to 30 likes. More 

than half of the posts were shared and close to half of the posts were commented on. Thus, Fitbay did 

manage to influence customer discussions even though only 2 of the posts with comments belonged to 

the subcategory Feedback. The Founding team and Information main category was represented in all 
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the most popular posts for likes, comments and shares respectively. Especially pictures with the 

founders impacted the amount of comments and likes positively. Many of the shared posts also 

belonged to the trait category Founding team but did not include pictures of the founders. It can be 

concluded that the Organization- and Founding team categories were more covered in the start of the 

year while the amount of posts belonging to Service Promotion, related and PR increased more during 

the second half year which was around the time when their service launched. 

5.4 Cross case analysis 

Based on the results of the individual analyses it can be argued that the INVs’ communication was 

executed very differently. The INVs communication represented different amounts of categories, tey 

executed the communication for the categories differently and the communication impacted differently 

on engagement. However, some common findings could be identified and they will be presented in this 

section together with a comparison of the individual INVs’ results. 

The traditional communication categories were the most widely used categories in all the INVs. 

Information was the most popular category in all the INVs since a large amount of their posts were 

identified with this category. Dholakia et al. (2004) argues that an important reason for people to use 

social networking sites are information seeking. Hence it can be argued that all INVs conformed to this 

by having a major focus on informative posts. An interesting finding was that all of the INVs posts 

with the highest amount of engagement belonged to the main category Information, representing either 

the Company- or PR subcategory. Additionally, these posts often received all types of engagement; 

likes, comments and shares. However, in all of the INVs some of the posts with low engagement also 

belonged to these categories, but they were not the posts with the lowest engagement for any of the 

INVs. A further examination of the posts with highest engagement illustrated that these posts related to 

an achievement and progress made by the INV; Fitbay received funding, Startuptravels were going to 

launch their service, Codarica had been selected for an accelerator program and Startuptravels had 

improved their sign up flow.  

The subcategory under Information that was focused on the most by all INVs was Company. All INVs 

except for Bethall focused on their founding team and what was going on with the organization. Bethall 
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on the other hand mainly focused on informing about their service. This could be connected to the 

Founding Team trait category as well, since Bethall had very few posts with these traits. The other 

INVs mentioned members from the founding team personally and informed about them. These findings 

could also be related to the Vividness trait category since all INVs except for Bethall often included 

pictures of the founding team. An interesting finding for all INVs was that members from the founding 

team all posted comments and/or liked fan comments, but Bethall only did this once.  

Bethall also distinguished itself the most from the other INVs in additional ways. They were more 

uniform in their communication and were the INV that could be identified with the least of the 

communication categories. The main category Promotion could be identified with about twice as many 

as the posts from the other INVs. All the other INVs referred the majority of times to PR in the country 

they had started their company in, that being Sweden and Denmark. Bethall referred mostly to Greek 

PR, but as explained in the individual analysis this was probably where they had their main focus and 

also where they had moved their headquarter. Bethall was also the only INV that did not have any posts 

categorized as the subcategory Related. Additionally, they were the only INV that did not use many 

pictures and most often referred to their website by link. However, the other INVs also used links the 

most, but they also used a large amount of pictures. Bethall were also the only INV that wrote some of 

their posts in a language different than English.  

It was not solely Bethall that distinguished themselves from the other INVs. Codarica distinguished 

itself from the other INVs by being the only INV with posts that could be distinguished as Unrelated. 

They were also the only INV that had extensively more of their posts categorized as Culture. 

Startuptravels distinguished themselves from the others since they for example posted a larger amount 

of posts over the one year period, produced related information themselves (city guides and user 

meetups) and engaged in extensively more Fan Communication. Fitbay distinguished themselves for 

example by focusing a lot more on their founding team and PR. Thus, it can be concluded that all of the 

INVs were distinguished from the others in certain ways, but that Bethall distinguished themselves 

more extremely from the other INVs.  
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The two-way communication categories, Activation and Fan Communication were identified with 

extensively less of all the INVs’ posts compared to traditional communication. The full potential of 

Facebook to engage fans were thus not fully taken advantage of. Startuptravels performed best in terms 

of Fan Communication, responding to 82% of the posts with fan comments. They were followed by 

Fitbay with 75% and Codarica thereafter with 50 %. Bethall had no Fan Communication at all. 

However, investigating the amount of posts with comments the INVs had in total it illustrated the 

following results; Startuptravels 46%, Fitbay 44%, Codarica 16 %, Bethall 4 %. Hence the level of Fan 

communication can be related to the amount of posts with fan comments the INVs had in total. In other 

words the INV with the highest amount of posts with comments also had the highest amount of 

exploited Fan Communication opportunities.  

The results for the Activation main category was measured by the percentage of times the INV 

activated the fans in the intended manner. The following results were provided; Fitbay 75%, 

Startuptravels 42%, Bethall 33 % and Codarica 21%. Hence Fitbay managed to activate their fans the 

best when they intended to do so. An interesting finding proved that the fans more often engaged with 

the post in terms of comments and shares when they were not encouraged to do so by the INV. 

Investigating the amount of posts that belonged to the Activation main category the results illustrated 

the following; Startuptravels 14 %, Fitbay 16%, Codarica 14% and Bethall 6%. Hence Fitbay made the 

biggest attempt to activate their fans and also succeeded the best in doing so. Despite the fact that 

Codarica’s response rate to the Activation posts were the worst, they actually tried to activate their fans 

as much as Startuptravels and almost as much as Fitbay. Hence Codarica made an attempt to activate 

their fans but did not succeed in doing so with many of their attempts. Bethall performed the worst in 

terms of activating their fans since they did not focus on activating their fans and only got a response 

on a third of the attempts. An investigation of why some activation posts were successful and some 

were not proved that both Codarica and Fitbay managed to activate their fans successfully when they 

arranged a competition. The posts belonging to the Competition subcategory received some of the 

highest amounts of engagement for both INVs. Other common patterns could not be distinguished but 

one common behavior for all the INVs were that they all encouraged their fans to share their posts and 

the concepts of their service.  
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The INVs most popular posts were diverse and often represented categories that received lower 

engagement rates as well. However investigating the amount of Engagement it can be concluded that 

all the INVs posts received lower amounts of engagement more often than high. Both Startuptravels 

and Fitbay’s posts were more actively engaged with in terms of likes and comments then Codarica’s 

and Bethall’s posts. Fitbay’s posts were also the posts that were the most actively shared. Startuptravels 

posts were the most actively engaged with in terms of the amount of comments. This could also be 

correlated to that Startuptravels most actively participated in Fan Communication and hence made the 

biggest impact on customer discussions. Codarica’s posts were the least engaged with in terms of likes, 

while Bethall’s posts were the least actively engaged with in terms of comments.    

The posting patterns over time were very different for the INVs since they posted very diverse amount 

of posts in total. However, the amount of posts they published per month varied for all of the INVs, but 

the deviations were the most extreme for Codarica, followed by Startuptravels.  

It can be concluded that both Fitbay and Startuptravels exploited two-way communication to the fullest 

extent and their posts were also the most actively engaged with. Bethall engaged in the smallest amount 

of two-way communication since they had no posts identified with the Fan Communication main 

category and the smallest amount of posts identified with the Activation category. Codarica was not 

considered to exploit the opportunities for two-way communication in terms of Fan communication, 

however they did try to activate their fans, but with the lowest success rate.  The next section will 

elaborate on the results from the results section and will for example discuss why the INVs 

communication differed and why so few patterns of engagement could be identified.  

6 Discussion 

The aim of this section is to elaborate on how the findings of this research are connected to the 

theoretical framework in section 2. It will also aim to present an explanation of the findings by 

connecting it to new theory not presented previously in the paper.  
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6.1 INV communication on Facebook 

The purpose of this thesis was not to generalize how INVs communicate on Facebook, but to outline in 

detail how four different INVs communicated on Facebook. However, it was still possible to develop a 

common model for all the INVs with six main communication categories with several subcategories 

and two trait categories. Several of the communication categories identified in this paper could be 

related to previous categories identified in companies’ communication on Facebook. Information, 

Entertainment and Vividness were three categories that had been used by scholars to investigate the 

success of global and/or established companies’ Facebook posts (De Vries et al., 2012; Cvijikj & 

Michahelles, 2013; Kim et al., 2015; Sabate et al., 2014). The author therefore argues that the INVs in 

this study partly use the same categories when communicating on Facebook. A thorough comparison of 

the INVs communication with these companies was limited. The communication categories from 

previous research were very broad and unspecific compared to the categories identified in this research 

that was detailed and specific. An explaining factor could be that the goal of these studies was to 

quantitatively study the relation between different categories and engagement while this thesis purpose 

was to qualitatively study communication and engagement.   

The Activation main category was also recognized in previous research, but the scholars investigated 

interactivity (De Vries, et al., 2012; Cvijikj & Michahelles, 2013) instead. As concluded in the 

development of categories the definitions of interactivity were different and could not directly be 

applied in the INVs communication. However, the Activation main category identified was similar to 

the Activating category discovered by Meng et al. (2015) in their research of NBA teams’ 

communication. The author of this paper thus concluded that it was relevant to intersect interactivity 

with the Activation main category since they overlapped. Additional communication categories could 

be related to the categories developed by Meng et al. (2015). They had similar to this research focused 

on developing specific communication categories. Despite that some of the categories developed for 

this paper were defined a bit differently the Information, Promotion, Activation and Fan 

communication categories could all be related to their findings. They did also similar to this research 

conclude that the posts often encompassed several of the communication categories. They further 

argued that Information and Promotion (Marketing in their study) represented traditional 
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communication while Activation and Fan Communication (Personalizing in their study) represented 

two-way communication similar to the findings of this research. The author therefore argues that NBA 

teams and the four INVs have similarities in their communication on social media.  

An interesting finding for this research was that two categories were discovered that specifically could 

be related to the characteristics of an INV. Adaptation decisions are central for an INV since they aim 

for an international market from inception (Madsen & Servais, 1997). It was therefore interesting to 

note that all the INVs had traces of adaptation in their Facebook communication. This proves that 

adaptation decisions are reflected on in the execution of Facebook communication and not only in their 

overall strategy as concluded by Hallbäck and Gabrielsson (2013). Adaptation in the form of language 

and culture was discovered for all the INVs. All of them posted links to material in other languages and 

referred to cultural events such as Christmas but to different extents. Both Fitbay and Startuptravels 

referred to Danish material the majority of times they referred to a different language. Codarica 

referred to Swedish material the most. It could therefore be implied that the country where the INV was 

launched had an impact on the language the INVs referred to. However, the INVs did also refer to other 

languages and Bethall did not refer to any Swedish material.  

Bethall were the only INV that offered their service in several languages. This could explain why they 

also posted in different languages on Facebook. Bethall posted especially several posts in Greek. It 

could be assumed that this was due to Greece being an important customer for Bethall. Hallbäck and 

Gabrielsson (2013) suggested that both country adaptations were made by INVs but also adaptation to 

large customers which also included adaptation to the countries those customers were positioned in. 

Thus, parts of their research can be confirmed by the results of this paper. It can be concluded that the 

INVs level of adaptation of their communication were very different and depends on the individual 

INV. Whitelock et al., (2013) and Berthon et al., (2012)  have also recognized the importance 

international differences have on social media. It can be stated that the findings from this research 

partly contribute to how international companies deal with international differences on social media. 

However, this research’s contribution is minor since the main focus of the paper was not to investigate 

how different cultures impact on social media communication by companies.  
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In addition to adaptation decisions, INV research has highlighted the founders’ importance for the 

development and behavior of the INV (Aspelund et al., 2007; Gabrielsson & Kirpalani, 2004; Madsen 

& Servais, 1997; McDougal & Oviatt, 2000). Research on startups has also emphasized the founder’s 

importance. The founder is central to the result of the INV’s branding efforts (McDougall et al., 1994; 

Madsen & Servais, 1997). Rode and Vallaster (2005) further emphasized the role of the entrepreneur 

during the building of a startup’s brand. Krake (2005) study of Small Medium Enterprises proved that 

to achieve brand recognition a passion for the brand in the company is essential and the passion should 

be initiated by the entrepreneur. He claimed that the founder‘s character should be linked with the 

brand and that the founder often is the personification of the brand and therefore have an important role 

in communicating the brand to the external stakeholders. The Founding team trait category could 

therefore be related to these previous findings and it was considered very important since it specifically 

related to INVs. Especially Fitbay utilized the founding team a lot in their communication on 

Facebook, but also Codarica and Startuptravels. Bethall had very few posts categorized as Founding 

team. Thus, the impact and role the founding team has in the INVs communication is varied.  

Another finding could also be related to research on INVs. It was illustrated that Fitbay’s fans knew the 

founders behind the company and that founders from all the INVs communicated from their personal 

Facebook pages. This could be connected to INV market selection research that has argued for the 

importance of personal networks (e.g. Crick & Jones, 2000). It could be implied that all of INVs had 

fans from their personal networks because it could be assumed that the fans knew who the founders 

were since they communicated with them from their personal Facebook pages. The author argues that 

this is the most valid for Fitbay since conversations between the fans and the founders illustrated that 

they knew each other.  

To summarize, the INVs communication on Facebook can be related to global brands communication 

on a general level since the categories investigated in previous research are very broad. More 

resemblance was found with NBA teams’ communication since they similar to this research outlined 

communication more in detail. The INVs communication is also distinguished specifically by 

characteristics related to an INV, that being adaptation decisions and Founding team importance.  
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6.2 Communication execution  

Agresta and Bough (2011) state that there is no simple formula that guides on how to publish in social 

media due to diversity of brands’ goals and industry characteristics. This is also applicable for this 

study since the INVs communication was executed very differently. A common framework of 

communication categories could be identified for the INVs, but their execution of the different 

categories was very different. It can thus be assumed that the communication is specific to the 

individual INV and is to a large extent inspired by the industry they are operating in and the service 

they are offering.  

The large majority of the INVs’ posts could be categorized as the Information main category. Brodie et 

al. (2013) proved that consumer engagement is initiated by a need for information. Hence it can be 

argued that the INVs increased the likelihood for fan engagement by having a large focus on 

information. Further, all the INVs used links the most, but pictures from the websites they linked to 

were often visualized in the post. This deviates from Cvijikj and Michahelles (2013) and Kim et al. 

(2015) research on global brands that proved that pictures were used the most often. The author argues 

that this could possibly be due to the fact that the INVs are new companies and hence have a larger 

focus on informing their fans about themselves and what they stand for and are offering. It could be 

implied that it is more easily done by referring to information by links since it includes text in contrast 

to most pictorial content.  

Another finding that applied to all the INVs was that they were more involved in traditional 

communication than two-way communication. Social media is utterly important since it challenges the 

traditional company to consumer communication and also allows consumers to talk to each other and 

the brands (Mangold & Faulds, 2009).  The INVs did not take full advantage of this feature of social 

media. However, the results indicated that the level of how well the INVs utilized the interactive 

feature of Facebook was different. Startuptravels did for instance engage with their fans in the majority 

of the posts with fan comments. Bethall on the other hand did not engage with their fans at all, but they 

also had very few comments. This proves again that the communication, but also the engagement 

differs based on the INVs industry and characteristics.  
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Tsai and Men (2013) have also claimed that companies underutilize the two-way communication 

possibilities offered by Facebook. This study proved that the INVs utilization of two-way 

communication was extremely varying, but none of the INVs took all the opportunities given to engage 

in fan communication. McCorkindale (2010) also found in her study of Fortune 50 companies that they 

not utilized two-way communication to its full potential. Similarly, Shen and Bissell (2013) also 

supported this finding in their research on beauty companies. Meng et al. (2015) also proved that the 

social aspect of social media was underutilized by NBA teams. The findings of this study are thus 

similar to companies other than INVs since they neither take advantage of all the communication 

possibilities offered by Facebook. The two-way communication offered by Facebook has been proved 

to be successful in terms of strengthening the value of the company’s brand (Malhotra et al., 2013). 

Based on the results of this thesis it can be concluded that the INVs does not fully utilized two-way 

communication and hence missed out on opportunities to strengthen their brand.  

The INVs did realize the importance of social media in terms of that it allows consumers to talk to each 

other (Mangold & Faulds, 2009) about a company, brand or product (Hutter et al., 2013). All the INVs 

encouraged their fans to share, both by asking them to share Facebook posts but also by encouraging 

their fans to share the INVs’ service with their network. Thus, it can be argued that all the INVs 

realized the importance of eWOM (Hennig-Thurau et al., 2004). Several of the INVs Facebook posts 

were shared several times which increased the spread of information about the INVs. Fitbay’s posts 

were shared the largest amount of times. This implies that WOM was taking place the most amount of 

times for Fitbay. The impact of the shares was although not investigated, such as if the WOM was 

positive and negative and how this affected the INV.   

Kim et al. (2015) concluded that the popularity of social media for marketing communications was 

equal for global brands from different industries. They based this argument on that the brands posted 

on average 3 posts per month and thereby were active on social media. In comparison with the INVs 

the global brands were not active since Startuptravels posted 12 -, Codarica posted 9 -, Fitbay posted 6 

- and Bethall posted 4 posts on average per month. It can thus be stated that they all have different 

activity levels on Facebook and that they are more active than the global brands from Kim et al. (2015) 

study. The INVs posting behavior over the one year was also different. Kim et al.’s (2015) study was 
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only based on a one month time frame and could therefore have illustrated different results if 

investigated over a longer period of time, as was the case with the research performed for this paper.  

Several findings from this research could be related to topics not purposely investigated in the analysis. 

These findings could be related to previous research about how a company should be successful on 

social media (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010; Mangold & Faulds, 2009). For example, be unprofessional, be 

interesting (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010), provide exclusivity and be outrageous (Mangold & Faulds, 

2009). As argued in the theory section these scholars have not specifically defined these different 

criteria and are therefore very vague and general. Hence no proper definitions could be relied upon to 

support the arguments if the author would have decided to investigate these findings further.  Even 

though the author of this paper identified many of these criteria it was considered irrelevant since it was 

outside the scope of this paper.  

6.3 Engagement 

All of the communication categories identified in this research had the potential to engage the INVs 

fans on Facebook. The results illustrated that all of INVs posts were engaged with except for one 

(Appendix B, Codarica, post 8). It was not discovered why the one post did not receive any 

engagement since it did not differ from the rest of the posts. Social media’s capability to directly 

engage consumers (Thackeray & Neiger, 2009) was thus proven. The level of engagement for the INVs 

was very different. All the posts received likes except for the post just mentioned, but the amount of 

posts with shares and comments differed. Only Fitbay had more posts with shares than with comments. 

The amount of engagement for the different engagement types also varied. This can be related to Kim 

et al.’s (2015) study of global brands that proved that the consumer responses varied for different 

product categories.  

It can be stated that the INVs ability to influence customer discussions was limited since customers 

more often shared or liked a post rather than discussed the content of the post by commenting on it.  

The results did however illustrate that some of the INVs succeeded better in influencing the fans 

discussions then others by the sole initiation of publishing a post since Fitbay and Startuptravels had 

extensively more fan comments then the other INVs. An explanation as to why the fans engaged with 
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posts by commenting on them less often could be that commenting on a post is a lot more time 

consuming than liking a post (Sabate et al., 2014). Additionally, by sharing a post the fan makes an 

active decision to directly share the post with his/her network. It can therefore be argued that sharing 

require the fan to more actively take a stance towards the post then simply by liking the post as the fan 

personally shares the post with the network. This can also be related to WOM because when the fan 

shares the post it personally shares it with the network. 

It is important to know what impacts on engagement so the INVs know how to best communicate to 

engage their fans. Very few patterns of how different categories and ways of communicating impact on 

engagement were discovered in this thesis. However, one subcategory was discovered to impact 

positively on engagement. This category was a competition and both Codarica and Fitbay arranged a 

competition one time in the researched time period. Based on these findings it can be stated that 

arranging a competition is a successful way for the INVs to engage their fans. Although it cannot be 

assumed that it will work for all INVs since only two of the INVs actually did it. This finding can be 

connected to Heymann-Reder (2011) and Hettler (2010) research that concluded that economic benefits 

are more prone to capture fans’ attention.  De Vries et al., (2012) proved in their study that a 

competition was successful if the company wanted to enhance the amount of likes. However, the 

results from this research proved that the highest type of engagement was based on the context of the 

competition. For example in one of the competitions, the fans had to vote by commenting to participate 

while in the other competition the fans had to share the post to have a chance to win. Thus, the author 

state that a competition enhances the amount of engagement, but the type of engagement depends on 

the context of the competition.  

The analysis of the engagement with the INVs posts could not predict any other strong patterns for the 

categories impact on engagement that was applicable for more than one INV. Some of the individual 

INVs posts showed tendencies to influence the engagement positively versus negatively. Bethall 

received more high engagement than low engagement when they adapted their posts to different 

languages except for when they published a post in Italian. Fitbay’s posts categorized as PR and 

Founding team with pictures of the founders received more high than low engagement. Additionally, 

Fitbay’s posts categorized as Related received more low than high engagement. Startuptravels posts 
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belonging to the subcategory Company received more high than low engagement. Further, 

Startuptravels posts with City guides, which belonged to the subcategory Related, usually did not 

receive likes that were higher than the amount of likes the majority of their posts received. No such 

tendencies could be found for Codarica.  

The patterns identified for the individual INVs often had deviations and/or not a sufficient amount of 

posts to conclude a strong impact on engagement. Further, the engagement often seemed to have to do 

more with the specifics of the post such as how it was written and what kind of content it revealed 

rather than what category it belonged to. Since the Competition subcategory was the only strong pattern 

identified in this study that positively impacted on engagement the findings of this study could not be 

compared to other studies (Cvijikj & Michahelles, 2013; Sabate et al., 2014)  investigating what 

impacts post engagement on social media.  

An explanation for why no engagement patterns were discovered could be explained by information 

being “multidirectional, interconnected and difficult to predict” on social media (Hennig-Thurau et al., 

2010, p. 313). The consumers are in control (Berthon et al., 2012; Vollmer & Precourt, 2008) which 

was illustrated in the results. The fans often did not engage with the post in the encouraged manner 

when the INVs tried to activate them, except for when the competition was arranged as 

aforementioned. The majority of times the fans solely engaged with the post based on the content and 

not because they were requested by the INV to for example comment on the post or share it. Even 

though the company can influence what content the fans have the possibility of engaging with, they 

cannot control how and when the fans engage with the posts.  

This paper has proved that INVs with help from marketing communications on Facebook can engage 

their consumers, but it has not been able to predict any strong patterns for what categories positively or 

negatively affect the engagement. A possible explanation for why no strong patterns of post 

engagement could be identified in the INVs could be related to the INVs brand equity. Luostarinen and 

Gabrielsson (2004) argued that INVs differ from conventional companies because they are faced with 

the pressure to build a global brand already from inception. Marketing communications have been 

argued to be important for building a brand especially in regards to brand identity (Aaker & 
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Joachimshaler, 2000 pp. 7–13). Based on the brand identity global brand awareness and image will be 

achieved (Gabrielsson, 2005). The process of developing a strong global brand and thereby achieve 

increased brand equity if successfully implemented, have normally been a process taking decades for 

truly global companies (Aaker, 1994; Altshuler & Tarnovskaya, 2010; Kapferer, 1997; Keller, 1993). 

Krake (2005) also emphasize that it takes long to build a brand in his study of SME’s. Keller (2009) 

argued that a strong brand increases the effectiveness of marketing communications. He further 

explained that due to a strong brand equity consumers will have more favorable attitudes towards the 

communication of the brand and be more open minded towards additional marketing communications. 

He therefore concluded that brand equity is essential for the way advertising functions since the 

benefits of marketing communications only will function if the brand is strong.  

Based on the above findings it can be argued that the INVs do not have a strong brand and a fully 

developed brand equity. Since the INVs were studied in their first year of operation they had just 

started their process of building a brand. Hence their marketing communications were not as powerful 

as if their fans could have identified themselves more with the brand and would have known more 

about what the brand stood for. Therefore, the patterns of engagement were varying and difficult to 

predict since the fans most likely did not connect the marketing communications as much with the 

brand identity. Despite that the marketing communications were not as effective as they probably 

would have been if the INVs had been operating for additional years, the INVs did succeed in engaging 

their fans. Consumers’ engagement with a brand increases the brand value (Brodie et al., 2013). It can 

therefore be argued that the INVs contributed to the development of their brand by their marketing 

communications on Facebook since they engaged their consumer, but that the effectiveness of the 

marketing communications would have been more successful if the brand was stronger.  

7 Concluding remarks 

The last section of this paper will aim to illustrate the main findings of this research and outline the 

managerial implications of those findings. The final section will propose further research based on the 

limitations and findings of this paper.  
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7.1 Conclusion 

This study has provided rich insights into how INVs utilize Facebook to communicate with their fans to 

engage them. Further, this study has contributed to the understanding of social media usage in INVs 

and specifically how Facebook is used during the INVs first year of operation. Using a qualitative 

approach several main findings have been found during the research process. 

This paper has concluded that INVs communication on Facebook can be characterized by six main 

categories. The traditional communication categories identified was Information, Promotion, 

Entertainment and Adaptation. These categories represented traits of traditional marketing 

communications. The communication was one-way because the INV was simply talking to their 

consumers. The two-way communication categories identified was Fan Communication and 

Activation. The interactive feature of social media was taken advantage of in these two categories since 

it encouraged communication between the fans and the INV and activated the fans.  Further, two trait 

categories were identified, those being Vividness and Founding team. The results illustrated that 

several of the communication categories could be identified with previous research on how established- 

and global companies and sports organizations communicate on social media. However, the 

communication categories in this research were more specific and the categories Adaptation and 

Founding team were identified as categories specifically related to the characteristics of an INV.  

Another main finding from this research was that the INVs executed their communication very 

differently, but all of the INVs focused mainly on traditional communication, especially the main 

category Information. Further, the two-way communication possibility was not taken advantage of to 

its full extent similar to findings from previous research. The amount of posts the INVs published was 

very diverse over the one year and the content of the posts also varied extensively between the different 

INVs. It was therefore assumed in accordance with previous research that there is no uniform way to 

publish on social media and that the communication is dependent on the INV’s characteristics and 

industry.  

The last main finding concluded that the execution of a competition had a positive impact on 

engagement. No other strong patterns were found as to how different kinds of communication affected 
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engagement. The author of this paper explained this by a connection to branding. It was concluded that 

because the INVs were new brands they did not have a strong brand yet which resulted in less effective 

marketing communications results. Lastly, it was concluded that the INVs were in the process of 

building their brands. It was argued that a brand building process takes many years and that the INVs 

communication on Facebook contributed to this process.  

7.2 Managerial implications 

This research has identified several practical implications for the managers of INVs. This study reveals 

opportunities through the use of Facebook to engage and interact with fans. 

Firstly, the fans turn to social media for an information seeking need (Dholakia et al., 2004). By 

providing news and information about the INV and its service the fans need for information can be 

covered. Secondly, by providing promotional posts that are of value to the fans the INV have the 

chance to increase the user base of their service. The INVs should however be careful since if too much 

promotion is executed the INVs face the risk of over commercializing the Facebook page. Thirdly, by 

providing entertaining posts the INV can adhere to the entertainment need often sought for by fans on 

social media. The fourth point is that INVs can adhere to specific cultural and country differences by 

adapting their posts to certain large customer groups and thereby maximize the customization and 

satisfaction for those fans. Lastly, the INVs can also take advantage of the social aspect of social media 

by focusing on Fan Communication and Activation. By engaging in Fan communication they can 

strengthen the relationship with their fans and by activating their fans they have the possibility of 

increasing the involvement on the Facebook page. To make a final point the INVs should focus on the 

founding team in their posts since they are an important part of building a startups brand. By focusing 

on all these categories the INV can engage their fans; resulting in likes, comments and shares of their 

posts. The INVs should especially arrange a competition to enhance the engagement.  

The INVs should ensure to encompass the more traditional communication categories as well as the 

two-way communication categories to realize the full potential of social media. By a sole focus of 

traditional information the Facebook page can easily become a copy of the INVs websites. Further, by 

focusing on the two-way communication the INVs have the possibility of creating stronger 
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relationships with their fans. This enables them to differentiate themselves from other INVs, which is 

central for new ventures. Therefore, the author of this paper suggests that the INVs should encompass a 

combination of the different categories identified in this research to realize the full potential of 

Facebook. The INVs have the potential to use traditional communication to trigger two-way 

communication since social media enables the fans to directly comment on the traditional information 

and thereby engage in two-way communication. However, the INVs need to take into consideration 

that the impact of their communication is related to the specific industry they are operating in and the 

service they are offering.  

7.3 Limitations and further research  

This paper has highlighted how four online B2C service INVs from different industries communicate 

on Facebook to engage their fans. The findings of this study cannot be generalized for all INVs. 

Further, the results of this paper indicated very few patterns for how the INVs communication impacted 

on engagement. Therefore, it would be interesting to quantitatively investigate the communication 

categories outlined in this paper and how they impact on engagement for a large amount of INVs. By 

executing such a study a more detailed outline for what impacts on Facebook post engagement would 

be provided. Additionally, such a study would prove if it simply was the INVs in this study that not 

proved strong patterns for what impact on engagement or if it can be applied for additional INVs. It 

would also be of interest to conduct a study of INVs from a wider geographical scope. Another area of 

research that could be of interest would be to investigate the INVs communication for additional years 

to better explore how the communication develops as the INVs grow. Finally, this paper connected the 

difficulty of finding strong engagement patterns for the Facebook posts to branding. It could therefore 

be of interest to further explore the area of branding for INVs in light of how they could most optimally 

utilize marketing communication to build a strong global brand. Related to this it could also be of 

interest to conduct a comparative study with companies that were already established when they joined 

Facebook, and hence most likely had a stronger brand. 
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9 Appendices 

9.1 Appendix A: Interview guide 

 

  

Main questions Additional questions Clarifying questions

In what countries does X operate?

Nationality of the founders?

When did X join Facebook?

Why did X join Facebook?

Why does X use Facebook?

How do you deal with the fact that you are a relatively new 

company marketing themselves on Facebook?

Do you try to do anything differently from already 

established companies in your marketing on 

Facebook?

How do you communicate with your followers on 

Facebook? (language, tone etc)

When and how do you post on Facebook? 

What kind of posts do you make on Facebook? 

What content do they include?

Have the kind of posts you make changed over time?

What do you want to achieve with your posts?

How do you want your followers to react to your 

posts?

What posts receives the most likes, comments, 

shares? 

Is there a difference between what kind of posts 

receives comments, likes and shares? 

Why do you try to engage your followers?

What is the most effective way to engage your 

followers?

Do you measure engagement? How?

Is there a difference in how your followers react to 

your posts? 

How do you try to address the different needs of your 

followers when you post on Facebook?

Is there anything you would like to add?

Can you expand a little on this?

Introduction

Why?

What does it mean?

How are you going to proceed?

Main topics

Can you  give me a short introduction of X?

Can you tell about X Facebook use?

Do you have a posting strategy for Facebook? 

How do you determine the success of a post?

How do you define X?

Conclusion

Can you give me some examples?

Can you tell me anything else?

How do you try to engage your followers on Facebook?

How do you relate to the fact that your followers are from 

different countries when you communicate on Facebook?
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9.2 Appendix B: Facebook posts 

9.2.1 Codarica 

no Date Post Like Comment Share 

1 14-03-14 Welcome to Codarica! The production company of Cody Coder E-books and Apps. 2     

2 14-03-14 
Lovisa Levin is pitching Codarica on Women In Tech 2014 last weekend! Enjoy smile emoticon 
http://vimeo.com/89100304 5 2   

3 14-03-14 
Holly Hacker joins the team! Holly joins Cody Coder this summer in our upcoming App! Let The Coding 
Adventure Begin! 5   2 

4 18-03-14 

Computer Sweden is writing about our journey this spring in the STING - Stockholm Innovation & 
Growth FFW program, here's the first article! 
http://bloggar.computersweden.idg.se/…/kalle-kodare-far-sa…/ 4     

5 28-03-14 

Codarica's Lovisa and Rosalyn at an recruitment event earlier this week! You know we are always 
looking for talented and passionate people? If you also want to change the world, give us a shout out! 
Until then: HAPPY WEEKEND! 4   2 

6 03-04-14 
Come find us by the red couches if you are at the  sup46  techhero event!  sthlmtech 
http://t.co/fGjipt2J2N 1     

7 09-04-14 

If you want to know a little bit more about our backgrounds then watch this little 1minute video of us 
founders! 
Happy Wednesday heart emoticon 
https://vimeo.com/91531986 12     

8 11-04-14 
We recently started with newsletters, sign up here to get your exclusive copy wink emoticon -> 
http://bit.ly/1sKQNtO       

9 25-04-14 

What school supplies are you happy that modern tech replaced? We are happy that kids of today don't 
have to listen to the sound of chalk on the board, just to cough the rest of the class. 
http://mashable.com/2014/04/24/obsolete-school-tech/… 1     

10 28-04-14 What is a shoot without its bloopers? Happy Monday everyone! heart emoticon 4     

11 08-05-14 Sanna pitching at  seedcamp smile emoticon  STINGDay14 http://t.co/vUeKGX3xzh 5     

12 28-05-14 
We are flying to Umeå, northern Sweden, to attend the final of Venture Cup Sverige! 
http://venturecup.se/sverigefinalen/de-12-finalisterna 4 1   

13 12-06-14 Today we are mingling in Umeå at Venture Cup's Sweden finale 8 1   

14 12-06-14 Thanks Bonnier for having us in 2014  BonnierAccelerator  FTW 10     

15 13-06-14 

It was an eventful night last night...Thanks to  Bonnier! 
You can read about our next step in Sweden here: 
http://www.bonnieraccelerator.com/accelerator/Stars-2014/ 7 1   

16 23-06-14 
Yay Google! 
http://techcrunch.com/…/google-invests-50-million-in-made-…/ 3     

17 05-07-14 Happy 4th of July all of our American friends (and anyone else that likes holidays). 3     

18 07-07-14 

Super excited to announce that we are one of the selected teams for Disney's accelerator program with 
Techstars! We are so thankful for everyone that have stood by our side and cheered on us in thick and 
thin. Good things to come, and if you are in LA - come say hi! 63 2 1 

19 10-07-14 

Kidscreen wrote this great article about coding for kids, and spoke with co-founder Sanna to get some 
insights to Codarica's quest to get kids coding! 
http://kidscreen.com/2014/07/10/cracking-the-code/ 6     

20 22-07-14 

Great and insightful article by Fast Company about  GenerationCode and the issues parents today are 
facing. 
http://www.fastcompany.com/…/…/should-i-teach-my-kid-to-code 4   4 

21 29-07-14 
Women entrepreneurs are happier and @CodaricaHQ can vouch for that! http://t.co/bMTzlcL4aj by 
@janeporter00 via @FastCompany 2     
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22 30-07-14 
5min survey for parents re kids learning to code(@CodaricaHQ-@DisneyAccel’14)
http://t.co/IYQiTVvhxN  domorefaster  givefirst  techstars 1     

23 31-08-14 
Tips on how to start young in coding, from a 17 year old developer.  Gencode 
http://mashable.com/2014/08/29/ask-a-dev-coding/… 1     

24 24-09-14 

Welcome to the new world of Generation Code where technically enlightened children can make real 
dollars doing things adults cannot even do! Sharing is caring heart emoticon 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lXe2FWkD0Pg&feature=youtu.be 4   2 

25 26-09-14 

Some things are intuitive. Some things are inherited. Some things are learnt. You're never "too young" 
to create.  GenCode  Codarica  KidsCanCode 
http://bit.ly/kidscodetoday 4   1 

26 06-10-14 This is amazing!  startupkids http://t.co/Khvi2TwadO 4     

27 13-10-14 

"Why Games May Become the Education of the Future" Codarica likes the sound of this for sure. Do 
you? 
http://www.makeuseof.com/…/games-may-become-education-futu…/ 3     

28 13-10-14 
Sneak Peak of CodeQuest App! Tag someone you want to start coding with smile emoticon 
http://bit.ly/ZWVc3c 10 1   

29 13-10-14 Malala challenges girls worldwide to do the  HourOfCode heart emoticon 5     

30 14-10-14 

After months of conceptualizing, testing and development - CodeQuest iPad app is here and ready to 
get in the hands of kids that want to learn (and why not yourself) about coding websites through 
storytelling and gameplay. 
Download it for FREE of charge here heart emoticon http://bit.ly/1C7BmgZ 14   4 

31 14-10-14 Four months of hard work have led up to this! Let's Go  disneyaccelerator Demo Day! 17 2 1 

32 15-10-14 
Check out our appearance on ABC TV! grin emoticonhttp://abc7.com/…/disney-accelerator-program-
invest…/350725/ 11   2 

33 17-10-14 Spreading some CodeQuest LOVE with Mashable! Check out this fun Vine Pitch we did. 2     

34 20-10-14 

CodeQuest got listed as one of the Top Free Apps of Today grin emoticon Thank you Fun Educational 
Apps 
"Amustdownloadforallkidsinterestedinlearningmoreaboutwebsitedesignandhtml!It’sfun,
engaging and entertaining!" 
Readmore:http://www.funeducationalapps.com/…/codequest-a-top-fun-cod… 6     

35 22-10-14 
"Huzzah for women creators helping to get more people coding!" Couldn't agree more...lovely article 
about our new app CodeQuest, written by Gamezebo 9   2 

36 27-10-14 
We're super proud to be listed as one of Sweden's Hottest Start-ups by Internetworld  startuplistan 
http://internetworld.idg.se/…/entrepre…/sida/2/plats-19---15 9     

37 31-10-14 

if(Halloween < Scary) { 
"TRICK" 
} else { 
"TREAT" 
} 
HAPPY HALLOWEEN! /Holly "The Ring" Hacker & Cody "PumpkinHead" Coder 3     

38 11-11-14 

Such a nice feeling to be featured in today's SvD magazine! Read all about it here: 
http://www.svd.se/…/svenska-bolag-satsar-pa-schysta-appar-f… 
Download the CodeQuest iPad app: http://bit.ly/1C7BmgZ 7 2 1 

39 13-11-14 
We will be speaking at the Hyper Island Festival this weekend in Stockholm! Come say hi smile 
emoticon 4     

40 14-11-14 

BillGatesoncesaid,“Learningtowriteprogramsstretchesyourmindandhelpsyouthinkbetter, 
createsawayofthinkingaboutthingsthatIthinkishelpfulinalldomains.”Today,whentheInternetis
an integral part of our life, there are a number of platforms where kids can play with codes; CODARICA 
is one such platform." Thanks to EdTechReview India for this nice feature. 5     

41 19-11-14 
Barbie, what happened? This book could have been a game changer.. 
http://www.dailydot.com/…/barbie-engineer-book-girls-game-…/ 7     

42 19-11-14  FeministHackerBarbie strikes back: https://computer-engineer-barbie.herokuapp.com/     1 

43 25-11-14 

A walk down Memory Lane.. On this day, exactly one year ago we pitched our idea about Kalle Kodare 
(today Codarica) and we even got awarded for Best In Show. Very excited to check out this year's 
companies at Internet Discovery Day event tonight! 15   1 
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44 01-12-14 

***What's Nesting in Your Christmas Wrapper this year!?*** 
Codarica is counting down to the Holiday Season!!! Fun Code, Every Day. 
 CodaricaXmas  ChristmasCountdown 5   3 

45 02-12-14 

***Did you know?*** 
No, it's not just in The Lord Of The Rings. According to Business Insider we owe a lot to this band of 
brothers accountable by the "Ceremony of The Keys" http://read.bi/1HUFlU7 
Day TWO of Codarica's Christmas Countdown!!! Fun Code, Every Day. 
 CodaricaXmas  ChristmasCountdown 3     

46 03-12-14 

***No need to wait until Christmas Eve to open your presents. Have a present now, from all of us at 
Codarica.*** 
CodeQuest on the iPad App Store: http://bit.ly/1C7BmgZ 
Day THREE of Codarica's Christmas Countdown!!! Fun Code, Every Day. 
 CodaricaXmas  ChristmasCountdown 5 1   

47 04-12-14 
Yes, Erik is super cool.  
Sort of want to be him. 2     

48 04-12-14 

***Are You Naughty or Nice?*** 
Santa upgraded his software this Christmas. 
Day FOUR of Codarica's Christmas Countdown! 
Fun Code, Every Day.  
 codaricaxmas  ChristmasCountdown 2     

49 05-12-14 

***Looks like Rudolph got caught!*** 
Yes, the secret behind his lasting LED nose is just down to good code. 
Day FIVE of Codarica's Christmas Countdown! 
Fun Code, Every Day.  
 codaricaxmas  ChristmasCountdown 6     

50 08-12-14 

In honor of  HourOfCode, we are launching today an amazing campaign together with FundedByMe to 
empower girls to be the future Tech Heroes! We’resuperexcitedtoberaisingfundstobeabletogive
girls iPads filled with awesome coding material and innovative content - so they can go on to be the 
future entrepreneurs of tomorrow! You can support the campaign here and nominate a girl here: 
https://www.fundedbyme.com/en/campaign/5111/girlboss/ 
 GirlBoss 41   17 

51 08-12-14 

Cody agrees with Steve and suggests you get started right away wink emoticon -> 
http://bit.ly/AvailibleOnTheAppStore 
Day EIGHT of Codarica's Christmas Countdown!  
Fun Code, Every Day.  
 codaricaxmas  ChristmasCountdown  hourofcode 20   2 

52 09-12-14 

Do you know any girls who are curious about Technology or someone who could be? 
Nominate a girl that will get an iPad filled with inspirational apps that will prepare her for the future 
here: bitly.com/codaricagirlboss 
 girlboss 9   1 

53 09-12-14 

Happy Dance! Codarica got chosen as one of the top 7 Los Angeles Startups to Watch out for in 2015 by 
Inc. Magazine 
http://www.inc.com/…/the-7-los-angeles-startups-to-watch-in… 16   4 

54 09-12-14 

***What's your favorite Christmas Song?*** 
Cody and Holly set the mood for the update of  codequest that's coming up soon! Watch out for it on 
AppStore. 
Day NINE of Codarica's Christmas Countdown! 
Fun Code, Every Day.  
 codaricaxmas  ChristmasCountdown  hourofcode 9     

55 10-12-14 

“MorethanoneinfivepeopleinbigcitiesareplanningtolendmoneytoaffordChristmasgifts.” 
By donating just a small amount to our  girlboss campaign --> bitly.com/codaricagirlboss you will make 
one family a very happy family this Christmas. Learning to code is a long lasting skill. 
( Video in Swedish by Blocket ) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B98sHJ6jC_Q 3     
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56 10-12-14 

Take a break from the Christmas stress,  
maybe play some CodeQuest ? 
--> http://bit.ly/AvailibleOnTheAppStore 
Day TEN of Codarica's Christmas Countdown! 
Fun Code, Every Day.  
 codaricaxmas  ChristmasCountdown  hourofcode 4     

57 11-12-14 We just got awarded an Innovation Grant from the city we love!  Stockholm 39 1 1 

58 11-12-14 
 GIRLBOSS wants to get more Girls into Tech by teaching them to code! 
Join the movement ---> bitly.com/codaricagirlboss  hourofcode  csedweek 3   2 

59 11-12-14 

Cody Coder and Holly Hacker are super happy for being rewarded the City of Stockholm Innovation 
Grant today! Keep calm, keep coding folks! 
Day ELEVEN of Codarica's Christmas Countdown! 
Fun Code, Every Day.  
 codaricaxmas  ChristmasCountdown  hourofcode  innoveramera 11     

60 12-12-14 

Holly Hacker just finished her Christmas wish list for this year - what's on yours? 
Day TWELVE of Codarica's Christmas Countdown! 
Fun Code, Every Day.  
 codaricaxmas  ChristmasCountdown  hourofcode  CSEDweek 7     

61 13-12-14 

It's snowing code this Christmas! There's nothing Cody likes better than freshly fallen code. 
Day THIRTEEN of Codarica's Christmas Countdown! 
Fun Code, Every Day.  
 codaricaxmas  ChristmasCountdown  hourofcode  CSEDweek... 
See More 3     

62 14-12-14 

Last day of  CSEDweek and Holly Hacker deserves a Sunday Snack! But.. What should she get? 
Day FOURTEEN of Codarica's Christmas Countdown!  
Fun Code, Every Day.  
 codaricaxmas  ChristmasCountdown  hourofcode 6     

63 15-12-14 

Hey y'all! If you want more coding inspiration follow us on Pinterest! 
http://www.pinterest.com/codarica/ 
Let's spread some coding love around Pinterest! 7     

64 15-12-14 

It's a Merry Monday today because it's only 10 days left until Christmas Day! Who's excited?! 
Day FIFTEEN of Codarica's Christmas Countdown!  
Fun Code, Every Day.  
 codaricaxmas  ChristmasCountdown  hourofcode 7     

65 16-12-14 

Did you know that Ada Lovelace is the first  girlboss of all times? She actually wrote the first machine 
algorithm and is therefore considered the world's first computer programmer. How cool is that? Pledge 
to our #Girlboss campaign to support more girls to be as awesome as Ada!  
https://www.fundedbyme.com/en/campaign/5111/girlboss/ 
Girls Who Code CoderDojo Sheryl Sandberg FundedByMe GoldieBlox Code.org Kodcentrum Geekgirls 
Women Who Code 7     

66 16-12-14 

Cody Coder and Holly Hacker first met in Coding Camp. Since then, they've been inseparable. To 
celebrate the  ChristmasCountdown and the 16 days they spent in Coding Camp, we have written a 
blog post collecting awesome coding camps for your kids for Summer 2015!  
http://codarica.com/coding-camp-is-the-new-black/ 
Day SIXTEEN of Codarica's Christmas Countdown!  
Fun Code, Every Day. 
Some  CodingCamps:  
Idtech Digital Media Academy ProjectFUN CodeNow Girls Who Code Tech Summer Camps MakeSchool 
PlanetBravo Technology Education Fire Tech Camp National Computer Camps 7     

67 17-12-14 

Robocook, our own Programming Chef, just made some Candy Canes. Here's his recipe, enjoy 
December 17th with some Christmasy Candy! 
Day SEVENTEEN of Codarica's  ChristmasCountdown!  
Fun Code, Every Day. 
 codingforkids  CodeQuest 2     
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68 18-12-14 

Cody and Holly finished coding their Christmas Tree, and it's awesome! Do you want to program your 
own Christmas Tree? Google's initiative  MadeWithCode have what you are looking for! 
https://holidays.madewithcode.com/project/lights 
Please share your tree's with us smile emoticon 
Day EIGHTEEN of Codarica's  ChristmasCountdown!  
Fun Code, Every Day. 
 codingforkids  CodeQuest  TechEd 6     

69 19-12-14 

The best Christmas gift you can give your kids is the power to learn how to code! CodeQuest is now 
available for iPhones with a special Christmas Coding theme. 
Check it out: http://bit.ly/CodeQuest 
Please download, review and share heart emoticon that would mean the world to us! 
heart emoticon Team Codarica 6     

70 19-12-14 

EARLY CHRISTMAS GIFT! It's Friday, and the last weekend before Christmas! To heighten the holiday 
spirit, Cody Coder and Holly Hacker have decorated CodeQuest for you guys! Download here: 
http://bit.ly/CodeQuest 
Day NINETEEN of Codarica's  ChristmasCountdown!  
Fun Code, Every Day. 
 codingforkids  CodeQuest  TechEd Code.org CoderDojo 4   1 

71 20-12-14 

Pirate Bay is still down but our Pirate's Bay is always open! If you dare? Play  CodeQuest today and get 
your dose of pirates and code! 
Day TWENTY of Codarica's  ChristmasCountdown!  
Fun code, every day.  
 piratebay  codepirate  hackbeard  christmas2014     2 

72 21-12-14 

Sunday Funday in true holiday spirit because Christmas Eve is just three days away! 
Day TWENTYONE of Codarica's  Christmascountdown!  
Fun code, every day (especially on  fundays).  
 codingforkids  sundayfunday 6     

73 22-12-14 

*** Cody's Guide to Downloading Happiness! *** 
Did you know you can give CodeQuest as a gift straight from the AppStore? We've put together the 
ultimate last-minute Christmas gift guide for you and your family. smile emoticon Day 22 of the 
Christmas Countdown! 
CodeQuest Christmas edition: http://bit.ly/CodeQuest 
 codaricaxmas  christmascountdown 7     

74 23-12-14 

***Cosy Up. What's on your TV this Christmas?*** 
Cody has a long night of popcorn and movies ahead as he's taking a break from Christmas Shopping! 
Wouldn't it be easier if you could just program your TV programs? smile emoticon 
Day 23 of the Christmas Countdown!  CodaricaXmas  ChristmasCountdown 
Fun Code, Every Day 2     

75 24-12-14 

***God Jul!!!.....It's already Christmas in Sweden*** 
Sweden, the land of snow and ice (also where CodyCoder & Holly Hacker are from) celebrates 
Christmas a day earlier than the rest of us! So it is with a happy heart that we wish you "God Jul!" from 
all of us at Codarica! 
God Jul from all of us & hope that you have a great day wherever you are playing  CodeQuest! 
http://bit.ly/CodeQuest heart emoticon 3     

76 25-12-14 

*** MERRY CHRISTMAS Y'ALL!!! *** 
Thank you all for being generally amazing, totally supportive, and brilliant. Love & Best Wishes from 
the  Codarica Team. heart emoticon 4     

77 31-12-14 
Happy New Year and wonderful wishes to everyone! &hearts; 
CodeQuest Winter edition can be found here: http://bit.ly/CodeQuest 13     

78 05-01-15 

Bye 2014, you meant everything for us! In 2014 we founded Codarica AB, Codarica Inc, moved to LA, 
moved back to Stockholm, released an app and much more. Read all about our fantastic year here: 
http://codarica.com/codarica-year-of-2014/ 17   1 

79 09-01-15 

Robocook, the self proclaimed food-coding-genius of Codarica is, starting from today, releasing all his 
favorite HTML recipes on Instagram. Don't miss out! 
http://instagram.com/codarica 7     

80 11-01-15 

you still haven't thought about the 2015 resolution? we can surely help you with that! 
Have a look at our  girlsboss campaign and be a better person helping our tech girls smile emoticon 
bitly.com/codaricagirlboss 9   1 
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81 13-01-15 
"Why Teaching Your Kids to Code Should Be Your New Year's Resolution" What do you think? Read our 
guest blog post at ChoreMonster 4     

82 15-01-15 For all of our Swedish podcast friends - we're in Startuppodden this week! 15     

83 15-01-15 

It's Codarica Throwback Tech Thursday!  tbt  cttt and this Thursday we are remembering  NES, the 
first Nintendo ever that changed the way we play. So, Thank You Nintendo for making Tech History. 
heart emoticon 
For more updates follow us on instagram http://instagram.com/codarica/ 5     

84 20-01-15 
The Guardian writes about "10 children's app trends for 2015" and CodeQuest is featured! 
http://www.theguardian.com/…/05/childrens-app-trends-2014-k… 10   1 

85 21-01-15 
This can be you! Our goal with the  GIRLBOSS campaign is to inspire more Girls to get into tech. We 
need your support! heart emoticon http://bitly.com/codaricagirlboss 13   3 

86 03-02-15 

Tips on how to Code your classroom for a better workforce! CodeQuest mentioned as an app that spark 
kids imaginations. 
http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/…/vr-and-code-for-schools_b… 8     

87 06-02-15 Thank you to all  girlboss supporters around the world! 12     

88 09-02-15 
For everyone who is curious about Learning How to Code, but not sure where and how to start! We 
love this!  learntocode 9     

89 09-02-15 

This is Awesome! Two girls played CodeQuest and then did their own YouTube review - power to the 
kids!  girlboss Rethink Toys 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U6NLyRkeYVk 
Try CodeQuest here: bit.ly/CodeQuest 13   1 

90 15-02-15 
Today, 14th of February, we are celebrating our 1 year anniversary! This would never have been 
possible without you guys heart emoticon Happy Codingday Codarica! heart emoticon 11     

91 16-02-15 

Looking for a Spring Internship somewhere exciting? 
Codarica HQ in Stockholm, Sweden is looking for someone phenomenal! 
Find out more below: 
http://codarica.com/intern-abroad-with-codarica/ 12 2 3 

92 18-02-15 

Super exciting to be named one of the top 5 start-ups in Sweden! And guess what? Now you can also 
work with us: http://codarica.com/intern-abroad-with-codarica/ 
http://www.eu-startups.com/…/5-swedish-startups-to-look-ou…/ 11     

93 26-02-15 
COMPETITION TIME! Win a "Eat, Sleep, Code. Repeat" T-shirt from Codarica! All you need to do is to 
share this post smile emoticon 35 2 31 

94 27-02-15 

This is what happens when you believe that kids can achieve anything - a 15 year old running a 
successful nanny business that tripled in one year. And yes, she subscribes to both Entrepreneur and 
Seventeen Magazine - true  girlboss! 
http://money.cnn.com/2015/…/06/smallbusiness/nannies-by-noa/ 8     

95 27-02-15 Holly Hacker LOVES the attention her new dress is getting!  thedress  goldandwhite or  blackandblue 25 5 3 

96 03-03-15 

Codarica inspires kids to be the storytellers of the future by introducing them to the World of Code. 
Try the CodeQuest App with your kids today! Available for your iPad and iPhone: 
bitly.com/CodeQuestApp 11 2 1 

97 03-03-15 

Try "CodeQuest - Website Adventures" with your kids today! Available for your iPad and iPhone: 
bitly.com/CodeQuestApp 
Kids join a wild adventure into the world of code, and learn how to build their first website through fun 
games and colorful storytelling. With over 10000+ possible combinations of customizable features, they 
can learn how to code whilst playing a variety of entertaining mini-games. 

6   2 

98 04-03-15 

The Swedish magazine Veckans Affärer published a list of the most powerful Swedish entrepreneurs 
2015 where we were named one out of three "up and coming" female entrepreneurs. We're extremely 
honored to be listed amongst so many inspiring women! Lovisa Levin Rosalyn E Knapp Sanna Nilsson 
http://www.va.se/…/02/26/15-maktigaste-entreprenorerna-2015/ 23 2 1 

99 05-03-15 
A Little Makeover Never Killed Nobody.. What do you think about Holly and Cody's new styling that will 
make an appearance in the new update of CodeQuest? bit.ly/CodeQuest 13     
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100 09-03-15 

There's a new super cool magazine in town called Smashd, and they've written an article about us! In 
this article we are also spilling the story of how programming changed one of our siblings life. Read the 
exclusive story today! 
http://smashd.co/kids-that-code/ 4     

101 10-03-15 

Congrats Codarica T-shirt winners! Contact info@codarica.com to claim your T-shirt smile emoticon 
Linn Karlholm 
Tuss Odin Ekman 
Faviana Vangelius 
Niklas Hall 
Gaby Andersson Backman 
Belgin Fortaci 
Andrea Valassi 5 4   

102 11-03-15 

WE ARE HIRING! Right now we are looking to hire two Unity Developers, a Game Designer and an 
Animator to our Stockholm offices. Do you know of anyone that would like to join team Codarica? 
Share this post, and help us make cool coding games for kids!  nyttjobb 
INFO about the positions 
Unity Developers: http://codarica.com/?p=354 
Animator: http://codarica.com/?p=358 
Game Designer: http://codarica.com/?p=356 24 1 32 

103 13-03-15 

Friday’sFoodforThought 
Can you create a desk for success? We believe so. Found this article how a nice desk makes you 
perform better and feel greater at work. (Photo taken from our colleague Rosalyn's awesome looking 
desk) 4     
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9.2.2 Bethall 

no Date Post Like Comment Share 

1 09-06-13 

Hi friends! 
We are pleased to announce that Bethall is now live in public beta! 
Go on, sign up at www.bethall.com and spread the word! You have been waiting long enough for this 
wink emoticon 
Cheers! 
The Bethall team. 21   2 

2 12-06-13 

Good day ! 
Check out our new `Influence` ranking in the `Leaders` section ! 
Cheers ! 
The Bethall team, 13     

3 25-06-13 

Bethallers,  bethall we have been working on your feedback,  
NEW bet types have been added!  
Double Chance, Half time result, Half Time/Full Time, and Both Teams to score are now available for 
betting...  
Check www.bethall.com 14 1 1 

4 15-07-13 
your betting activities are now available for sharing with your friends on FB  bethall 
www.bethall.com 13   1 

5 25-07-13 
Odds from NordicBet and bet-at-home are now featured on  bethall and are available for betting and 
rebetting! Check www.bethall.com and start building your betting network! 5   1 

6 17-08-13 

Ταμεγάλαευρωπαϊκάπρωταθλήματααρχίζουν...πλέονέχειςτηδυνατότηταναακολουθήσειςτις
επιλογέςτωνκαλύτερωνπαικτών!!! 
Change the way you bet..!  bethall 
The Great European championships begin... Now you have the opportunity to follow the choices of the 
best players!!! 
 
Change the way you bet..!  bethall 
Automatically Translated 8   1 

7 01-09-13 
September's  competition is starting! Start  betting, get followers to  rebet on your bets and WIN real 
money! Learn more on www.bethall.com 27     

8 13-09-13 
Country Championships are back after the national teams break. Prove your  betting skills, climb on the 
leaders, get followers and participate on September's  competition. Learn more at bethall.com 5     

9 16-09-13 

Are you ready for  ChampionsLeague and  EuropaLeague on bethall.com?  Bet for free,  rebet on 
others, get your  betting followers and become a winner on  bethall  competition! Signup now and get 
your free virtual coins! 32     

10 24-09-13 

ΤοBethallστο Sportman.gr! 
"Είναιδύσκολοναδιατηρήσειςτηνπίστησουγύρωαπότηνεπιτυχίατηςιδέαςσου,αλλάαν
πραγματικάπιστεύειςσεαυτόπουθέλειςνακάνεις,τότεθαπροχωρήσεις." 
The Bethall in Sportman.gr! 
 
" It's hard to keep your faith around the success of your idea, but if you truly believe in what you want to 
do, then we'll move on." 6   11 

11 25-09-13 
Full action in Europe  PrimeraDivision  SerieA  Ligue1  LeagueCup and new bet types have been 
added! Correct Score and Total Goals are now available for  betting  rebet on bethall.com! 6     

12 01-10-13 

 September has ended along with our first competition! User skylakosss almost did it... Although, he 
won 643.02 from his followers, he didn't reach the limits of won bets and unique followers. New month, 
new challenges, new  competition starting from today with  ChampionsLeague matches! Place 
your  bets and get  followers to  rebet on you! Don't lose time to become  October's Leader and WIN! 11     

13 09-10-13 

Hi there! 
Still haven't signed up on Bethall? You can now connect through your Facebook account! You are only 
one click away... Check online at www.bethall.com 5   1 

14 11-10-13 The battle to reach  Brazil2014 hots up! Full action tonight on  Bethall  WorldCup  Qualifiers 7     
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15 16-10-13 

Don't miss on  bethall...  
Check out the amazing new graphs in every user's  betting statistics. A quick and easy way to help you 
find the best  leader to  rebet on! 5     

16 21-10-13 
We are happy to welcome  Bet365 on  bethall! 
Odds for  ChampionsLeague and  EuropaLeague Matchday#3 are waiting foryouraction… 17     

17 25-10-13 

 October is ending soon and the 2nd  bethall  competition is looking for  winners! Be successful and 
get  followers to  rebet on your choices! 
So far Ioannis S (www.bethall.com/#user/giannis_6) and lympero (www.bethall.com/#user/lympero) are 
just a breath away from catching the #competition rules, rebet and push them to the top! 3     

18 01-11-13 

October's  competition has reached to its end! We are glad to announce our first  winners! User 
lympero and Ioannis S competed firmly for the first and second place respectively! 
Congratulations!  bethall  betting  rebetting 8     

19 05-11-13 

November's  prizes await the ultimate  bethall leaders! 
Don't wait, expand your  network, get other users  rebet on your bets and skyrocket your returns! 
Are you ready? 5   2 

20 18-11-13 

We are glad to welcome  WilliamHill on Bethall! 
Place a bet or just... Rebet!  
Join now and claim your free virtual coins.  betting  WorldCup  Brazil2014 16     

21 27-11-13 

Unibet odds now on  bethall! Our list of featured bookmakers keeps expanding and we cannot keep our 
excitement smile emoticon  
Signup now, get your free coins and try out your skills on  betting 
and  rebetting!  ChampionsLeague  EuropaLeague 7   4 

22 02-12-13 

 November is now over, bringing mitsos444 to the top! 
kostaras1975 and Ioannis S won the 2nd and 3rd place of November's top  bethall leaders! 
New month, new  competition, new  winners,  December is already here... 
GO!  sports  betting  rebetting 5   1 

23 06-12-13 

Next stop bwin! Check now the available odds on  PremierLeague  Bundesliga  SerieA  PrimeraDivision 
and more..  bwin 
Join  Bethall now and start with your FREE virtual coins! 5   1 

24 10-12-13 

Now you can share your Bethall  bets and  rebets on Facebook and Twitter! 
Share your predictions on  ChampionsLeague  EuropaLeague with your friends and expand 
your  betting network!  soccer  tips 10     

25 17-12-13 

Running out of free virtual coins?  
Invite your friends to join  bethall and get 500 free coins!  
Get new  followers and build your  betting audience to  rebet on you! 10   1 

26 23-12-13 

Our warmest wishes for  Christmas! We hope that you will have time to take a well-deserved rest and 
enjoy your  holidays!  bethall  betting  BoxingDay 
www.bethall.com 13   1 

27 01-01-14 

Happy Bethall Year! 
Our best of wishes for a healthy, creative and prosperous 2014! 
 bethall  betting  WorldCup 
www.bethall.com 68   1 

28 06-01-14 

2013 is over, bringing Ioannis S to the top of  December's top  bethall leaders! 
dpettas and johnsnow won the 2nd and 3rd place of the last #bethall competition for 2013! 
2014 and  January are already here waiting for the first  winners of the new year... 
Start NOW!  sports  betting  rebetting  WorldCup 8     

29 17-01-14 

Bethall is featured today in  Romania!  
Thank you Yoda.ro for the post! 
Spread the word, signup your friends and get EXTRA free virtual 
coins!  bethall  soccer  betting  rebetting 43 3 3 

30 22-01-14 

 Cashpoint odds now featuring on  Bethall! 
Haven't registered yet?  
Join NOW and START the game! 28     

31 03-02-14 

 January is over! The top  Leader of the month and proud  winner of bethall's  competition is...... 
kostaras1975! 
Sign up now and be the next  Bethall Leader!  soccer  betting  rebetting 3     

32 05-02-14 Bethall is in  ICEGaming  ICESensational smile emoticon Meet us to find out why  rebet matters! 6     
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33 13-02-14 
We are glad to announce that the  mobile friendly version of  Bethall is now live! Accessing Bethall with 
your mobile device is now easier than ever so you can even  rebet on the go! 31 1   

34 14-02-14 
Bethall is featured today on the biggest portal of Aris Thessaloniki sports club news, PRESSARIS.gr (article 
in Greek)!  sports  betting  rebet  Aris 8   1 

35 18-02-14 

Back to action in Europe with  ChampionsLeague and  EuropaLeague matches!  
Great chance to share your predictions, attract followers and climb up on  Bethall leaders!  
Start today and get your FREE coins! 
 sports  betting  rebet 3   1 

36 25-02-14 New cloud home for Bethall 7     

37 01-03-14 
The Bethall Blog: February's winners 
http://blog.bethall.com/…/7819678…/bethall-februarys-winners 34     

38 18-03-14 

 ChampionsLeague night, a great chance to climb up on  bethall leaders, attract new followers and be 
one of our March's  winners! 
Don't lose time, sign up on www.bethall.com and start NOW!!! 25     

39 27-03-14 

Minimize your Betting Risk. Share your predictions and attract followers. 
Win and climb up on  Bethall leaders chart every month. 
A totally new and more safe social betting platform. Try it out! 
 sports  betting  rebet 5     

40 01-04-14 
The Bethall Blog: March's winners 
http://blog.bethall.com/…/bethall-competition-winners-of-ma… 8     

41 08-04-14 

10000 Likes and 3000 unique users. Thank you everyone for your support. 
 Bethall Team 
Join also the new and more safe social betting platform.  
 sports  betting  rebet 8     

42 09-04-14 

Atlético de Madrid vs FC Barcelona will chase tonight the qualification to UEFA Champions League semi-
finals! What are your predictions?  
 ucl  soccer  ChampionsLeague 6     

43 02-05-14 
The Bethall Blog: April's winners 
http://bit.ly/1i4WSbC 4   2 

44 28-05-14 

We are excited to announce that  Bethall relaunches and exits beta with strong focus 
in  sports  prediction sharing! 
Your social sports prediction network kicks off before the  WorldCup with new features and much more 
fun. 
Changes will be effective from 1st June 2014 and for our existing users, extra gifts and bonuses are 
waiting you. 
Enjoy the  game and stay tuned with the most promising interactive betting advisor today. 
- Your Bethall Team 103   3 

45 01-06-14 http://blog.bethall.com/…/…/bethall-competition-mays-winners 4     

46 02-06-14 

Bethall, the new social sports prediction sharing network kicks off before the  WorldCup! 
Publish and sell your predictions and previews about the upcoming matches and earn from your 
followers! 
Find the right experts and get their predictions and analyses! 
Register now for free on www.bethall.com  bethall  predictions  rebet 46   1 

47 03-06-14 http://www.deasy.gr/…/8018,Bethallcom:_social_media_gia_sto…  10     

48 05-06-14 

Il nuovo social network di pronostici sportivi www.bethall.com prende il via! 
Pubblica e vendi i tuoi pronostici e previsioni sulle prossime partite e guadagna dai tuoi followers! 
Trova i giusti esperti e ottieni i loro pronostici e le loro analisi! 
Iscriviti gratis ora su www.bethall.com  bethall  predictions  rebet 
The new social network of Sports Betting to www.bethall.com takes off! 
 
Public and you sell your predictions and forecasts on the next matches and earn from your followers! 
 
Find the righteous experts and get their odds and their analysis! 
 
Sign up for free now at www.bethall.com  bethall  predictions  rebet 
Automatically Translated 1     

http://www.deasy.gr/…/8018,Bethallcom:_social_media_gia_sto…
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49 09-06-14 

Yenisosyalsporoyunlarıtahminağıwww.bethall.comyayında! 
Şimdiücretsizkatılın! 
 bethall  dünyakupası  WorldCup  predictions 
New guess network www.bethall.com social sports games online!  
 
Join for free now!  
 
 bethall  dünyakupası  WorldCup  predictions 
Translated by Bing 51 1   
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9.2.3 Startuptravels 

no Date Post Like Comment Share 

1 04-07-14 Meet local entrepreneurs and business professionals while traveling 7   1 

2 06-07-14 Chasing entrepreneurs and business professionals @ Roskildefestivalen 2014 6     

3 07-07-14 

Incredible to see the amount of people signing up for Startuptravels. We are excited to have you 
onboard. 
In the past hour we have received sign-ups from:  
- Canada 
- Sweden 
- Guernsey 
- USA 
- Malaysia 
- Mexico 
... and Denmark. 
Keep sharing with fellow entrepreneurs and professionals! 22 4   

4 08-07-14 

Brilliant day at the office today. Startuptravels now count more than 44 countries across 6 continents. 
In addition 500 new people liked our Facebook page today. Incredible! Thanks for sharing with your 
network. 
Make sure to sign up on www.startuptravels.com as well so you can secure early access to the 
platform. 8     

5 09-07-14 

Danish media coverage of Startuptravels in Trendsonline today. Thanks for helping us reach more 
entrepreneurs and professionals so we can build a large network of likeminded people you can 
connect with while traveling. Help all of us by inviting your friends to sign up as well. Have a great day. 6     

6 09-07-14 

Proud to announce that we are going to have the first meet-up in Milano tomorrow. Danish/Brazilian 
entrepreneur contacted us to find an Italian entrepreneur for her trip to Milano tomorrow. After 10 
minutes we found a match and they are meeting for coffee in the Italian sun. 
Even before the site is live entrepreneurs are connecting. Brilliant. We are looking forward to hear 
how it goes tomorrow. 31 2   

7 10-07-14 

Derek from Ecopreneurist has published a post about Startuptravels to inspire more entrepreneurs 
and professionals to sign up. Like Derek says: 
"Like most new ventures, it will take a certain critical mass, especially in smaller cities and lesser-
known travel locations, to really take off" 
Let's help each other share the idea to our global friends so we can inspire even more people to join. 
Remember you can join @ www.startuptravels.com 
Readthearticlehere:http://ecopreneurist.com/…/new-platform-connects-entrepren…/ 1     

8 10-07-14 Just received our new t-shirts and will be walking around like human billboards until launch. 21 4   

9 11-07-14 

Betty Tsakarestou is officially the first to notice our t-shirt marketing campaign. I bumped into Betty at 
a local café and started sharing our concept. She is well-known in the Greek startup scene and has 
promised to promote us in Greece. Soon we can all meet interesting entrepreneurs from Greece. 30     

10 12-07-14 

We have now made our way to Berlin where one of our ambassadors are making sure that Berlin 
entrepreneurs can be found on the platform once it is launched. Do you travel these days? Send us a 
photo with a Startuptravels sign from a memorable place! 5     

11 15-07-14 
An article to all our Spanish followers and members. Have a good day and keep us in mind when you 
speak to other entrepreneurs and business professionals. 7 2 1 

12 16-07-14 
Great news from Startuptravels! In 12 days we have signed up 75 nationalities and we are counting 
350 cities on 6 continents. Keep sharing and remember to sign up. 18 1   

13 18-07-14 

Maja from Startuptravels pitched our concept at a Kickstart event in Kuala Lumpur last week. Thanks 
to her we now have a large pool of skilled entrepreneurs from Malaysia and Asia that would like to 
meet you. Make sure to invite your fellow entrepreneurs and professionals! Sign up @ 
www.startuptravels.com 10 1   

14 23-07-14 

Yesterday we visited a bunch of ambitious entrepreneurs at Copenhagen Business School to tell them 
about Startuptravels. More and more entrepreneurs are joining everyday and we are looking forward 
to launch. 15 1   
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15 24-07-14 
We are now being featured in Startup Dhaka in Bangladesh, check it out: 
http://www.startupdhaka.org/…/startuptravels-traveling-and…/ 6 1   

16 24-07-14 

First official meet-up facilitated by Startuptravels: 
"While I had my holidays in Italy I met with Andrea Puzo - CFO of Unfraud for an aperitivo and learned 
more about the startup environment and challenges in Milan. Startuptravels is an awesome 
opportunity to enhance one's network abroad. I look forward to meet more entrepreneurs in my next 
trip to Italy" 
- Fernanda, founder of INZIL. 71 2 1 

17 25-07-14 
We are now also being mentioned in the big travel magazine, Travolution. Check out the article: 
http://www.travolution.co.uk/…/airbnb-meets-linkedin-for-ne… 4     

18 26-07-14 

Are you traveling before we launch Startuptravels? If you want to meet entrepreneurs while traveling 
you can send us a message and we will match you with entrepreneurs in the city you are traveling to. 
Meet up like Fernanda and Andrea did last week. Get in touch. 40 2   

19 28-07-14 

We are now also being featured in the Russian media, Rusbase. You can check out the article here: 
http://rusbase.com/…/interview-rasmus-frandsen-startuptrav…/ 
Have a great day! 42 9 5 

20 28-07-14 
Any entrepreneurs traveling to Denmark 6 of August after 5PM? Martin is the founder of Copenhagen 
School of Entrepreneurship and would like to meet you. Send us a message and we will match you. 14 1   

21 29-07-14 
Are you traveling in the coming week? Send us a message and we will make sure to connect you with 
a cool startup person in the city you are traveling to. 6   2 

22 30-07-14 

This week we have two meet-ups! 
Co-founder of Startuptravels, Rasmus, is traveling to Brussels on Saturday to visit a Belgian 
entrepreneur and Igor from Denmark is visiting several entrepreneurs in Kuala Lumpur until Saturday. 
We are matching entrepreneurs manually every day and we would love to help you as well. Send us a 
message if you want a match! 14     

23 31-07-14 

Last week we visited Copenhagen Business School and told an entrepreneurial class about 
Startuptravels. We promised to draw lots between the students in the class who signed up on 
www.Startuptravels.com for a flight to another entrepreneur. 
We are now happy to announce that Michelle Vilsbol is the winner. We are now working with 
Michelle towards finding an interesting entrepreneur she can meet up with. 6   1 

24 01-08-14 

Things are moving too fast! We are looking for a skilled and talented web designer who knows how to 
work in bootstrap. Do you want to shape and co-develop Startuptravels for a while? Send us a 
message 9 1   

25 01-08-14 

Startuptravels arranged a meet up between Brazilian and Italian entrepreneur in Milano. Read about 
the first official meet up and the experience here: http://blog.startuptravels.com/brazil-and-italy-in-
first-o…/ 42     

26 04-08-14 

Richard from Kuala Lumpur and Igor from Denmark had a meet-up in Kuala Lumpur a few days ago. 
"I had a fantastic meeting with Richard. We met each other and had a chat about each others 
background while discussing a lot of potential business ideas we could realize by partnering up" 
Are you traveling soon? Send us a message and we will match you with an entrepreneur in the city 
you are traveling to. 23     

27 06-08-14 

Yesterday 325 entrepreneurs from 55 countries and 128 cities signed-up. We are now approaching 
5000 members in one month. Thanks for sharing and making it happen! Sign up @ 
www.startuptravels.com 160 1 3 

28 11-08-14 

Startuptravels has been selected as finalist in Guldæg 2014, which is a Danish startup competition. We 
are pitching on Tuesday in front of CEO @ Saxo Bank and CEO @ Podio. Fantastic opportunity to 
spread the idea to even more entrepreneurs. 59 2 1 

29 12-08-14 
How did we get to where we are today? Get a sneak peak inside our Alpha version and read about our 
process so far. 28   3 

30 20-08-14 

We have an awesome group of co-developers who help us develop Startuptravels. Read this post if 
you want to know more about creating a persona, finding your lead users or implementing open 
innovation in your startup. 30 6   

31 27-08-14 
Read more about how changed our marketing strategy in Startuptravels. We found that it was not 
about the mass, but about finding the right people at the right places. 27 2 2 

32 04-09-14 

Startuptravels is featured in the entrepreneurial magazine of Denmark "Iværksætteren" explaining our 
journey from 0 to 50 nationalities in 6 days. This magazine is distributed to around 15.000 Danish 
entrepreneurs. Enjoy! 67   1 
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33 05-09-14 
Hopefully this is the first of many city-guides. This one is from our hometown, Copenhagen. If you 
want to write a city-guide about your city please let us know - it would be greatly appreciated. 42   2 

34 09-09-14 

Meet a co-developer of Startuptravels - Mario Scian. Mario visits 20 new countries every year and 
loves to travel. Listen to him below or read the blog post here: 
http://blog.startuptravels.com/startuptravels-co-developer…/ 36 2   

35 15-09-14 
We are happy to announce that we have launched our BETA version today! If you have invited more 
than 5 entrepreneurs to the platform you can expect a link in your inbox soon! 147 1 3 

36 16-09-14 
Traveling anytime soon? Send us a message and get access to the platform so you can find an 
entrepreneur to meet. 35     

37 18-09-14 

The Danish media Trendsonline has written (in Danish, sorry) about how we chose to approach the 
development of Startuptravels, and when we believe it is beneficial to outsource tasks. 
Check it out. 19 1   

38 26-09-14 Startuptravels is all about building relationships between entrepreneurs! 40     

39 29-09-14 
The Icelandic duo Salóme and Dilja from Klak Innovit visited Startuptravels last week. Inspiring meet-
up facilitated through the platform! 126     

40 01-10-14 
Going to Vienna anytime soon? Check out this entrepreneurial city guide for Vienna and let us know if 
we are missing something! 61 7   

41 04-10-14 
Startuptravels is launching in 12 days! Want to help us make some noise when launching? Click on the 
link below to create some thunder! 177 1   

42 06-10-14 
Traveling anytime soon? Send us a message and get access to the platform so you can find an 
entrepreneur to meet. 30 11 1 

43 08-10-14 
In the past 24 hours more than 1100 entrepreneurs have signed up for Startuptravels. Invite 3+ 
people to the platform if you want access today! 117   2 

44 12-10-14 

Startuptravels is launching in 4 days and more than 9000 entrepreneurs from 130 countries and 1200 
cities are waiting to create their profiles. Soon you have a network of entrepreneurs waiting to meet 
you all around the world. 161 7 1 

45 13-10-14 

"Bulgarians are some of the warmest and openhearted people in the world. Try to ask for directions 
on the street, and you will most probably experience the persons willingness to show you around the 
city for the rest of the day".  
Learn more about the startup scene in Sofia. Did we miss anything? 6     

46 14-10-14 

Startuptravels recently got introduced to Megan Gebhart who, after graduation, spend a year on 
having a new coffee meeting every week. She just released her book 52 cups of coffee, which is highly 
recommendable, if you are thinking about why you should become part of the Startuptravels 
platform. We know how beneficial it is to meet new people, and so does Megan! 
Megan is also on the Startuptravels platform and would love to meet entrepreneurs located in, or 
traveling to, San Francisco. If you are, let us know, so we can get you in touch with Megan. 36 1   

47 15-10-14 
6 meet-ups in one week in Kuala Lumpur. Read Anastasia's amazing story about her first trip using 
Startuptravels. 103   1 

48 16-10-14 
WE ARE LAUNCHING! We hope you are as excited as we are. We are streaming the launch event. You 
canfollowithere:http://cbs.hosted.panopto.com/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx… 6   3 

49 16-10-14 
This is a great day. So far this has been a great journey, and now the day is finally here - we are 
launching the platform! Follow our launch event in the link below. 21 1 1 

50 17-10-14 
Did you miss the launch of Startuptravels last night? Don't worry. We stayed up late and made this 
time lapse video for you. 38 9   

51 20-10-14 Traveling to Berlin anytime soon? Learn more about the startup scene in Berlin. Did we miss anything? 79 9 1 

52 22-10-14 
Pedro had 2 meet-ups in London last week. Meeting inspiring and likeminded entrepreneurs while 
traveling is just easier with a platform like Startuptravels! Read about Pedro's interesting story... 93   1 

53 23-10-14 

One week ago Startuptravels was launched. We are happy to see the amount of inspiring 
entrepreneurs on the platform. Go ahead and sign up at www.startuptravels.com if you want to meet 
entrepreneurs at home or abroad. 36 1 1 

54 25-10-14 

Rasmus, co-founder of Startuptravels, at a meet-up with Roman in NYC. Roman is a serial 
entrepreneur and law student. Do you want to meet entrepreneurs at home or abroad as well? When 
was the last time you expanded your entrepreneurial network? 253   1 

55 29-10-14 

Mostafa used our platform to arrange meet-ups in both Vienna and Cairo. He said: "Startuptravels has 
solved a huge pain of mine – now I am able to meet other entrepreneurs through a user-friendly 
platform with a great user experience" 113   3 
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56 30-10-14 
Going to London anytime soon? Check out the best hotspots for entrepreneurs. Did we miss anything? 
Let us know what to add. 22   4 

57 30-10-14 
Going to Web Summit 2014? Join the Startuptravels meet-up with entrepreneurs from all around the 
world. Send us a message in here if you want to join the meet-up. 18 14 1 

58 31-10-14 
You don't have to travel to meet inspiring entrepreneurs! Just finished a meet-up with a local 
entrepreneur in Copenhagen. Thanks to Marica. 55 1 2 

59 03-11-14 

One of our great co-developers Valentin Dombrovsky is launching Excursiopedia on the 16th of 
November. If you are in the Bay Area at this date, I know Valentin would love to see you at his launch 
event:https://www.linkedin.com/…/20141028191225-98474527-meet-exc… 10 1   

60 04-11-14 

Mariano (Buenos Aires) and Mohammad (Cairo) having a meet-up at WebSummit in Dublin. Do you 
want to meet other entrepreneurs from Startuptravels? Join the group meet-up tomorrow @ 12.30. 
Meeting point is Bridge on the way to Food Summit. Best photo wins a prize! 143 1 1 

61 05-11-14 
Startuptravels meet-up @ 12.30 in Dublin for WebSummit2014. Meeting point: Bridge on the way to 
Food Summit. Show up if you want to meet other inspiring entrepreneurs. 9 1   

62 05-11-14 Great to see a Startuptravels meet-up in Dublin today! We hope all of you enjoyed  Websummit2014! 21     

63 09-11-14 
Yrja, entrepreneur in Norway, is visiting San Francisco for two weeks and arranged 5 meet-ups 
through Startuptravels. Thanks for the pictures Yrja! 211 2   

64 11-11-14 
"The meet-up with Cody and Vincent was really the best part of an amazing trip". Read about yet 
another meet-up in Miami using Startuptravels! 94   1 

65 14-11-14 

Going to Barcelona anytime soon? Yet another city guide for you to get a better overview of the 
entrepreneurial landscape. You can find more city guides and sign up for the platform @ 
www.startuptravels.com. 21   2 

66 16-11-14 

Startuptravels' ambassador Helene at a meet-up in London with Mariano and Diego from Buenos 
Aires a few days ago. Great to see new friendships between inspiring entrepreneurs are made on the 
platform. 100 2   

67 19-11-14 
We asked entrepreneurs from around the world to tell us why they use Startuptravels. No need to do 
fancy video editing. We want to show you the entrepreneurs on the platform as they are! 57 1   

68 21-11-14 
Bernd and Corné sharing their first Startuptravels meet-up experience in Berlin. Great to see valuable 
connections are made on the platform. Have a great weekend! 20     

69 24-11-14 
Going to Chicago anytime soon? Take a look at this entrepreneurial city guide and prepare to dig into 
the local startup eco-system. 8   2 

70 24-11-14 

Great to see two brilliant entrepreneurs meeting up via Startuptravels to share ideas and experiences 
in Silicon Valley. More than 100 meet-ups have taken place so far via the platform and bright 
entrepreneurs are meeting each other all around the world every single day. 145 1   

71 29-11-14 
Co-founder, Rasmus, has spend the last 4 months in the Research Triangle Area in North Carolina. 
Check out the post about this upcoming startup area in the US 17   1 

72 02-12-14 
Yesterday 4 meet-ups took place in Vienna, Hong Kong, San Francisco and Christchurch. In the picture 
you see Maggie, Anita and Josephine meeting in Hong Kong. 20   2 

73 02-12-14 
Want to meet other entrepreneurs? Do like Carlos from Sao Paolo did when he visited London. People 
are meeting all around the world - You should too! 8 1   

74 08-12-14 
Saeko from Osaka dropped by Startuptravels office to hear more about the Danish startup eco-
system. Great meeting you Saeko! 50 1   

75 09-12-14 Konichiwa! Basiel decided to make new connections in Kyoto last week. 14 1 1 

76 10-12-14 
Did you get to see the videos people sent to us from around the world? You can meet all of them on 
www.startuptravels.com 8     

77 12-12-14 
Co-founder Anders is spending the day at Collabor8te in Glasgow with fellow entrepreneurs. Thanks 
for the hospitality! 35   2 

78 18-12-14 

Lolita is currently traveling and meeting with entrepreneurs from all around the world. Latest she met 
with Mahabubur in Dhaka, Bangladesh. 
We love hearing about your meet-ups!  Startuptravels 36 3 1 

79 22-12-14 

Co-founder Rasmus has spend the last 5 months in North Carolina, USA. Rasmus finished his trip in 
Miami where he first met ambassador Cody Littlewood and his partner Vincent from the Codelitt 
Incubator, and afterwards Mario from The Lab. 18     
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80 28-12-14 

In the last two weeks more than 100 meet-ups have been proposed on the platform - great to see that 
people meet even during Christmas time. 
Merry Christmas from the Startuptravels team! 22 1   

81 02-01-15 

We wish you all a happy New Year and hope 2014 has been great for you! 
Basiel spend the last day of 2014 together with Anita from Sam The Local - a great way to end 2014. 
We are thrilled by what has happened in 2014, and cannot wait to hear more exciting stories about 
new long lasting relationships created through Startuptravels in 2015. 16 1 1 

82 08-01-15 

After our launch in October only 5% completed our sign-up flow, now 95 % complete it. Read about 
one simple thing we changed to make this happen. 
http://blog.startuptravels.com/increase-completion-rate/ 289 3 1 

83 17-01-15 

Going to Singapore anytime soon? Shiwen has written this great guide about the startup hub! Check it 
out smile emoticon 
http://blog.startuptravels.com/startuptravels-city-guide-s…/ 12     

84 19-01-15 SD Asia interviewed us about 2014, and what some of our goals are for 2015. 16 1   

85 23-01-15 

Planning to travel to Rio De Janeiro soon?  
Check out the Startuptravels City Guide about Rio and be updated about the startup environment 
smile emoticon 
http://blog.startuptravels.com/startuptravels-city-guide-r…/ 10 2 1 

86 26-01-15 

Traveling to New York City? 
Be updated about the startup environment in the city: 
http://blog.startuptravels.com/startuptravels-city-guide-n…/ 10     

87 03-02-15 Read about the Top 10 Startup cities where entrepreneurs want to meet up 25   5 

88 05-02-15 

With help from several great people from the start-up scene in Seattle, we managed to put this guide 
together for you about the startup scene where both Microsoft and Starbucks started: 
http://blog.startuptravels.com/startuptravels-city-guide-s…/ 5   1 

89 09-02-15 

Happy to announce our new partnership with Workaway Camp. Do you want to join the next 
Startuptravels camp in May? 20 entrepreneurs from our community, 1 remote house and 7 days of 
intense work on your own startup. Go ahead and sign up today! 44 6   

90 11-02-15 
We've published our City Guide Stockholm! Read and get to know some more about this exciting 
entrepreneurial city. Special thanks to Tim Hermann for his great contribution! 16     

91 12-02-15 
In approximately 4 hours (6.30 ECT time) Buen Trip Hub will host a Startuptravels meet-up in Quito, 
Ecuador. If you are in the area then make sure to drop by. We hope you guys have fun! 12     

92 13-02-15 
This week we announced our new partnership with Workaway Camp. Imagine a remote house in the 
Spanish mountains, 20 awesome entrepreneurs and silence to accelerate your startup. Join us! 26 1   

93 17-02-15 
5 entrepreneurs met through Startuptravels in Hong Kong. 
Check out how it went here: http://blog.startuptravels.com/meet-entrepreneurs-hong-kong/ 15   1 

94 18-02-15 
Traveling to Boston soon?  
Read about the start-up ecosystem in Boston and get inspiration for your trip: 5     

95 22-02-15 Do you want to work on your startup in Barcelona for 7 days? Join our Workaway Camp in May! 71   11 

96 24-02-15 
Entrepreneur? traveling to Canada? Get inspiration for your trip in Startuptravels City Guide Toronto. 
http://blog.startuptravels.com/startuptravels-city-guide-t…/ 5     

97 26-02-15  TravelMassive interviewed us about travel friendly startup hubs 20   1 

98 02-03-15 Traveling to Paris soon? Check our City Guide and be prepared for your visit as an entrepreneur. 11   1 

99 04-03-15 

Juraj had a tour in Southeast Asia and he used Startuptravels to meet like-minded entrepreneurs.  
Check out our new blog post about these meetups. 
http://blog.startuptravels.com/startuptravels-in-southeast…/ 13   1 

100 05-03-15 
We've published our new blog post about São Paulo. Read about Brazil's most vibrant startup 
ecosystem! 6     

101 07-03-15 

We are proud to announce that you can meet entrepreneurs using Startuptravels in 125 countries 
around the world.  
Travel, network and enjoy Startuptravels! 266 11 4 

102 09-03-15 
Check out Startuptravels ambassador Bernd and his meetups in Berlin, Warsaw, Ann Arbor and New 
York 8     

103 11-03-15 Tel Aviv has a world leading startup ecosystem. Get inspiration from our City Guide! 5 1   
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104 11-03-15 

Startuptravels is being featured on Entrepreneur.com today. Great to see all the new faces on the 
platform - we are looking forward to welcome all of you. Share the post to have even more 
entrepreneurs to meet next time you are traveling. 62 5 1 

105 12-03-15 
Did you get a chance to read our feature on Entrepreneur yesterday? Great to see all the new faces on 
the platform as a result of the exposure. Welcome to all of you. 52 3 2 

106 17-03-15 
Great advice for travelling entrepreneurs from co-founder Anders featured on Elance. Give it a read 
smile emoticon 8     

107 23-03-15 

Traveling to Melbourne soon?  
Check our City Guide Melbourne and get inspiration!  
Make sure to set up a meeting on startuptravels.com and meet local entrepreneurs! 8     

108 24-03-15 
Christoph traveled to Sau Paulo and met three amazing entrepreneurs through Startuptravels. Check 
it out! 6     

109 26-03-15 
Want to know some more about the startup ecosystem in Wellington? Read about it in our City Guide 
Wellington and get ready for your next trip as an entrepreneu 4     

110 30-03-15 

Thanks to Maria and Artyom from IIDF we can give you this short guide about Moscow's startup 
scene. Make sure to visit this great booming startup scene! 
If you need even more info, they also put together a longer version, which can be found at the end of 
the city guide. Enjoy smile emoticon 14 1 1 

111 31-03-15 
Want more entrepreneurs to know about Startuptravels? Go to the link below and upvote our post on 
Product Hunt. As always we appreciate your help! Have a great day! 20 2 1 

112 06-04-15 
Traveling to Amsterdam - one of the most innovative cities in the world? Maybe you are thinking 
about going there? Make sure to check out our city guide to this great city. 14 2 1 

113 10-04-15 
Read how and why we in Startuptravels do things that don't scale - and why you should do it as well! 
Have a great weekend! 12 1   

114 15-04-15 

Yesterday Nagi and Sherif, founders of AlMaqarr Coworking Space in Egypt, visited the Startuptravels 
team in Copenhagen.  
Great meeting both of you smile emoticon 68 5 3 

115 20-04-15 Visiting Los Angeles soon? Read more about one of the most important startup scene in U.S. 12   1 

116 23-04-15 
Are you planning your next trip? Remember to search for inspiring entrepreneurs on Startuptravels 
and build your network while traveling! 8     

117 27-04-15 
One of the best startup scenes in India is in Bengaluru(Bangalore). 
Read about it in our City Guide Bangalore. 5     

118 28-04-15 

Our great ambassador, Austin, has written this great post about workflow experiments - we learned 
quite a bit ourselves. Make sure to check it out and see if you can implement these simple habits to do 
more with less time. 11     

119 04-05-15 

Probably the most known startup scene in the world is San Francisco and Silicon Valley. 
Get inspiration from our City Guide San Francisco and learn more about one of the best 
entrepreneurial places in the world. 11     

120 07-05-15 

We are proud to see that we are listed as one of the most innovative startups in Denmark alongside 
our friends from AirHelp and Be My Eyes. 
Expand your network and meet interesting entrepreneurs in 150 countries! If you haven't already - 
Join us on www.startuptravels.com 57 1 3 

121 10-05-15 5 great emerging cities for tech startups: 11   1 

122 12-05-15 
Want to go to Myanmar? We do!  
Check out the Startuptravels City Guide to Yangon, Myanmar here. 6   2 

123 13-05-15 

Are you planning on coming to Copenhagen in the future? Take a look at our Copenhagen City Guide 
for startups. Did we miss anything? Leave a comment: http://blog.startuptravels.com/startuptravels-
city-guide-c…/ 14   4 

124 14-05-15 
Here are 10 travel hacks for all the traveling entrepreneurs out there! What is your best trick while 
traveling? Share it in the comments! 18 1   

125 14-05-15 

San Francisco is an incredible place for entrepreneurs. We made a quick guide that gives you the 
overview of what is going on. Check it out in the link. Anders from Startuptravels team is in San 
Francisco the next 2 weeks. If you are nearby make sure to meet him. 2     

126 15-05-15 
Consider a trip to Amsterdam. It's a beautiful city and the startup scene are growing with more and 
more promising startups coming up. Take a look at this city guide to see what's going on. 9 3   
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127 18-05-15 
What's the startup scene like in Manila? 3 entrepreneurs arranged a meet-up in Manila to talk about 
it. Meet Jonver, Kacper and Jimson. 11     

128 19-05-15 
Interesting list of books for all entrepreneurs out there. What book has had the biggest impact on 
your life as an entrepreneur? Share it with us in the comments. 5   1 

129 20-05-15 
We attached a GoPro to a Startuptravels user for a day to capture what it's like to be a traveling 
entrepreneur. 41 2   

130 23-05-15 
Need some inspiration about where to go next? Want to know some more about the great startup 
hub, Vancouver? Check out our city guide to this booming startup hub. 3     

131 25-05-15 

"Belgrade remains one of the oldest cities in Europe (...) and is an energetic packet pot ready to shake 
things up". 
You'd be surprised by how much Belgrade has to offer - check out this great city guide about the 
capital of Serbia. 9 1   

132 27-05-15 

"The most important factor for Hong Kong the tremendous progress during the past five years has 
been the entrepreneurs themselves" 
Check out why Hong Kong is such a great place to settle as an entrepreneur. 12 1   

133 29-05-15 

Yesterday we had our first meet-up in San Francisco for people on Startuptravels' platform. Inspiring 
entrepreneurs from Denmark, Egypt, Italy, Germany, Spain, US, Norway and UK exchanged ideas and 
had a good time. Truly international! Thanks for making it possible. 32 1 1 

134 01-06-15 

Check out 7 great Startups from the Big Apple.  
You can read more about the startup ecosystem in New York in our Startuptravels City Guide New 
York: 
http://blog.startuptravels.com/startuptravels-city-guide-n…/ 2   1 

135 03-06-15 Entrepreneurs believe traveling makes them more succesful. Do you agree? At Startuptravels we do! 46   2 

136 05-06-15 

Did you know we have 60 awesome ambassadors worldwide? Each month we are going to announce 
the "Ambassador of the Month" to celebrate their contributions. We are happy to announce the 
winners of May: 
Jimson and Jonver from Manila! Thanks for being dedicated and ambitious about creating a 
community in the Philippines. They are hosting their first meet-up the 26th of June. 
Thanks to all of the ambassadors for your help in building this community! 21 3 2 

137 10-06-15 
How do you market your startup? Want to know how we managed to get 10.000 sign-ups before we 
launched? Take a look here. 16     

138 25-06-15 

Great news to all of us! 
You can now integrate your Airbnb listing on Startuptravels. We did this because we know that it is 
aboutmorethanfindingabed.It’saboutstayingwithsomeonewhosharesthesame passion and 
mindset as you do – making an entrepreneurial impact. 
You can integrate your Airbnb listing in settings on www.startuptravels.com 22     

139 26-06-15 

Cheers to the first meetup over at Manila! Seasoned and startup entrepreneurs will gather at O2 
Space in the central business district of Makati City. Thank you to sponsors Creativo, Veems, Bayani 
Brew, Nipa Foods, and Yelp. 
Follow Jonver (@Jonver_David) on Twitter for updates on the event. 7 3   

140 29-06-15 

Are you living in or going to Milan in July? Startuptravels are organizing an amazing Hackathon with 
the partnership of Hacka EXPO the 3rd-5th of July, bringing together the most innovative 
technopreneurs to solve real-world problems. As a Startuptravels member you will have the chance to 
get a free pass to participate in the event. 
Please write in the comment below or contact our ambassador in Milan, Fabio Azzolina, if you are 
interested. 7 3   
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9.2.4 Fitbay 

no Date Post Like Comment Share 

1 10-10-13 

We would like to extend to you an invitation to the pants party. 
Request an invite for a chance to win an exclusive, epic, never seen before, VIP, guided tour at 
Fitbay.com HQ. Free instant coffee included upon request!!! (if we are not out) 

➜ www.fitbay.com 22 2   

2 13-10-13 

Thank you so much for the overwhelming support for what we are doing - it means a lot! 
For more information about the Fitbay vision, please be sure to swing by Christian's Founders blog. 
"Imagine walking into a store where everything fits exactly the way you like ... " 

➜ http://bit.ly/blog-launchsoon 19   4 

3 16-10-13 

WhatinspiredtheFitbayidea?Itisanincrediblestoryofbravery,loveandcompassion…donotmiss
this! 
"Foryears,ithasbeendifficultformetofindclothesthatfitthewayIlike.Iwouldn’tsay that I have a 
particularlyweirdbodyshape(I’m188cmand92kg),butmyupperbodyisquitelongcomparedto
my legs..." 

➜ http://bit.ly/blog-whyfitbay 18 4 2 

4 23-10-13 

We have crossed the 300 like milestone! The good news is that we are totally blowing the Spanish 
Herpes fan page out of the water! 
Remember a couple months ago when we asked you to take a survey about your online shopping 
habits? The 180+ responses led to some really interesting results that have really inspired our service. 
Thank you so much for that! 
We wanted to share some of the findings with you on the blog! 

➜ http://bit.ly/fitbay-survey 29   2 

5 26-10-13 

Yesterday we set up a temporary photo studio in Christian's apartment and took photos for the Fitbay 
sign-up quiz. We were assisted by our amazing friend and photographer from The Copenhagen Post, 
Peter Stanners. We were also very lucky to have Philip and his beautiful girlfriend Ann help out with 
modelling/styling! 
We are so very grateful for all the amazing, supportive friends helping us create this product and make 
our  startup dream a reality! 46 2 1 

6 30-10-13 

Meet the team behind Fitbay.com ! 
"Ask Philip to describe himself in one word, and he will respond using five. With an educational 
background in IT Engineering, paired with his experience with digital media, community..." 

➜ http://bit.ly/MeetTeamFitbay 23 1 3 

7 02-11-13 

Want to be among the very first to see what Fitbay.com is all about? 
By requesting an invite today, you will be among the very first to gain access to a shop tailored to your 
unique size, fit, and style! 

➜ http://fitbay.com/ 30   1 

8 07-11-13   24 7   

9 08-11-13 

We are just 8 likes from dipping our first Founder in the 8 degree, oil-infested, stinky harbor and 
Christian in the lead! See the status of the vote in the image below! 

➜ If we hit 450 page likes, the victim with the most votes takes a dip 

➜ If we hit 500 page likes, the victim with the 2nd most votes also takes a dip 
Please vote (Troels is a really good choice) by commenting the victim's name below. The voting runs 
until Nov 12th!  startups 21 22 1 

10 12-11-13 

Michael has rocketed into the lead with 36 votes! As it stands now, our CPO will have to take the cold 
dip in the harbor all by himself frown emoticon 
Only 9 more Fan Page Likes and Christian will accompany him! Let's make this happen!! 
VOTING WILL RUN TIL 20:00 TONIGHT! TO VOTE, ENTER THE VICTIM'S NAME IN THE COMMENT FIELD 
BELOW! 

✔ If we hit 450 page likes, the victim with the most votes takes a dip  

➜ If we hit 500 page likes, the victim with the 2nd most votes also takes a dip 

➜ If we hit 550 page likes, the entire Fitbay team jumps into the harbor as a team 10 11   
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11 13-11-13 

Thanks for participating in our little "Dip a Founder" competition! Was great that so many people 
joined in smile emoticon 
We reached 528 likes, and so the top 2 "winners" of the vote, Michael and Christian, have been 
sentenced to jump into the cold harbor. 
In support, the remaining team members have decided to accompany Christian and Michael for the 
cold dip! 
We will jump today at 15:00 and post the video later! 33 8 1 

12 14-11-13 

Here it is. The proof that we delivered in the "Dip a Founder" Facebook competition! 
We want to thank Elisabeth Juel, Lasse Andersen and Nicolai Lønne for helping us out with the filming. 
The film was edited by our very own Troels Christensen! 
Thanks so much for your support and participation throughout the competition! 67 19 11 

13 16-11-13 

Christian about quitting his dream job to become an entrepreneur: 
"Now I spend 80 hours a week in a 10 square meter office with 4 other guys. We have a drip coffee 
machinefromthe80′sandeatregularlyatthereallybadpizzeriadownthestreet..." 

➜ http://bit.ly/im-an-idiot 39 3 2 

14 21-11-13 

Wondering what Fitbay can do for you? Get your answer here: 
"So far we have been quite secretive about Fitbay.com and exactly how we will help you find clothes 
that fit. Soon we will be launching an updated home page where you can get a sneak peak of our 
service and start personalizing your Fitbay profile before launch..." 

➜ http://bit.ly/What-is-Fitbay 26     

15 27-11-13 

70% of us can relate to the problem of finding clothes that fit. 

Request an invite and get early access ➜ http://bit.ly/fitbay-early-access 22   2 

16 30-11-13 Shopping for clothes is a pain in the pants. 28 1 1 

17 04-12-13 Various behind the scenes photos from Fitbay.com HQ 30 5   

18 18-12-13 

Introducing the New & Improved Fitbay.com Front Page! 
Get ready for when you get access! 
· Check your invite status 
· Prepare your Fitbay profile 
· Personalize by sharing your favorite fitting clothes 

Get started | Log in ➜ http://bit.ly/fitbay-login 

More information | Visit the Fitbay blog ➜ http://bit.ly/intro-new-fitbay-frontpage 29   5 

19 21-12-13 

➜ Get clothes in the wrong size for Christmas. 

➜ Force an awkward smile. 

➜ Secretly donate new clothes to The Red Cross. 21     

20 02-01-14 

Is the labeled waistline on your jeans accurate? No, it's not. 
Ties.com measured 14 popular brands to test their honesty. 

Read the article here ➜ http://bit.ly/19CBkG9 25   4 

21 11-01-14 

On Friday, Philip held a presentation/workshop for two 8th grade classes at Nørrebro Park Skolen 
about the importance of  Entrepreneurship. 
We want to thank Lulu Rasmussen for the fun experience, great questions and creative ideas. 34 1 1 

22 18-01-14 

We're looking for 500 beta testers! 
Due to high interest, we are already over-subscribed but want to make sure that you get a chance to 
participate! 
To secure Priority Access visit https://fitbay.com/ as soon as possible and add your 5 all-time favorite 
clothing brands or products. 
The more you add, the faster you will get access - and the better your personalized store will be! 14   3 

23 22-01-14 

Philip's first post: Why is it so damn hard to find clothes that fit? 
"Menandwomenalikearefrustratedwithbrandsanddesignersmakingclothesthatjustdon’tfitthe
“average”bodytype.Accordingtoarecentsurvey..." 

➜ http://bit.ly/why-so-damn-hard 15     

24 25-01-14 We have a bigannouncementonTuesday.Stayposted… 23 2 4 
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25 28-01-14 

We're really excited to announce: Spotify investor and Just-Eat founder back Fitbay.com 

[ENG] Press release ➜ http://bit.ly/investment-release 

[DK] Børsen ➜ http://bit.ly/in-borsen 

[DK] Trendsonline ➜ http://bit.ly/trends-online 

[ENG] Swedish Startup Space ➜ http://bit.ly/swedish-startup-space 

[DK] CPH School of Design & Tech ➜ http://bit.ly/KEA-release 48 3 2 

26 29-01-14 

In case you might have missed it - we are so incredibly proud to have been featured in TechCrunch!!! 

➜ http://bit.ly/fitbay-techcrunch 15     

27 05-02-14 

InconnectionwithCopenhagenFashionWeek2014,Miinto.dkgatheredsomeofDenmark’stop
fashion bloggers, as well as celebrities and press for an exclusive award show. 
Some 400 guests, including Michelle and Philip from Fitbay.com, were invited to the show. 
Read more about the evening -> http://bit.ly/CPH-Miinto 
 fashionweek  modeblogprisen2014  miintodk 8     

28 12-02-14 

The Fitbay.com team grows by +2! Welcome to Michelle & Nicolai! 
Read more about our 2 exciting prospects here:  

➜ http://bit.ly/michelle-nicolai-FB 42   2 

29 20-02-14 

38% of female Fitbay'ers chose the "Hourglass Shape" when signing up at Fitbay.com 
What body shape are you? 

Are you the Hourglass Shape? ➜ http://bit.ly/female-hourglass 7     

30 26-02-14 

Are you eligible to participate in the Fitbay.com beta? 
How do you get access? 
Memberships are approved based on Priority Access. To participate, you need to sign up and complete 
3 simple steps. 
When will you let me in? 
The more brands and products you add, the faster you get access. Only the most active users will get 
access first. 

Request an invite / complete your sign up ➜ http://bit.ly/fitbay-earlyaccess 12   3 

31 05-03-14 

Thanks to YOU - Fitbay.com now ranks 2nd "Fastest Growing  Startup" in the Nordics with 81.2%! 

Check out the article ➜ http://buff.ly/1pE0etA 40 2 2 

32 09-03-14 
What is Fitbay.com? Let us show you in 1 minute. 
Show us some love! Help us spread the word by sharing the video. 37 2 22 

33 12-03-14 Any of you ladies recognize some of these problems? We do. 7 1   

34 15-03-14 

Christian: "We started out with an ambition to run our closed beta with 500 users but we recently 
decided to increase that number to 2,000..." 

"An open letter to our members" ➜ http://bit.ly/open-letter-members 16 
 

  

35 19-03-14 

Our beta is LIVE, and with your continued support we're now 800 strong on Facebook! 
Today the first invitations have been sent out - but we've been required to prioritize users based on 
the number of brands and products added. 
To participate sign in & complete all 3 steps: https://fitbay.com/login 

✔ Take the anonymous body quiz 

✔ Add your favorite brand 

✔ Add your favorite product 
We're sorry for keeping some of you waiting. The team is working around the clock to get everyone in 
as fast as possible! 22   1 

36 22-03-14 

Welcome to the Fitbay family, Nikolaj (aka. "Lund")! 
Read about our new exciting prospect here:  

➜ http://bit.ly/welcome-nikolaj 16   1 

37 26-03-14 

We've reached new exciting audiences including the UK, Russia and The Netherlands! 
We were required to translate a few of the new articles - but being featured in new languages is a 
milestone of its own! smile emoticon 
Check it out (Tip: Use Google Translate on #2 and #3) 

#1 Springwise [UK] ➜ http://bit.ly/fitbay-springwise 

 2Бизнес-идеиотCoolidea.ru[RU]➜ http://bit.ly/fitbay-coolidea 

#3 Emerce ➜ [NL] http://bit.ly/fitbay-emerceNL 26 1   

38 09-04-14 

We're honored to have been featured as "Innovation to watch" by the Financial Times! 

On the web (subs. only) ➜ http://bit.ly/fitbay-ft-online 81   15 

39 14-04-14 Thank you Garner Style for your wonderful post on your page! smile emoticon 17   1 
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40 22-04-14 
WireDelta sat down with Christian Wylonis, the CEO and Founder of Fitbay.com, discussing humble 
beginnings and the story behind his venture, Fitbay. 22   2 

41 29-04-14 

"Fitbay has Spotify potential" 
We're proud to have been featured in a 2-page special in Børsen ("Denmark's Financial Times") today. 
Read the article here (Written in Danish) -> http://bit.ly/fitbay-borsen 89 2 1 

42 30-04-14 

Christian: "Vanessa Friedman, Fashion Editor at the Financial Times, has called fashion and 
sustainability an oxymoron. I agree with her – partially." 

➜ http://bit.ly/fitbay-sustainable 
 cfs14 8   1 

43 10-05-14 

We're looking for a motivated & creative iOS Developer for our office in the heart of Copenhagen. 
If you know anyone that would "fit" this position - please have them contact us at michael@fitbay.com 

More info ➜ http://bit.ly/ios-dev-fitbay 13 1 19 

44 13-05-14 

Have a second? We need your help!! 
Fitbay has been nominated as "Best Newcomer" at the Nordic Startup Awards. 

Support us here ➜ http://bit.ly/nordic-startup-awards 
We would be grateful if you'd help us spread the word with a like or a share and thank you so much 
for your continued support - it means a great deal to all of us at Fitbay.com HQ. 42   18 

45 15-05-14 

"This New Site Could Make Fitting Rooms Obsolete" 
Too good to betrue?Ashopper’sparadise?ReadontolearnmorefromCEOChristianWylonisand
then decide for yourself whether you'll ever need to step foot in a fitting room again. 

Read our feature in Refinery29 here ➜ http://bit.ly/T6rkxP 21 3 2 

46 28-05-14 

We're looking for a passionate full-time Social Media Manager for our funded startup based in the 
heart of Copenhagen. 
Know someone that "fits" this description? Please share this with them and help us discover the 
perfect match. 15 3 24 

47 10-06-14 
...but start today by signing in and discover a world of over 2 million unique pieces of clothing that fit. 
We opened our doors, and now everyone can join www.fitbay.com 39 1 4 

48 11-06-14 

We're excited to announce that Fitbay has raised $2 million from a New York-based investor and 
Creandum (early investor in Spotify) 
Read more about the news on Fortune Magazine and remember to check out our new iPhone app 

here ➜ http://bit.ly/fitbayapp 104 2 25 

49 12-06-14 

We're so happy to see Denmark supporting Fitbay once again! 

Berlingske "We can continue to pursue our dream" ➜ http://bit.ly/fitbayberlingskebusiness 

Børsen "Fitbay has Spotify potential" ➜ http://bit.ly/fitbayboersen 

Trendsonline "Monthly growth of over 100%" ➜ http://bit.ly/fitbaytrendsonline 71 5 16 

50 13-06-14 

At the moment, due to very high interest, we are experiencing massive loads on our system. We 
should have this solved very soon! 
Thanks so much for your patience, we're sorry for any inconvenience this may have caused you. 32 1   

51 18-06-14 

"Facebook of social shopping" The New York Times interprets Fitbay's existence and cover our recent 
investment. 
What's not to like:) 36   5 

52 20-06-14 

Check out our new app! It has a new selfie feature for you to show how your clothes fit perfectly smile 
emoticon 
Download it here and tell us what you think 

➜ http://bit.ly/fitbayapp 56 1 2 

53 26-06-14 
Big feet? Long legs? Wide hips? Join your body doubles and be alone no more! ➜ 
http://bit.ly/fitbaycom 19   1 

54 29-06-14 

Award-winning fashion blogger: "3 Reasons Why Fitbay Could Convince You To Shop For Clothes 

Online" ➜ http://bit.ly/1qnz0JK 
Thanks for all your support Marilyn's Closet.dk! 15   1 

55 03-07-14 

This loose fitted tank literally kills two birds with one stone! FIFA World Cup & The Rolling Stones! Are 
you at Roskilde Festival tonight as they take the stage?! 

Find your right size here ➜ http://bit.ly/1sYiXUP 10     

56 09-07-14 Everyone always talks about the 'real women' in ads... what about real 'dudes'... 39   2 
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57 14-07-14 

Another star takes a stance against ridiculous beauty standards. The message? Be true to yourself! 
Thank you, Colbie Caillat.  StopTheBeautyMadness 

(And be true to your size - check out fashion that actually fits ➜ http://bit.ly/1qXxw7M) 12     

58 16-07-14 

We were featured in Gizmodo's "Best iPhone Apps of the Week"! 

See the full list here ➜ http://bit.ly/1mY3v7T 

Check out our buzzed iPhone app here ➜ http://bit.ly/fitbay-app 18     

59 20-07-14 

Did you know that "duck-face" selfies perform 1,112% better than regular selfies? 
Share your favorite outfits with your followers and be inspired by the favorites of others with our new 

iPhone app ➜ http://bit.ly/fitbay-app 7     

60 30-07-14 

We're proud to introduce yet another very exciting prospect and recent addition to the Fitbay family. 
Harrington brings with him incredible talent, drive and passion for software engineering and will be 
working with the back-end development team at Fitbay.com 
Help us welcome Harrington to the team! 36 2 1 

61 07-08-14 
Your favorite brands have been deceiving you for years... 
See why on Business Insider: Life 18   1 

62 19-08-14 Meet the size 18 beauty who went from selfies on Instagram to a major modelling contract. 14     

63 04-09-14 

Body shame (unfortunately) comes in all shapes and sizes. Check out this article for 10 ways we body 
shame without even realizing it:http://buff.ly/1o0uSK6 - and remember: "Spandex is a right, not a 
privilege!" 5     

64 05-09-14 

"It's the missing social network" 
Fitbay has been featured in Bloomberg Businessweek! Check it out on the web (or buy the magazine) 
and have a wonderful weekend! 42 2 16 

65 18-09-14 

Yay! Great press from Racked NY: "A social network of body doubles makes sense for shopping." 
(Oh, and also – we're a pretty big deal in Peru and Ukraine - thanksDiarioGestión+Украинский
БизнесРесурс) 27     

66 22-09-14 

Tons of high-end brands have plus-size collections. They just don't advertise them for fear of hurting 
their image. Hypocrisy – or what do you think? 

Long read (but well worth it) ➜ http://nyr.kr/1m6glSe 9     

67 28-09-14 

Have you ever had a friend with the exact same body type as you? 
Ifyouhave,you’veundoubtedlyexchangedadviceaboutwhatstores/brands/stylesfityoubest.Now 
imagine you have an unlimited number of these friends—yup,anentireInternet’sworth! 

That's where Fitbay comes in (and it's totally awesome) ➜ http://bit.ly/1t7ttDt 
(via HerCampus.com) 59 2 11 

68 06-10-14 Join the new Fitbay now http://bit.ly/1BID0pi 13     

69 06-10-14 

Mondays = new beginnings. Fitbay.com kicks off the week with a complete makeover so now it's even 
more fun to browse for the right fit. 
Join us http://bit.ly/1q3DsrQ 38   1 

70 07-10-14 

Sporty vs classy? Will you go for a relaxed bomber or an elegant coat this fall? 
Let us know in the comments below. 
 menswear  fall  trends 29 3   

71 08-10-14 

Belt it. This coat is the perfect outerwear fix for every body shape. 
Find the right fit for you now http://buff.ly/1xoAy6N 
 Fit  Size  Fashion 17     

72 09-10-14 

Top-to-toe knitwear looks are everywhere this season! They are comfortingly soft but are they stylish? 
What do you think? Fashion fail or absolute must-have? 
 Fashion  Debate  Fitbay 17 4   

73 10-10-14 

Weekend Style! Well, it might not be as comfy but pumps really give an instant upgrade to your casual 
fall outfit.  
Find more fall styles on Fitbay http://buff.ly/1oWEExN 
 StyleAdvice  Fitbay  Fashion 21     
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9.3 Appendix C: Amount and percentage of categories 

 

Codarica Bethall Startuptravels Fitbay

TOTAL AMOUNT OF POSTS 102 49 140 73

AVERAGE AMOUNT OF POSTS PER MONTH 9 4 12 6

INFORMATION 75 47 135 68

% of posts Information 73.53% 95.92% 96.43% 93.15%

Company 40 43 79 32

% of posts Company 39% 88% 56% 44%

PR 13 4 15 18

% of posts PR 13% 8% 11% 25%

Related 20 0 41 18

% of posts Related 20% 0% 29% 25%

Unrelated 2 0 0 0

% of posts Unrelated 2% 0% 0% 0%

PROMOTION 27 31 40 20

% of posts Promotion 26.47% 63.27% 28.57% 27.40%

Service 15 31 32 19

% of posts Service 15% 63% 23% 26%

Other 12 0 8 1

% of posts other 12% 0% 6% 1%

ENTERTAINMENT 25 1 3 17

% of posts Entertainment 24.51% 2.04% 2.14% 23.29%

FAN COMMUNICATION 8 0 53 16

% of Fan communication 7.84% 0.00% 37.86% 21.92%

Comment 0 0 4 4

% of posts comment 0% 0% 3% 5%

Like 6 0 33 6

% of posts like 6% 0% 24% 8%

Comment & Like 2 0 16 6

% of posts Comment & Like 2% 0% 11% 8%

ACTIVATION 14 3 19 12

% of posts Activation 14% 6% 14% 16%

Action 4 1 6 3

% of posts Action 4% 2% 4% 4%

Feedback 9 2 13 5

% of posts Feedback 9% 4% 9% 7%

Competition 1 0 0 4

% of posts Competition 1% 0% 0% 5%

ADAPTATION 36 9 7 5

% of posts Adaptation 35% 18% 5% 7%

Language 7 7 5 5

% of posts language 7% 14% 4% 7%

Culture 30 2 2 1

% of posts culture 29% 4% 1% 1%

FOUNDING TEAM 38 5 36 39

% of posts Founding Team 37% 10% 26% 53%

VIVIDNESS

Link 55 43 91 53

% of posts link 54% 88% 65% 73%

Picture 53 4 36 36

% of posts picture 52% 8% 26% 49%

Video 10 0 6 5

% of posts video 10% 0% 4% 7%

Nothing 1 4 12 1

% of posts nothing 1% 8% 9% 1%

Posts with comments 16 2 65 32

% of posts comments 16% 4% 46% 44%

Posts with shares 35 20 63 46

% of posts shares 34% 41% 45% 63%

Posts with likes 99 49 140 73

% of posts likes 97% 100% 100% 100%


